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Abstract
Abstract
Recent social media trends have proliferated the demand for High Definition
(HD) live streaming events over the Internet. Such events may include sports,
TV channels or individuals broadcasting to an audience located across the globe.
In live video streaming, multiple users subscribe to the same event at the same
time, increasing the peak bandwidth requirements. Consequently, a dynamic and
flexible provisioning of network and system resources becomes difficult. With
user preferences shifting towards mobile devices, cellular network operators also
face challenges when handling flash-crowds viewing live video.
The rising adaptation of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) by Internet Service
Providers (ISP) and Content Delivery Networks (CDN) presents an opportunity
to dynamically respond to short-lived broadcast events as well as HD mega events.
SDN’s centralized control is utilized to propose mCast, an architecture that en-
ables inter-domain network-layer multicast and avoids redundant transmissions
in core and wired access networks. To handle network congestion, Danos is pro-
posed, that deploys an optimization model to maximize the user video quality
while minimizing the resource consumption. The model considers device capabil-
ities, network constraints and user’s ISP or CDN subscription levels.
In the cellular domain, the standard Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service (eMBMS) improves the utilization of scarce wireless resources. Two key
decisions when configuring an eMBMS service area are: which Evolved-Node Base
Stations (eNB) to synchronize and how to share resources among users with het-
erogeneous channel conditions. To optimize network configuration, first RTOP is
proposed. RTOP formulates a joint optimization model and employs a real-time
heuristics-based algorithm for a single network instance. Then NIMBLE is pro-
posed to address design challenges that arise due to temporal aspects of network
and user-state. NIMBLE reacts to variability and re-configures the network to
increase user Quality of Experience (QoE).
Large-scale testbeds were developed to compare the proposed algorithms with
state-of-the-art approaches and various network and video performance metrics
were evaluated . Results showed a 70% increase in average user throughput and
elimination of frame drops in core and access network. Similarly, the eMBMS al-
gorithms increased average throughput by 150% and reduced the bitrate switches
by 75%. Overall, 80% of the users had an improved QoE.




In 2019, video accounts for 80% of all the traffic over the Internet [1]. Video
streaming services can mainly be categorized as Video-On-Demand (VoD) and
live streaming services. Live streaming is the fastest growing type of video traffic
and will comprise of 20% of all video traffic by 2022 [1]. A key reason for this
rapid increase is the latest social media trend that has seen an extreme rise in
individuals sharing live videos with audiences located across the globe [2]. Ser-
vices like Facebook Live1 and Twitch2 have changed the norms of live streaming
where, Twitch alone saw a peak of around 4 million concurrent viewers in 2018
(Figure 1.1).
The proliferation of demand for High Definition (HD) video streaming [3] has re-
sulted in frequent short-lived flash-crowd events over the Internet, such as sports,
gaming events, Video Blogs (vlog), political events and crowd-source stream-
ing. Consequently, a dynamic and flexible provisioning of network and system
resources has become a challenge for Internet Service Providers (ISP). The het-
erogeneous device capabilities of UEs, ranging from smart-phones and tablets to
ultra-HD 4K TVs, further elevate the challenge to dynamically deliver the video





1. Introduction 1.1 Motivation
Figure 1.1: Twitch viewers statistics (Source: [2]). In August 2018, a peak of 4
million concurrent users occurred.
1.1.1 Core and wired access networks
Due to their limited resources, content providers generally rely on Content De-
livery Networks (CDN) to distribute video streams globally. More than 60% of
video traffic on the Internet passes through CDNs [1]. When delivering live video
streams inside an ISP network, CDNs rely on either IP unicast e.g. in Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)-based systems or overlay multicast e.g.
in Point-to-Point (P2P)-based systems [5]. These approaches enable good con-
trol and management of end-devices by establishing end-to-end connections, but
result in redundant transmissions in the network layer and waste of system re-
sources for both ISPs and CDNs.
On the other hand, native IP multicast can help reduce resource consumption
by eliminating packet duplication over network links and content servers, but
its adoption is stymied by lack of desirable features such as management, au-
thorization and accounting [6]. Today, IP multicast is limited to intra-domain
pre-provisioned services such as ISP-oriented IPTV [7].
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging approach for network pro-
grammability, with the capacity to initialize, control, change, and manage net-
work behavior dynamically via open interfaces [8]. A logically centralized con-
troller, with a global view of network, can monitor every traffic flow, make for-
warding decisions and install efficient rules at run-time. The enhanced degree
of control with SDN can enable dynamically manageable network-layer multicast
over the Internet. An increasing number of ISPs and CDNs are incorporating
SDN in their domains [9], which serves as a motivation to rethink the design of
live video streaming services.
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Figure 1.2: eMBMS architecture. eNBs in a cluster transmit eMBMS content on
shared resource blocks (RBs) and schedule their unicast users with the remaining
RBs.
1.1.2 Cellular networks
Over the past few years, user preferences have shifted towards streaming con-
tent over hand-held mobile devices [10], making it difficult for cellular operators
to seamlessly deliver high quality videos to end-users over the scarce wireless
spectrum. The problem of resource allocation becomes further challenging when
users in densely populated and crowded areas subscribe to live video streams
and request the same content at the same time, increasing the peak bandwidth
requirements. Using unicast transmission mode in such an environment leads to
wasteful resource utilization and poor user experience.
Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) is a Third Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) standard [11] that provides an alternative and
more efficient method for delivering live content to a large number of cellular
network users. To improve the resource utilization, eMBMS allows sharing re-
sources among a group of users watching the same content and transmitting the
content to a group just once. Furthermore, to improve the channel condition
of UEs, eMBMS allows Evolved-Node Base Stations (eNB)s in a spatially local
area to transmit a video synchronously at a common frequency and time (Fig-
ure 1.2), hence creating Single Frequency Networks (SFN) and improving Signal
to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) for UEs.
Cellular network operators continue to evolve their eMBMS deployment strate-
gies. The ultimate goal is to maximize the Quality of Experience (QoE) for users
while respecting the resource constraints. To best utilize the scarce wireless re-
sources, operators have to make a few key decisions when configuring the physical
network for eMBMS (Figure 1.2):
• As channel conditions of video UEs and resources available across eNBs can
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vary, an operator must decide how many clusters to create for each video
and which eNBs should be synchronized to form SFN clusters.
• Within an SFN cluster, users interested in the same content may have
heterogeneous channel conditions. Placing such users in one multicast group
is unfair to the users with good channel condition whereas creating too
many groups fails to take advantage of multicast and reduces the cumulative
throughput of the system [12]. Therefore, the number of groups, and hence
the bitrates to serve for each video, must be chosen optimally.
• Finally, as eMBMS users have to share the Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) resources with non-eMBMS unicast users, it is
important to consider the unicast load on each eNB in the eMBMS service
area and the impact of eMBMS decisions on unicast users.
The existing approaches [12, 13, 14] ignore the inter-dependence of these prob-
lems, hence yielding sub-optimal results. Also most of these models are either
too complex to solve in real-time for a large number of users [15]; do not consider
multiple videos served by eMBMS at the same time [12, 13]; aim to maximize
the network throughput instead of the application-level video bitrates [13] or
user-QoE [14]; do not consider the time-variance of the network state or mobile
UEs and; ignore the impact of eMBMS resource allocation on unicast users [16].
To maximize the benefits and potential of eMBMS, operators need a solution
that can run in real-time and jointly solve the user grouping, SFN clustering and
resource allocation problems.
1.2 Thesis statement and contributions
1.2.1 Thesis statement
Enabling network or physical layer multicast for live streaming services and op-
timizing or improving the resource utilization can reduce the operational cost for
content and network providers and also improve the quality of experience for
end-users. Dynamic, cross-layer and real-time solutions are needed for practical
deployment and adaptability of multicast for live services over the Internet.
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1.2.2 Key contributions
To improve resource utilization and user experience for live streaming services,
the following key contributions have been made:
1. Enabling network-layer multicast for inter-domain live streaming
A novel architecture, mCast, is proposed for live streaming that merges the flex-
ibility and control of SDN with resource efficiency of multicast to reduce inter-
domain and intra-domain traffic in an Internet backbone, core ISP network and
wired access network. mCast reduces the implementation cost and complexity of
network-layer multicast for ISPs and provides a dynamic and scalable mechanism
for multicast tree construction in real-time. CDNs are provided with full control
over user sessions and all the necessary information for management and billing
of clients. A cost-based decision model is proposed to help CDNs identify, in real-
time, when switching from unicast to multicast will be profitable. For evaluation,
a large-scale emulated testbed is developed with CDN servers streaming real HD
video content to clients located in an ISP network. Extensive experiments were
conducted to show the feasibility, scalability and gains of mCast. mCast was
compared with standard IP unicast and results showed that in similar network
conditions mCast can, not only save significant network and system resources but
also deliver a better quality of video to clients with lesser start-up delays and no
dropped packets.
2. Optimizing network resources to maximize user received bitrates
and minimize resource utilization
An Over The Top (OTT) live streaming service, Danos, is proposed that fa-
cilitates DASH-like bitrate adaptive delivery, even when using multicast at the
network layer. Various design choices are analyzed that can be made by CDNs
or ISPs to improve user experience. Where mCast enables inter-domain network-
layer multicast, Danos introduces all the essential architectural components to
handle network congestion and heterogeneous specifications of User Equipment
(UE) devices. A novel multi-objective optimization problem is formulated to max-
imize the perceived video quality of users and minimize the traffic load on the
ISP network. The optimization model accommodates operation constraints for
both ISPs and CDNs and scales well with the number of users. The performance
analysis of the model showed that it can be solved in the order of milliseconds for
millions of users in the network. A prototype of Danos is built for demonstration
and evaluation of multiple videos served at multiple bitrates. Real-world scenar-
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ios were tested including cross-traffic and flash-crowd events. Results showed a
significant increase in average throughput in comparison to mCast.
3. Optimizing SFN-clustering and user-grouping problems in cellular
networks
A joint optimization problem is formulated for choosing the best SFN cluster-
ing configuration, user groups and bitrates to serve for multiple eMBMS video
sessions. The solution of this problem determines the performance bound on a
rate-based utility at a particular network instance and presents a practical mech-
anism to handle the impact of eMBMS decisions on unicast users. A scalable
heuristics-based algorithm, RTOP, is proposed that finds optimal or near-optimal
results in real-time, independent of the number of users in a typical eMBMS ser-
vice area settings. A discrete event-based Long Term Evolution (LTE) physical
layer simulator is designed to evaluate the performance of RTOP. RTOP was
compared with state-of-the-art approaches [12, 14] in various network settings,
user distributions, number of videos and bitrates to serve. Results indicated sig-
nificant performance improvements and showed that RTOP always achieved a
utility within a 1% gap from the globally optimal solution.
4. Addressing the impact of temporal network or user state variability
on the end-user QoE
A novel resource management and allocation framework, NIMBLE is presented
for cellular networks, that configures the physical eMBMS network with the ob-
jective to maximize the end-user experience. The proposed solution is extremely
scalable and dynamic, making it feasible for deployment in real-world cellular
networks. An optimization model is formulated that considers the three funda-
mental factors of QoE: the video bitrates received by users, video frames dropped
or skipped by users and, the switches in video bitrates encountered by users over
time. A heuristics-based algorithm is designed that is agnostic to user mobility
pattern and introduces parameters to control the network-state. Frequent net-
work reconfiguration can result in frequent bitrate switches for users and higher
overhead cost of network management. Delaying reconfiguration can reduce the
responsiveness to UE’s channel condition and deteriorate user experience. NIM-
BLE considers these trade-offs when re-configuring the network. Comparison of
NIMBLE with state-of-the-art approaches showed considerable improvement in
user QoE and reduction in overhead costs.
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1.3 Thesis organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the essential concepts, standards and approaches used for
live video streaming services over the Internet and in cellular networks. Fur-
thermore, state-of-the art solutions and metrics to quantify network and video
performance are reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents various simulators, emulators and animators that have been
developed to evaluate the proposed algorithms and tools that have been incorpo-
rated in the testbeds.
Chapter 4 introduces the architecture of mCast, proposed components at differ-
ent SDN layers and, the cost-based decision model for switching between unicast
and multicast. mCast is compared against standard unicast in different network
topologies and the results are analyzed.
Chapter 5 shares the additional components, design choices and, the global
optimization model implemented by Danos in SDN architecture and end-nodes,
to enable bitrate adaptive streaming. Danos is compared against mCast in real-
world scenarios and various network and user metrics are studied.
Chapter 6 formulates the joint optimization problem for RTOP and explains
the heuristic approaches applied for real-time computation. Results of comparing
RTOP with state-of-the-art eMBMS research are shared.
Chapter 7 presents NIMBLE and various modeling techniques, stability param-
eters and design choices made by NIMBLE to maximize user QoE over time.
NIMBLE is compared with RTOP and other similar solutions from literature
and the results are analyzed.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the work and key findings and explores the future
research directions.
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Chapter 2
Background and literature review
2.1 Video streaming standards and protocols
The Internet is a network of interconnected network domains. Similar to most
online services today, there are three important domains for Over The Top (OTT)
video delivery services: Content providers generate the video content, however it
is usually not profitable for them to maintain their own infrastructure for global
delivery; Content Delivery Networks (CDN), such as Amazon or Akamai [17], dis-
tribute the content from content providers across the globe and; regional Internet
Service Providers (ISP) deliver it to end-users over a wired medium, e.g. in Dig-
ital Subscriber Line (DSL), or a wireless medium, e.g. in cellular networks. The
video streaming services provided over such an Internet setup can be classified
into two main categories:
• Video-On-Demand (VoD): VoD services, such as Hulu, YouTube and Net-
flix [18] allow users to download and stream pre-recorded content at any
time. Different users may request different videos at the same time or the
same content but at different times.
• Live Streaming: Services, such as Periscope, Facebook Live and Twitch [19],
serve users with live content, possibly encoded at multiple bitrates to deal
with heterogeneous user network and device specification. Different users
are delivered the same content at the same time.
At the application layer most of these services implement either: Real Time
Messaging Protocol (RTMP) [20] that offers low-latency and hence is a preferable
choice for live video streaming or; Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
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(DASH) [21] that partitions a video file into segments and delivers to a client using
standard HTTP, increasing the reach of the streaming service. At the transport
layer, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) can be used for reliable delivery.
However, due to the high-speed and low-latency provided by User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), and relatively better reliability provided by its variants, e.g.
QUIC [22], UDP has become the most widely used protocol for Over The Top
(OTT) streaming [23].
Regardless of the higher-layer protocols used, popular events with large number
of interested users give rise to events known as flash-crowds [19]. Flash-crowd
events can result in either the content servers being unable to handle the volume
of requests for content or the underlying network capacity falling short of the
bandwidth requirements. The strict temporal locality in live streaming services,
gives rise to frequent flash-crowd events. This serves as a motivation for both ISPs
and CDNs to devise dynamic and efficient solutions that can maintain reliable
service during flash-crowd events.
Note that such events can also occur in VoD services, especially for newly up-
loaded videos on popular channels [24]. VoD users requesting the same content
within a certain time-frame posses similar characteristics as live streaming users,
in terms of temporal aspects and as such, solutions devised for handling live
flash-crowds can also be adapted for VoD.
2.2 Video transmission modes
Traditional TV channels are delivered to users using broadcast transmission over
satellite, cable [25] or via Digital Terrestrial Television (DTTV). Broadcasting
is a one-to-all transmission approach where, subject to authorization, all the
users in the network are delivered the content throughout the streaming duration,
possibly resulting in unnecessary transmissions and lack of user-specific session
details. For better control and utilization of available resources, the following
transmission modes are used when delivering TV channels or any other form of
live content to users over the Internet. A qualitative analysis of these modes is
summarized in Table 2.1
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Table 2.1: Qualitative analysis of video transmission modes




Efficiency Low High Very High Very Low
Server Load High Low Low Low
Inter-domain
Operability High Very low Very low High
CDN
Controlability Very High Very Low Low High










Unicast is a one-to-one form of transmission where each destination node is iden-
tified over the Internet by a unique IP address. This provides a high inter-domain
operability and hence unicast is the most common OTT delivery mechanism. For
video streaming, unicast involves establishing an end-to-end connection between
a content server and a video client. This provides the content providers or CDNs
with full control over the sessions of their end-users and a granular detail of the
content received by each video client. Such information is necessary for account-
ing purposes and is a key element of the business models of content providers
and CDNs. The end-to-end connection also facilitates reliable transport by using
TCP or a reliable form of UDP, e.g. QUIC [22] or RUDP [26].
Because users of live video streaming are concurrent, a drawback of having a
separate connection for each client is a large number of connections from a content
server to end-users, where each connection carries the same content. For spatially
localized users, this problem extends to ISP’s network as well. Several efforts have
been made, e.g. NOVA [27] and SABR [28], to try and optimize the network for
DASH-based video delivery over unicast. While such solutions can improve user
experience in un-congested network scenarios, for mega-events and flash-crowd
scenarios, using unicast results in inefficient bandwidth utilization and high server
loads, negatively affecting user’s received video quality [29].
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2.2.2 IP multicast
From a functional point of view, IP multicast would be a desirable choice to avoid
sending the same video stream to potentially millions of users in parallel. Multi-
cast is a one-to-many or many-to-many transmission approach where a group of
users is identified by a unique IP address and served with a single transmission
i.e. a content is transmitted only once over a particular link. Unlike broadcast
transmission, copies of video packets are only created and sent over links that
are on routes to users in the multicast group. A multicast tree, with routes to all
the group users, is constructed at the start of the stream using a multicast rout-
ing protocol, such as Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [30]. As more users
join or leave the multicast group, a protocol, e.g. Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) [31], is used for user management that communicates with the
routing protocol to update the multicast tree accordingly.
By avoiding redundant transmissions, IP multicast achieves high bandwidth ef-
ficiency and can significantly reduce the load on content servers. However, due
to its various well-known limitations, the protocol is not used for inter-domain
i.e. OTT streaming services. From a CDN’s point of view, IP multicast does
not provide features, such as user management, authorization, billing policies,
data privacy and security [6]. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, these features are
of crucial importance to the business and financial model of CDNs and hence for
live streaming, CDNs do not adopt IP multicast.
From an ISP’s point of view, if the source of a multicast tree is located outside
of their domain (which is the case for OTT services), the management of the
tree becomes difficult and raises security concerns [32]. ISPs maintain strictly-
configured network topologies and carefully planned routing policies [33]. As
multicast group management and routing updates are usually shared via broad-
cast, an ISP will have to broadcast packets and configure its forwarding nodes
based on messages generated outside of its domain which is undesirable. Further-
more, network management in IP multicast is challenging [34] because the focus
is on managing multicast groups and users are not handled or identified uniquely
by the management protocols.
Several efforts have been made to resolve the deployment issues of IP multicast.
Lee et al. [35] propose changes to IGMP which can speed-up the group man-
agement operations. ESM [36] proposes an efficient multicast routing protocol
for data centers by implementing a source-to-receiver expansion approach, rather
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than the standard receiver-driven approach used by standard multicast routing
protocols [30]. Hwang et al. [37] introduce Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees
for IP multicast delivery of intra-domain traffic. Srinivasan et al. [38] use a logical-
key tree structure and Chinese remainder theorem [39] to improve the security
of multicast networks. While these approaches resolve some of the IP multicast
issues, they do not address the factors that hinder inter-domain operability of
IP multicast. As such, in today’s Internet, the use of IP multicast is limited to
services within a certain network domain. For example, ISP-oriented IPTV ser-
vices [7] or cable networks (DOCSIS [25]) can pre-provision users and statically
configure their infrastructures to efficiently deliver live content using multicast.
However, OTT live streaming services still suffer from bandwidth inefficiency and
high loads on content servers.
2.2.3 Application-layer multicast
In an attempt to reduce the load on content servers and enable inter-domain op-
erability, Application-Layer Multicast (ALM), also known as Overlay Multicast,
has been proposed [40]. Simulcast [41] is an early example of such an approach
and recently Point-to-Point (P2P)-based systems [42] are a common example that
use ALM for content delivery. To enable inter-domain operability and high con-
trol granularity, ALM streaming services use IP unicast at the network layer and
instead implement multicast at the application layer by forming an overlay net-
work of interconnected nodes. A hierarchical overlay multicast tree is constructed
and users act as active transmitters by sharing parts of the content with users
designated as their children. Prior research reports that P2P live streaming suf-
fers from unstable video quality and playback lags due to peer churn and limited
uplink bandwidth of end-users [42].
Due to end-users forming part of the multicast forwarding tree, ALM services
have higher vulnerability to security attacks by malicious nodes [43]. The secu-
rity concerns along with the need for complex client-side algorithms, makes it
difficult to attract users watching live streams on low-end devices. Recent efforts,
such as AngelCast [5], augment overlay multicast with CDN clouds to reduce the
latency and improve the streaming quality, but ALM is oblivious to the under-
lying network state and the inability to handle congestion in the infrastructure
repels users with dynamic network conditions. Even though ALM may reduce the
load on content servers and improve the streaming situation for CDNs, it makes
resource management more challenging for ISPs, as even more unicast flows are
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Figure 2.1: SDN architecture. The separation of data and control plane provides
SDN with global view and centralized programmable control.
generated, in comparison to IP unicast, between clients inside and outside the
ISP network.
2.3 Multicast in programmable networks
A programmable network is a network in which the behavior of network devices
and flow control is handled by software that operates independently from network
hardware. Various limitations of the traditional Internet architecture, outlined in
Section 2.2, can be overcome by using a programmable underlying network and
offering services on top to manage and share live video streams. Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) is the current standard technology for network programma-
bility.
2.3.1 SDN and its benefits
SDN [8] is a programmable network architecture that decouples the control plane
from the forwarding plane and brings it to a logically or physically centralized
location. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of an SDN domain. The data plane
consists of forwarding nodes that have the capabilities to process and forward
incoming data traffic and are connected to the control plane using Southbound
APIs, such as OpenFlow [44], NETCONF [45] or OVSDB [46]. The control plane
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consists of a controller software, e.g. OpenDaylight [47], ONOS [48] or Ryu [49],
with multiple control functions and features. The controller is responsible for
configuring the data plane i.e. the forwarding nodes based on the instructions that
it receives from the application plane. The controller also extracts information
about the network from the hardware devices and communicates back to the SDN
applications with an abstract view of the network using Northbound APIs. The
application plane hosts programs and services that the network provider wants
to provide to its users. These applications can include networking management,
analytics, security, multimedia or business-related services.
SDN has several advantages over traditional networking. It is dynamic, man-
ageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, making it ideal for the high-bandwidth,
dynamic nature of live video streaming. The logically centralized controller, with
a global view of network, can monitor every traffic flow, make forwarding deci-
sions and install dynamic rules at run-time. The knowledge and awareness of
network nodes and clients by the controller in SDN can be used to construct
resource-efficient multicast trees in an ISP network. The flexibility provided by
SDN at network layer and the ability for inter-controller communication can be
utilized to develop a multicast service for inter-domain video traffic coming from
a CDN to an ISP network. The abstract view provided to the services at the ap-
plication plane can help build an inter-domain multicast service while retaining
data privacy and providing security.
2.3.2 IP multicast in SDN
Pertaining to the increasing adaption of SDN by network providers and data
centers [9], research has been conducted to improve the mechanism of IP multicast
using the SDN architecture. In [50], an SDN-based system is proposed that allows
fast failure recovery for IP multicast trees. CastFlow [51] presents an approach
where a centralized SDN controller manages IP multicast; all IGMP messages are
sent to the controller that calculates multicast groups and configures network in
advance. Craig et al. [52] measure real-time link cost modification to apply load
balancing on multicast traffic and handle or avoid network congestion.
Other works propose some elaborate multicast routing algorithms [53, 54] that
can be used in an SDN. The SDN controller can receive network statistics from all
the network nodes and switches and can use this global information to construct
efficient paths. Reza et al. [55] model multicast routing as a delay constraint least
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cost (DCLC) problem, solves an approximation and dynamically configures the
network using SDN to guarantee QoS.
While such solutions improve the management of IP multicast, other issues such
as handling inter-domain traffic remain unaddressed. In Lcast [56], a network-
layer inter-domain multicast framework is proposed that creates a router overlay
to connect multicast hosts in different domains. Solutions like Lcast enable inter-
domain multicast but fail to present CDNs with enough control over clients to
provide a viable live streaming service.
2.3.3 SDN-based network-layer multicast
To fully exploit the benefits of SDN, a few researchers have proposed to redefine
the way network layer multicast is handled and introduce sufficient control to
content or network providers to realize a video streaming service. Yang et al. [57]
exploit Scalable Video Coding (SVC) to divide a video stream in separate flows
and creating a multicast group for each flow. A flow represents a layer of SVC
video and users located on congested paths are added to lesser number of flows
i.e. layers. Instead of using IGMP, the centralized control of SDN is used to
dynamically reconfigure the network and user groups. This work does not define
a communication framework between ISPs and CDNs and does not take into
account data privacy concerns of a CDN. Similar work for Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) is proposed in [58] where different descriptions of the video are
configured as different multicast flows and policies are implemented to ensure
minimum quality to users by delivering at least one description.
The advent of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) along with SDN has fur-
ther revitalized the demand of multicast at the network layer. LiveJack [59]
presents a network service that allows CDN servers to leverage ISP cloud re-
sources and extend multicast towards the edge. In [60], SDM is proposed to
enable ISPs to support resource efficient P2P streaming; a virtual peer is created
inside an ISP network allowing an external streaming source to gain a presence.
The ISP then distributes traffic to its clients using Network Address Translation
(NAT)-like forwarding rules. Although a P2P service, this work gives a good idea
of what SDN can do to create dynamic networks, save resources in core or access
networks, and improve video quality for end-users.
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Figure 2.2: An example of eMBMS configuration. Synchronizing eNBs can im-
prove the achievable MCS and spectral efficiency of users.
2.4 Multicast in cellular networks
In comparison to core or wired access networks, the resources available in cellular
networks are substantially lower. Therefore, when delivering live video streams
using IP unicast, cellular networks suffer even more with inefficient resource man-
agement especially during flash-crowd events or high cross-traffic. To improve
the resource utilization, 3GPP has standardized Evolved Multimedia Broadcast
Multicast Service (eMBMS). eMBMS provides an alternative and more efficient
method for delivering live content to a large number of cellular User Equipment
(UE) devices.
In LTE networks, Resource Blocks (RB) are the unit of resource allocation (Fig-
ure 1.2) and they represent the time and frequency at which a signal is trans-
mitted. Evolved-Node Base Stations (eNB) schedule their non-eMBMS unicast
UEs by allocating them RBs, often through some variant of a proportionally
fair scheduler [61]. While doing so, the eNB chooses a Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) for each UE based on their reported channel condition. A higher
MCS yields higher spectral efficiency however, if a UE is assigned an MCS higher
than what their channel condition can support they are unable to decode the
signal properly, and experience packet losses.
2.4.1 Background on eMBMS
For eMBMS [11], users can be combined into groups based on their video of
interest and channel conditions, with each group receiving the video at a different
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bitrate. The content is transmitted just once to a group and the UEs are scheduled
to receive the transmission over the same set of RBs. To ensure that all group-
users can properly decode the signal, the MCS of a group is restricted to the
UE with the worst channel condition [12]. Therefore, to increase the spectral
efficiency, it is essential to create groups of users commensurate with their channel
conditions. To improve the achievable MCS for UEs, eMBMS proposes creating
Single Frequency Networks (SFN)s in densely populated areas when multiple
neighboring eNBs have to serve the same video (Figure 2.2). eNBs that are part
of an SFN, transmit a video in a synchronous manner over the same set of RBs.
Interested UEs combine the received signals, boosting their Signal to Interference
Noise Ratio (SINR). As each eNB may have a different load of non-eMBMS
UEs, placing an eNB with a higher load in an SFN may limit the amount of RBs
available to an eMBMS session. Therefore, to increase the achievable throughput,
it is important to consider unicast load at each eNB as well as eMBMS user
distribution.
As an eMBMS service area may include multiple eNBs, the scheduling, user
grouping and SFN clustering for eMBMS is handled by a centralized entity called
Multicast Coordination Entity (MCE). Rather than handling themselves, eNBs
rely on an MCE to manage the eMBMS users and resource allocation. MCE is
a logical entity and, physically it may be integrated into another network ele-
ment. eMBMS adds MCE to the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) of LTE and defines
an interface (M2) for communication between eNBs and MCE. Additionally, an
interface (M3) is defined for communication between MCE and Mobility Manage-
ment Entity (MME) and helps MCE in acquiring eMBMS session details. Note
that there is no communication between end-users and MCE, because eMBMS
is a multicast-based service where users do not provide detailed feedback to the
serving entity.
2.4.2 Related work on eMBMS
eMBMS enables multicast at the physical and link-layer of cellular networks by
configuring UEs to receive video content over shared wireless resources. Some
research, e.g. [62] has been conducted to incorporate forward-error correction in
eMBMS at the application layer to improve reliability in the absence of detailed
user feedback. However, such works do not address issues and challenges at lower
layers e.g. efficient physical-layer resource scheduling and allocation.
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Several researchers have proposed multicast resource allocation techniques for
eMBMS users. Hou et al. [63] propose using UEs with good channel conditions
as relays for UEs with bad channel conditions. Such methods are not realistic
due to the greedy nature of users and low-latency requirements of live streaming.
Muvi [13] uses scalable video coding in an attempt to maximize the utility for
multicast users but does not consider the impact on unicast users. Won et al. [64]
solve the user grouping problem for a single-cell network and assigns an MCS
value to each group with the goal to maximize Proportional Fairness (PF) which
is defined as the sum-log of bitrates assigned to users. This work sometimes
places users in groups where the MCS value is higher than what they can decode,
resulting in packet losses for such users.
Chen et al. [12] propose an optimization model that considers grouping users
based on their channel conditions, while considering the impact on unicast users.
The objective of the optimization is to maximize throughput based on PF-utility.
Although this approach ensures that all users are assigned some resources, it does
not guarantee that those resources are enough to achieve at least the minimum
bitrate of the transmitted video. Also, the model does not consider the presence
of multiple videos or the possibility of creating multiple SFN clusters.
In [65], Monserrat et al. evaluate how the number of eNBs in an SFN cluster
affect the eMBMS service, but they do not propose any solution for determining
the best eNB configuration. BoLTE [14] addresses the SFN clustering problem
for multiple broadcast sessions by placing eNBs with less SFN gains in separate
clusters. However, BoLTE does not explore the possibility of grouping UEs based
on their channel conditions and always assumes all the UEs within an SFN cluster
to be in the same group. This approach is unfair to UEs with good conditions
and limits the achievable utility of the system.
2.4.3 eMBMS configurations
Based on the resource allocation schemes proposed in the literature, various key
configurations for eMBMS can be identified. These are illustrated in this section,
by considering the example shown in Figure 2.2. Two videos (J and K) are served
using eMBMS at two different bitrates (200kbps and 400kbps) by two eNBs (B1
and B2). A setM contains the eMBMS users interested in each video and consists
of eight users (j1, j2, j3, j4, k1, k2, k3 and k4). In Figure 2.2, the MCS values on
top are what users can achieve from eNB configuration {{B1}, {B2}}, i.e. eNBs
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(a) No eMBMS. All users treated as
unicast.
(b) Standard eMBMS. 1 User Group
1 SFN Cluster
Figure 2.3: Example of no eMBMS and standard eMBMS configuration
split into two clusters and the bottom MCS values are the achievable MCS from
cluster {{B1, B2}}, i.e. both eNBs are synchronized to form one SFN cluster.
Both eNBs have 10 RBs for eMBMS and users of Video J and K can only be
served with these RBs. The bitrate assigned to a user m is denoted by rm. Five
possible network configurations are explored and two performance metrics are
measured:





• Sum-log utility of user bitrates, calculated as ∑
m∈M
log(rm).
Case a (No eMBMS): All users are scheduled separately as unicast users and
the eNBs are placed in separate clusters i.e. not synchronized (Figure 2.3a). Due
to the limited resources available (10 RBs) at each eNB, only three users (j2, j3
and j4) could be served with the higher bitrate (400kbps). The sum-log utility is
44.46 and the average user bitrate is 275kbps.
Case b (Standard eMBMS): All eNBs are in one cluster and all users of a
session in one group (Figure 2.3b). As RBs are shared, each user gets more RBs
than in unicast. However, the user with the lowest MCS value (j1 for Video
J) restrains the rate for all users. Therefore even though j2 and j3 have high
spectral efficiency, they receive the lower bitrate (200kbps), limiting the total
users served with 400kbps to four. The system utility is 45.12 and the average
bitrate increases by 10% in comparison to unicast.
Case c (eMBMS with SFN clustering [14]): For Video J, splitting eNBs into
two clusters (Figure 2.3c) places j4 in a separate cluster than the user with the
worst channel condition i.e. j1. This allows j4 to achieve a higher MCS and
hence receive the higher bitrate. However users j2 and j3 are still restricted to
the lower bitrate because of user j1, who is unable to receive the higher bitrate
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(c) eMBMS with SFN clustering but
no user grouping
(d) eMBMS with user grouping but
no SFN clustering
Figure 2.3: Example of SFN clustering and user grouping configuration
due to its poor channel condition. No change is made to Video K as all the users
are already receiving the higher bitrate and assigning further resources will not
increase the utility for these users. With five users receiving 400kbps, the system
utility increases to 45.84 and the average bitrate by 8% in comparison to standard
eMBMS.
Case d (eMBMS with user grouping [12]): Instead of SFN clustering, user
grouping is applied to standard eMBMS case (Figure 2.3d). With the eNBs
synchronized, users j2 and j3 have distinctly higher MCS in comparison to j1
and j4. Hence they form a separate group and receive the higher bitrate, while
leaving enough resources for the second group (j1 and j4) to receive the lower
bitrate. Now six out of eight users are served with the higher bitrate and the
average bitrate increases by 17% in comparison to standard eMBMS. The sum-
log utility of the system increases to 46.54.
Case e (eMBMS with user grouping and SFN clustering): Unlike Video
K, the user distribution of Video J is such that the users achieve little (j2, j3 and
j4) or no (j1) benefit by synchronized eNBs. Splitting the eNBs in two clusters
for Video J places j1, j2 and j3 in B1 and j4 in B2 which now has less users and
hence more RBs available for j4. This enables j4 to receive the higher bitrate as
well (Figure 2.3e). On the other hand, users in the cluster B1 can be split into
two groups, similar to Case d. For video K, the same solution is maintained i.e.
all eNBs synchronized and all users in one group. This configuration gives us the
optimal solution with seven out of eight users receiving the higher bitrate. The
system utility increases to 47.24 and the average bitrate by 25% in comparison
to standard eMBMS.
This example shows that the total utility of the system depends on the eNB
configuration chosen for each video, the number of user groups created in each
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(e) eMBMS with both SFN
clustering and user grouping
Figure 2.3: Example of joint user grouping and SFN clustering configuration
SFN cluster, the number of users placed in a group and the number of RBs
and bitrate assigned to each user group. None of the existing approaches in the
literature propose jointly optimizing user grouping and SFN clustering with a
different configuration possible for each video.
2.5 Video performance metrics and indicators
There are three key areas to consider when measuring the performance of a video
streaming service: the Quality of Service (QoS) provided by the network, the
Quality of Experience (QoE) for the video received by users and the network
or system resources consumed due to the service. For each of these categories,
some of the following metrics are used in the subsequent chapters for performance
evaluation.
2.5.1 Quality of service
In OTT streaming, QoS is affected by various factors, such as reliability, scala-
bility, effectiveness, maintainability and congestion in the network. As the video
stream travels through the Internet from a content server to an end-user, it may
encounter degradation.
2.5.1.1 Errors and losses
Sometimes packets are corrupted due to bit errors caused by noise or interference,
especially in wireless communications. The unit of physical layer transmission in
cellular networks is a Transport Block (TB) and transmission errors can result
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in lost TBs at the receiver [11]. Because there is no data re-transmission in
multicast-based services, e.g. eMBMS, minimizing lost TBs is of crucial im-
portance. At the network layer, even when there are no transmission errors,
congestion in the network queues due to insufficient capacity can result in lost
packets. A reliable network and service should either avoid network congestion or
detect it when it happens and handle the congestion to reduce or, when possible,
eliminate packet losses.
2.5.1.2 Throughput and goodput
Throughput is the size of successfully delivered packets over a time period. It
is generally measured in Kilo-bits per second (Kbps) or Megabits per second
(Mbps). As a video frame is composed of one or more network packets, failure to
deliver some such packets may prevent a video client from properly decoding the
video frame, even if some of the packets belonging to that frame are successfully
delivered. Goodput is defined as the rate of useful packets delivered to a UE
and it ignores the received packets that get discarded. The common unit to
measure Goodput is also Kbps or Mbps. Note that measuring goodput involves
the knowledge of a user’s protocol stack and hence, is a metric that is measured
at the user-end rather than in-network.
2.5.1.3 Link utilization
Link utilization is the average traffic over a particular link expressed as a per-
centage of the total link capacity. An ISP may implement service differentiation
in the network and assign a slice of network to the streaming service. In such
cases, even a 100% link utilization will not affect cross-traffic users, i.e. users
that are not part of the streaming service. However, without service differentia-
tion, where network queues are shared, a high link utilization by live streaming
could result in network congestion or reduction in throughput for the cross-traffic
users. Therefore, an effective service should try to minimize link utilization in
such scenarios, while maintaining a good or high quality of video delivery.
2.5.1.4 Failed client connections
If the content servers are overloaded, i.e. their processing capabilities is insuffi-
cient to handle the volume of received requests in a certain time frame, then the
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connection requests sent by video clients of UEs will start getting dropped. This
event is defined as a failed client connection [66]. A scalable and well-managed
streaming service should be able to minimize or eliminate failed client connec-
tions.
2.5.1.5 System utility
To measure the overall performance of the network, providers usually define a
system-wide utility function. The utility can be an aggregated function of one
or more aforementioned metrics. Generally, system throughput is used to calcu-
late the utility, for example when scheduling resources for UEs, 4G Long Term
Evolution (LTE) networks calculate Proportional Fairness (PF) utility, defined
as sum-log of throughput achieved by UEs [61].
2.5.2 Quality of experience
From a user’s perspective, the QoS and associated metrics hold little importance
and what actually matters is the video-watching experience. This is captured by
Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics. QoE is a measure of the overall delight or
annoyance of a customer’s experiences with a service. This is generally a subjec-
tive metric and measured on a scale such as Mean of Opinion Score (MOS) [67].
The main factor that defines user experience is the average bitrate or throughput
of the user over the streaming duration. However, some other key QoE factors
have been identified by research studies [68].
2.5.2.1 Initial startup delay
Slow startup and video loading time increases user abandonment. A study con-
ducted on 23 million video views [69] revealed that for more than 2 seconds
loading time, users started to leave. At 10 second delay, more than 50% users
abandoned the stream and the majority of them never came back. For some live
events, e.g. sports, these delays can be far more crucial due to the time-sensitivity
of the content.
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2.5.2.2 Dropped frames and stalls
Another key factor that affects user experience is the amount of dropped frames.
A frame may be dropped due to network losses or missing dependencies. Based
on the number of frames per second (fps) in the encoded video, a loss of a few
frames may not be noticeable by a human eye. But too many dropped frames,
especially consecutive frames, can result in video stalls or freezes. To improve a
user’s experience, it is critical to minimize the frequency and duration of stalls
in a video stream. When a stall occurs, Video-On-Demand (VoD)-based clients
start re-buffering packets and resume when enough packets have been received
to successfully decode and play frames. Due to the strict time deadlines in live
clients, recovering from a stall may involve frame skipping i.e. resuming at the
current time rather than where the stall occurred, or fast-forwarding by displaying
selective frames and catching up with the newest transmitted frames. Regardless
of the technique used for recovery, stalls carry arguably the highest negative
weight on user’s live streaming experience [69].
2.5.2.3 Switches in video bitrates
The adaptive bitrate streaming, such as DASH, vastly improves the overall user
streaming experience by reacting to the underlying network or user state and
dynamically increasing or reducing the transmitted bitrate. However, this results
in bitrates switching between high and low resolutions. Frequent switches can
have a negative impact on user QoE. Based on a study report [70], on average
less than one switch per minute was acceptable by users, but more switches
than that annoyed users and negatively impacted their streaming experience. In
addition to the number of switches, a switching magnitude i.e. difference in the
switching bitrate, may also be of relevance [71]. For example, switching down
from a bitrate of 8Mbps to 4Mbps may not be as noticeable as switching down to
1Mbps. In general, while switching carries lesser weight on QoE in comparison to
stalls, in a highly throughput-fluctuating environment, such as cellular networks,
an algorithm that ignores the impact of bitrate switches on users may perform
poorly in terms of the overall QoE.
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2.5.2.4 QoE metrics
To measure QoE as a metric, subjective and objective approaches are used to
identify degradation that may arise at any stage in an end-to-end streaming ser-
vice, e.g. due to congestion in network or decoding at video client. Although
QoE is a subjective metric that can only truly be measured through user feed-
back, e.g. by using MOS, the objective functions can be helpful and convenient
when designing algorithms and measuring or comparing performance of various
algorithms [72].
These functions and metrics can be classified as direct and indirect [73]. Direct
metrics include factors that directly affect the user perception of the received
content, e.g. frame losses or blurs, whereas indirect metrics consider the factors
that are not directly related to the content but can have undesirable side effects
on user experience, such as start-up delays or asynchronous delivery to multiple
live video users.
QoE inspection solutions can be assessed with full, reduced or no reference to the
original video source [74]:
• Full Reference involves comparing the user’s received video to the original
uncompressed video source. Metrics such as PSNR [75], SSIM [76] and
VQM [77] use this approach when evaluating QoE. Due to the need for
presence of the original video frames, such metrics cannot be used for real-
time computation and evaluation of streaming services.
• Reduced Reference, e.g. [78, 79], involves comparing the user’s received
video to the video transmitted by the server, often through an alternative
channel between users and servers to transmit the parameters of the original
content in a reduced way.
• No Reference involves evaluation of the video received at the user-end with-
out using any reference video, allowing for fully flexible real-time imple-
mentation. Such metrics rely on a combination of the aforementioned QoE
parameters, such as delays, drops and switches. In [80], Liu et al. conduct
subjective tests to derive impairment functions for different QoE parame-
ters and formulate an overall QoE model. A_PSQA [81] presents a hybrid
subjective and objective approach to evaluate end-user QoE. Duanmu et
al. [68] apply regression-based techniques on subjective scores reported by
users and derive QoE equations with high correlation.
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2.5.2.5 Fairness
Aside from QoE, another important factor that may affect users is the fairness.
Fairness measures are used in networks to determine whether users or applications
are receiving a fair share of system resources. In wired systems, where users have
homogeneous underlying network capacities and condition, Jain’s index [82] is
commonly used. Jain’s index uses a variation coefficient to measure fairness and
hence works well when ratio scales are applied, such as on user throughput. In
contrast, QoEs are usually measured over interval scales e.g. a 5-point Mean of
Opinion Score (MOS) with 1 indicating lowest quality and 5 indicating highest
quality. Because coefficient of variance is meaningless for such scales, F-index [83]
proposes standard deviation in QoE values of users along with lower and upper
QoE bounds to measure fairness among user QoEs. F-index can take any QoE
metric [68, 80] as an input and returns a 0 to 1 fairness ratio with 1 being perfectly
fair.
While higher-layer fairness metrics work well for users with similar network state,
UEs in wireless environment may have disparate channel conditions and the spec-
tral efficiency or maximum achievable throughput of users may be different. Ex-
pecting such an environment to allocate similar bitrates to users and have low
standard-deviation can result in inefficient resource utilization. For such net-
works, the fairly shared spectrum efficiency (FSSE) is a common approach to
jointly measure fairness and system spectrum efficiency. A widely used metric in
wireless networks is Proportional Fairness [61] which aims to maximize the sum-
log of user throughput, often with variations to avoid scheduling starvation (i.e.
some users allocated no spectrum). PF can be extended to maximize user bi-
trates or QoE, where such information can be measured or estimated by network
entities.
2.5.3 Resource consumption
If a streaming service is too complex, it may consume too many network or
system resources, resulting in high overhead costs and rendering the real-world
deployment infeasible. A few common overhead costs incurred on network by
streaming services are described below.
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2.5.3.1 Signalling messages
When reconfiguring Software-Defined Networking (SDN) nodes, messages are
shared between the SDN controller and network forwarding nodes, and forward-
ing entries are modified or added to the forwarding tables of the network nodes.
The signalling messages and forwarding entries are measured for the proposed
schemes. Similarly in cellular networks, reconfiguring eMBMS implies sharing
messages between the Multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) and eNBs and, ac-
tions taken in the form of advertising the reconfiguration updates. Due to the
highly dynamic and mobile nature of cellular networks, the cost of reconfigura-
tion can get high. For the eMBMS-related proposed solutions, various types of
reconfiguration are measured and analyzed.
2.5.3.2 Computation time
For implementation of an algorithm or service, in a real-world dynamic envi-
ronment, it must be able to compute the solution in real-time. Large-scale live
streaming services are usually very dynamic with users frequently leaving or join-
ing video streams or user-state frequently changing, in the case of mobile users.
When solving network reconfiguration problems for SDN or eMBMS, depending
on how long the algorithm takes for computation, an optimally computed solution
may have become sub-optimal. Additional time may also be needed to reconfigure
the network based on the computed solution. Therefore, it is important to devise
an algorithm that converges quickly, preferably in orders of milliseconds [84].
2.5.3.3 CPU utilization
As the volume of user requests and data traffic increases in mega-events, the
load on content servers as well as network nodes starts increasing. Insufficient
processing capacities can result in failed client connections (Section 2.5.1.4). A
simple, but expensive, solution is to continue adding more server or network nodes
to cope with the increasing user demand, however, an efficient service must try to
minimize system resources where possible. The proposed multicast-based solution
for SDN (Chapter 4), evaluates the percentage load on the processing units when
conducting large-scale evaluation and compares it with standard unicast-based
solution.
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Summary
This chapter provided an insight into various concepts, standards and approaches
used by live video streaming services over the Internet and in cellular networks.
A review was presented for transmission modes, algorithms and models proposed
for live video streaming in literature. A detailed description of various metrics
to quantify network and video performance was provided. These metrics include
Quality of Service (QoS)-based parameters, Quality of Experience (QoE) indica-
tors and overhead costs for different network and system elements.
Various limitations of the state-of-the-art solutions and the challenges and issues
that arise due to these limitations were identified. For IP multicast, the lack of
features, such as user management, data control and privacy, inter-domain oper-
ability and transparency were pointed out. Lack of these features makes multi-
cast incapable of streaming live content over the Internet. For cellular networks,
the existing eMBMS resource management solutions were discussed. These solu-
tions ignore the inter-dependence of user-grouping and SFN-clustering problems,
yielding sub-optimal results. Also these models are either too complex to solve
in real-time for a large number of users; do not consider multiple videos served
by eMBMS at the same time; aim to maximize the network throughput instead
of the application-level video bitrates; ignore the impact of eMBMS resource al-
location on unicast users or; ignore the dynamic nature of cellular networks and
mobile users.
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Tools and methodologies
3.1 Simulation vs emulation
Ideally, when bench-marking, evaluating or comparing the performance of new
designs and algorithms, they would be tested on the actual hardware or the net-
work for which they are developed. For example, an Over The Top (OTT) live
streaming service may be tested by streaming content to actual users, connected
to the Internet via an ISP. Testing on physical devices is more accurate, concise
and user-specific. Such an approach can be adapted by large-scale services, e.g
Netflix [18], by rolling out beta versions of the new features, updates or algo-
rithms. However, for new innovative services or academic purposes, it might not
always be feasible or cost-effective to deploy a real-world testbed for evaluation.
For testing in a closed and controlled environment, two approaches are used:
• Simulation:A simulation is an abstract imitation of a system and is the
most economical way of testing new algorithms. Simulation involves repli-
cating the general behaviour of a system using trace-based or mathematical
models of traffic, network behavior, channels and protocols. Most network
simulators use discrete event-based simulation and may ignore the detailed
internal functions of the original system.
• Emulation: An emulator works by duplicating almost every aspect of the
original system. The emulation is efficiently a complete imitation of the
system that operates in a virtual environment instead of the real world.
Hence, by setting the virtual environment similar or close to live network,
emulation can provide more accurate and concise results in comparison to
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simulation.
Some systems or devices may be infeasible or too expensive to emulate such
as eNBs in an LTE, in which case simulation may be the only viable testing
option. The common tools for simulating LTE networks are OPNET [85] and
NS2 [86]/NS3 [87]. NS2 and NS3 also provide network animators, (NAM [88]
and NetAnim [89] respectively), that allow users to quickly gather large amounts
of traffic details and visually identify patterns in communication. Such animation
tools are useful for better understanding and demonstration of network protocols
and algorithms. OPNET and NS3 provide the core components of an eMBMS
architecure but do not include the physical-layer implementation of some features
such as Single Frequency Networks (SFN). Therefore, to evaluate the performance
of the proposed work in Chapter 6 and 7, a custom discrete event-based LTE
physical layer simulator was developed (Section 3.4).
For developing,validating and testing SDN applications, Mininet [90] is a well-
known and widely used emulator that emulates network topologies. Mininet cre-
ates a realistic virtual network, running real kernel, switch and application code,
on a single machine. While Mininet provides native support for OpenFlow [44]
protocols, its use is not limited to OpenFlow and can also run legacy network
nodes or connect to physical devices through well-defined interfaces. APIs are
built for communication between network nodes and SDN controller. Mininet
does not have a network animator available, like NetAnim for NS3. A real-time
network animator for Mininet is proposed in Section 3.2 and a testbed for evalua-
tion of live video streaming is described in Section 3.3 using Mininet for creating
network topologies.
3.2 MiniNAM: A network animator for visual-
izing real-time packet flows in Mininet
Mininet is one of the most well-known network emulator in research and academia.
Although Mininet is capable of emulating both traditional as well as SDN sys-
tems, it does not provide a tool to visually observe and monitor the packets
flowing over the created network topology. To address this the Mininet Network
Animation Tool (MiniNAM) is designed and implemented. MiniNAM includes all
the components required to initiate, visualize and modify Mininet network flows
in real-time. MiniNAM provides a graphical user interface that allows dynamic
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modification of preferences and packet filters: a user can view selective flows with
options to color code packets based on packet type and/or source node. This
establishes MiniNAM as a very powerful tool for debugging network protocols or
teaching, learning and understanding network concepts. A number of sample use
cases and examples are provided, on how to use MiniNAM to create networks
and view the generated network flows with customized preferences. The tool has
been released as an open-source software1 and is being used at several universities
and research groups.
3.2.1 Introduction
Network simulation tools such as NS3 [87] and emulation tools such as Mininet are
widely used for the validation of new network protocols in research and learning
or understanding network concepts in academia. One of the main challenges with
simulators and emulators is to monitor the state of the network across what could
be a large number of network entities and to analyze the complex and frequent
message exchanges between these entities. Packet traces generated by simulators
generally contain static outputs and lengthy log files, limiting the user’s ability
to comprehend the data. Similarly in emulated networks, statistics are generally
gathered in raw form or at the end of the emulation, hiding the dynamics of
the protocol behaviour. Network visualization and animation tools address such
problems. A network animator, like NAM [88] for NS2 [86], allows users to
quickly gather large amounts of traffic details, to visually identify patterns in
communication, and to better understand causality and interaction.
Mininet creates a virtual network with fully operational nodes and allows inter-
action among these nodes, giving a more realistic and complete interpretation
of a network in comparison to simulators like NS3. One of the key features of
Mininet is its support for OpenFlow [44] and SDN systems [8]. Creating SDNs
with Mininet can be as easy as running a single command. Mininet provides some
visual tools like MiniEdit and Virtual Network Description (VND) [91] that fur-
ther simplify the generation of network topology however, unlike NS3, Mininet
does not provide a tool for visualization of traffic and packets flowing over the
created network topology.
1https://github.com/uccmisl/MiniNAM
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Figure 3.1: System design of MiniNAM
3.2.2 Design overview
The proposed animator, MiniNAM, is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) tool
written with Tkinter and Mininet’s Python API [92] (Figure 3.1). MiniNAM
provides visualization of the main topology view, from which the user can derive
a number of specialized views based on packet types and source or destination
nodes. The GUI provides a means of viewing traffic flows, monitoring traffic
patterns as well as the packet-level details necessary to design new protocols.
MiniNAM has no additional dependencies and can run on any system that has
Mininet installed on it. MiniNAM contains all the components needed to create
a network, to capture traffic flows, customize visualization parameters and finally
display the run-time progression of packets from source nodes to destination nodes
over appropriate links. While the scalability of MiniNAM is dependent on the
hardware on which it is being run, it can conveniently support networks of any
size that can be created by Mininet on a certain machine. In our calculations,
visualisation of the underlying Mininet topologies in MiniNAM generates little
demand in overall CPU usage, but dependent on preferences and filters chosen, as
defined in later sections, overall CPU loading does increase but not significantly.
Like Mininet, to create a network, users can execute the MiniNAM utility from
the command line by passing various arguments. To simplify the use of MiniNAM,
arguments are kept in the same format and structure as the Mininet ’mn’ utility.
To provide support for custom defined topologies, MiniNAM provides a ’–custom’
argument which can be used to load a user-defined python script. MiniNAM
also supports networks with multiple controllers to enable visualization of more
complex networks. To create such a network, a custom python script can be
written and switches can be attached to one or more controllers. On execution
of a command, a GUI will load and present the created topology with options to
drag nodes around in the created window. Positions (x,y) can also be defined for
the nodes in the Python script.
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Table 3.1: Preferences and filter options to customize flow display
Preferences
Speed of packet flows Flows can be viewed in real time or adjusted to aslower speed
Color code packets If selected, flows from each source node will havea different color
Colors for packet types Option to choose a different color for differentpacket types
Show source IP on packets If selected, first and last octet of IP address ofsource node will be displayed on every packet
Show node statistics If selected, node statistics will be shown instantlyon mouse hover over any node
Filters
Show Packets Types Specified packet/frame types will be displayed.
Hide Packet Types Specified packet/frame types not displayed.
Hide Packets from
IP/MAC Specified source IP/MAC not shown
Hide Packets to IP/MAC Specified destination IP/MAC not shown
A number of menus have been added to ease customization of the displayed flows:
• Preferences: As illustrated in Figure 3.2a, this menu, selected from the
Edit menu of MiniNAM, permits a means of customizing the view of flows
that will be generated. Options in the File menu can be used to save these
preferences and load them later for other emulations.
• Filters: As shown in Table 3.1, this menu offers a means of limiting the
types of packet being visualised, based on packet types, and respective IP
and MAC addresses.
Each of the respective parameters in the menus above are further detailed in Ta-
ble 3.1. Further customization can be done by modifying the underlying source
code. MiniNAM also provides other features through the Run menu that include:
pausing the display of flows at a certain time, clearing the existing flows and view-
ing OpenFlow switch configurations. Once the traffic starts flowing, MiniNAM
provides real-time information of the number of packets transmitted and received
by every network node. Once this option has been turned on from the preferences
menu, statistics will be shown when the cursor hovers over a node. In addition,
statistical information of every interface in the network can be seen (Figure 3.2b)
in the Run menu.
To provide interaction between elements in the network, each simulated node
contains an option to open a terminal window by which additional network traf-
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(a) Preferences (b) Statistics of all network interfaces
Figure 3.2: Example of some of the dialog boxes available in MiniNAM.
fic or application level programs can be executed. All generated traffic will be
displayed according to user preferences. The user can also observe the behaviour
of network failures on the emulated network, by using the link down option to
simulate a broken link.
3.2.3 Applications of MiniNAM
MiniNAM is a useful tool in both education and research areas.
• Education: Teachers can use MiniNAM to animate networking principles in
class or within a lab scenario. Students can use MiniNAM to compare and
understand network protocols. By slowing down the speed of network flows,
and viewing how packets traverse the network, students can understand the
relationship between the control and data aspects of the network.
• Research: Researchers can use MiniNAM to investigate new networking
concepts, debug real-life network applications, as illustrated in [93] where
MiniNAM was used to show real-time video streaming, and do more ad-
vanced comparisons by using the network interface summary to check the
number of packets and/or bytes crossing each network node and interface.
3.2.4 Demonstration overview
To demonstrate the working of MiniNAM, three pre-defined distinct network
protocol examples are provided. It is illustrated how MiniNAM can be utilized
to visualize a fully functioning network and associated packet flows. Also, and
more importantly, the effectiveness of MiniNAM is shown, when the control of the
network inefficiently manages the network, through the incorrect implementation
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(a) Load balancing. The
traffic from three servers can
be viewed as different colors
travelling towards the client.
(b) ICMP Packet visualization
in NAT. The change in IP
address of packets can be seen
once a packet crosses router
’r0’
(c) Re-routing packets. A
broken data link (shown in
dotted) results in packets
taking a different route
(s1-s2-s3).
Figure 3.3: Three network protocol examples illustrating the generated topology
and associated packet flows in MiniNAM.
of either protocols, nodes or flows. The three examples present a broad range of
commonly used network protocols.
Load balancing: This example uses a Ryu [49] SDN controller to implement
Server Load Balancing using an OpenFlow switch. A client requests traffic that
can be served from three servers. The switch divides the traffic load among
servers based on the logic implemented by the controller. This example2 creates
a topology with one switch and four hosts, as seen in Figure 3.3a. An echo
server can be started on three of these hosts and if pings are sent from client, the
packets can be seen distributed among the servers. This example illustrates an
excellent use case where MiniNAM can make debugging easier when designing a
new network protocol or algorithm.
Network Address Translation (NAT): This example uses the simple linux-
router example provided in Mininet to create a network with one NAT-enabled
router connected to three switches. Three hosts, each on a different network com-
municate through the NAT-enabled Linux Router and if NAT is implemented
properly, packets are routed correctly and this can be seen in MiniNAM. Min-
iNAM can display the flowing packets as well as the change in IP address of
packets when they pass through the router. Figure 3.3b outlines how the real-
time visualization of packets can make it easier for students to grasp network
concepts.
2https://github.com/OpenState-SDN/ryu/wiki/Server-Load-Balancing
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Re-routing: Taken from the Spanning Tree example in the Ryu controller, this
example creates a network with multiple paths between hosts. If a path is broken
and an alternate path is available, the controller tries to update the path. In
this example, hosts are connected to each other through multiple paths. By
simulating a broken link, the behavior of the routing protocol can be monitored
and the response can be viewed in real-time, as shown in Figure 3.3c. This
example demonstrates how MiniNAM can simplify the instantaneous analysis
and debugging of a realistic network failure.
A detailed tutorial on how to build and run MiniNAM to replicate and repeat
these examples is available 3. Additional scripts are also provided, with inade-
quate code, which illustrate how MiniNAM can be used to determine when the
code is logically incorrect or insufficient to create the required network function-
ality. The source code of MiniNAM is available on Github4.
3.3 eSMAL: Evaluating SDN-based live stream-
ing architectures
The rise of SDN presents an opportunity to overcome the limitations of rigid
and static traditional Internet architecture and provide services like inter-domain
network layer multicast for live video streaming. Over the past few years some
SDN-based multicast frameworks [58, 60] have been proposed to offer Content
Delivery Networks (CDN) with sufficient control and Internet Service Providers
(ISP) with enough flexibility to realize a live Over The Top (OTT) streaming
service. In this section, eSMAL is proposed, a modular platform to evaluate
and compare SDN-based multicast architectures and algorithms for live video
streaming and benchmark their performance against standard IP unicast.
eSMAL streams actual video content in High Definition (HD) quality over an
emulated network and measures various network and application level metrics.
For demonstration, the platform consists of two Graphical User Interface (GUI)s.
A Panoramic GUI allows modification of various network and video parameters
(Table 3.2), to generate variable evaluation scenarios and monitor the effect on
output in form of graphs and live statistics. An Animator GUI displays the
chosen network topology and shows traffic flows from video servers to the clients
3http://www.cs.ucc.ie/misl/research/current/ivid_demo/mininam/
4https://github.com/uccmisl/MiniNAM
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Table 3.2: eSMAL GUI parameters to modify network and video settings
Network
Clients Total number of clients in the ISP network that willrequest a video stream
Network Topology Options include: Star, Mesh and Tree topology
Link capacity The maximum link bandwidth for internal links of theISP network
Video
Video Servers Number of CDN servers with video content to stream
Duration Total duration (in minutes) for which the video will bestreamed.
Quality To choose High Definition (HD) or Standard (SD) videoquality
Decoder Options include: RAW - Do not display video at clientsand H.264 - Displays video at the clients as they receive it
in real-time. This GUI helps in visually identifying patterns in communication
and better understand the working of the underlying protocols and algorithms.
For evaluation and comparison, eSMAL can be initiated without the GUIs, which
enables light-weight mode and allows for large-scale experimentation. Due to its
modular nature, eSMAL allows users of the platform to replace any or all modules
with their own, to evaluate and compare the performance of their proposed design.
To provide a fully functional testbed, eSMAL is pre-packaged with one to two
implementations of all the components necessary to build an SDN-based live
streaming service. A prototype of mCast (Chapter 4) and Danos (Chapter 5)
was implemented on the eSMAL testbed for demonstration and evaluation of the
proposed solutions.
3.3.1 Platform overview
The eSMAL platform for performance evaluation is based on an emulated testbed.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the testbed setup.
3.3.1.1 Network topology
Mininet is chosen for emulation and provides a means of creating a virtual net-
work topology on a single computer. For this testbed, Mininet was setup on a
laptop with Ubuntu 16.04. Two separate SDN-based domains for an ISP and a
CDN are implemented and connected with each other over a high speed virtual
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Figure 3.4: eSMAL setup and components. The modular setup allows for an easy
replacement or installment of custom components.
link. For the CDN, a tree topology with a depth and fan-out equal to one is used.
Tree topologies are commonly used in database centers to provide connectivity for
content servers [36]. For the ISP domain, a sample star, mesh and tree topology
are provided that can be chosen to monitor the behavior of the architecture with
different underlying network topologies. In addition, real residential ISP topolo-
gies are also provided, from Topology Zoo database [94] including KREONET
(approximately a STAR topology) and AT&T network (a MESH topology).
3.3.1.2 Application and control plane
Each domain is managed by a separate SDN controller. As an example, The
Ryu controller [49] was chosen for the testbed, over which control and applica-
tion planes are implemented and OpenFlow [44] protocol v1.3 was used for the
SDN southbound interface. Ryu controller provides a mechanism to implement
application plane entities which were used to implement various components of
mCast and Danos services. The agents in an ISP domain run as web servers with
a Representational State Transfer (REST)ful API. The CDN can communicate
with the ISP using HTTP requests that are received by the RESTful API. The
messages from the CDN can contain details of actions or services that the CDN
requires. To configure the network in response, services at the application plane
of the ISP construct instructions and pass them down to the SDN controller using
Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI). The components in the control plane can
then configure the nodes in the data plane accordingly.
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3.3.1.3 Video clients and servers
Although eSMAL is designed to evaluate live streaming services, the focus is
on the delivery mechanism and network management and not the live encoding
process. Therefore, to enable large-scale experiments, eSMAL pre-encodes videos
and when streaming, transmits the videos as live content. Furthermore, when the
video clients receive the transmitted stream, rather than live decoding, they save
a log of the recieved content for post-processing. This allows scaling the number
of clients that can run simultaneously on a single virtual machine-based emulated
testbed e.g. when evaluating mCast, 1000 users were tested with each user run-
ning a video client application. eSMAL includes two different implementations
for video clients and content servers.
The first implementation is based on C++ and adapted from Scalable Video Eval-
uation Framework (SVEF) [95]. SVEF provides servers and client implementation
for evaluating Scalable Video Coding (SVC). For the client, the default SVEF im-
plementation is used, however for the server SVEF implementation is modified to
act as a live streaming server that is capable of dynamically streaming the content
to more than one client as it receives content requests. Additionally, an API is
implemented for interaction between content servers and the CDN application-
plane agents. For encoding videos in SVC, eSMAL uses Joint Scalable Video
Model (JSVM) [96]. As an example, two open source videos are provided, Big
Buck Bunny (bbb) and Sita Sings the Blue (sstb). Nine minutes of each video are
encoded at 1920x1080 HD resolution with a Group of Picture (GOP) size of 8
and a frame rate of 25 fps, yielding a bitrate of 2Mbps.
The second implementation is based on Python and is developed from scratch.
The video clients support switching video bitrates during the stream. Unlike
standard multicast-based live video clients, that subscribe to a single video qual-
ity, these clients are capable of bitrate adaptive streaming. It is assumed that
the rate-adaptation algorithm is running in the network or at the content server
and the client accepts the decision made by such algorithms. However, in case
of failure or stalls, the client holds the capability to request a bitrate of its own
choice, which will usually be a lower bitrate than before. The video streaming
servers in this implementation run three threads: a listening thread to listen for
content requests and establish a connection with clients; a control thread that
uses an API to communicate with CDN application-plane and takes instructions
or provides the requested client information and; a data thread that streams
a video at different bitrates and serves each client at their maximum allowed
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Figure 3.5: Panoramic GUI: Utilized to modify network and video settings and
view performance metrics in real-time.
or requested bitrate. As an example, three open source raw videos, "Big Buck
Bunny" (bbb), "Tears of Steel" (tos) and "Sintel" [21] are encoded using H.264
Advanced Video Coding (AVC) at three resolutions each. The chosen resolutions
are Full HD 1920x1080, HD 1280x720 and SD 480x270 with a GOP size of eight
and a frame rate of 24fps, yielding approximate bitrates of 4Mbps, 1.5Mbps and
400Kbps respectively.
3.3.2 Demonstration overview
The demonstration offers a means of modifying various network and video settings
(Section 3.2), and monitoring the effects of these changes on the network and
system metrics in real-time. Users can modify these settings through a Panoramic
GUI (Figure 3.5). The GUI also offers a means of viewing performance metrics
mandated by the input settings. These metrics are displayed in the form of graphs
and statistics. The information shown includes bandwidth consumption in the
ISP network plotted over time, average load on network nodes including switches
and controllers plotted over time, number of dropped packets, average load on
content servers in CDN, average start-up delays for the clients and total number
of OpenFlow messages in the ISP network.
In addition, a second GUI (Figure 3.6) displays the chosen network topology in-
cluding clients, servers and the SDN controllers. The traffic flows can be viewed
in real-time as the packets travel from servers to the clients. Mininet Network
Animation Tool (MiniNAM) is used for this purpose (Section 3.2). MiniNAM
provides real-time animation of networks created by the Mininet emulator. A
user can view selective flows with options to color code packets based on packet
type and source node. For simultaneous comparison of a multicast-based live
streaming service and IP unicast, an instance of MiniNAM is created for each
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Figure 3.6: A snapshot of MiniNAM GUI displaying live video streaming: A tree
topology is used for both CDN and ISPs domain.
approach in a separate virtual machine. With the packet level information pro-
vided by MiniNAM, users can visually identify patterns in communication and
better understand the working of the streaming service.
3.4 eMBMS simulator and animator
The open-source NS3 [87] or the commercial OPNET [85] simulators provide
LTE modules and include entities that Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service (eMBMS) introduces in the LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC). However,
they lack various key features, such as ability to create clusters of Single Frequency
Networks (SFN) or groups of users. As these features are essential for evaluating
the systems proposed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, a custom discrete event-based
simulator is proposed in this section. Furthermore, an offline animator, similar
to NetAnim [89] in NS3, is developed for demonstration purposes.
3.4.1 Network topology
An eMBMS service area is simulated with Evolved-Node Base Stations (eNB)
arranged in a hexagonal grid layout. The testbed can create a topology with up
to five neighboring eNBs. This layout can represent a large shopping mall, e.g.
as shown in Figure 3.7. Users can be spread across the service area with either
uniform distribution or normal distribution. A normal distribution represents
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Figure 3.7: An example of eMBMS hexagonal grid layout. The area represents a
shopping mall with four eNBs.
scenarios, e.g. stadiums, where most of the users are concentrated around one
area. A uniform distribution represents scenarios, e.g. shopping mall, where
users are more likely to be located evenly in the service area. For user mobility,
a Random Way Point (RWP) model [97] is included, which can be tuned to
replicate the behavior users walking or resting in a mall.
3.4.2 Physical layer parameters
On the user device, Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP) from each eNB
is measured and Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) is calculated. Users
then report their achievable Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) from differ-
ent possible SFN clusters. To simulate RSRP, a Log-normal shadowing path-loss
model is considered with path-loss exponent value denoted by n. eNBs are as-
sumed to transmit signals at power P and based on the user’s distance (d) from
an eNB, the RSRP, denoted by R, is calculated as [98]:






where χ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed random variable. do, the reference
distance, is set to 0.01m and L is the free-space path loss at do. The transmit
power P of eNB is in dB and the RSRP produced is also in dB. The SINR that
a user can achieve from an SFN cluster c can then be calculated as [98]:
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where: b ∈ c represents the eNBs in the eMBMS service area that are part of the
SFN cluster c and add up to the user’s signal quality; b 6∈ c represents the eNBs
in the service area that are not part of the SFN cluster c and cause interference
for the users; bd is the distance of user from eNB b; Noise is the white noise
power density that the user experiences and; RSRP R is measured in Watts.
Based on the user’s attainable SINR from each cluster the MCS is calculated
using Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)-based Block Error Rate (BLER)
vs SINR curves from LTE System-Level Simulator [99]. The AWGN curves from
the ns-3 simulator [87] are also included. The target BLER is set to 1% in
eMBMS [11], contrary to 10% in unicast, as there are no physical layer re-
transmissions and a lower percentage ensures higher probability (99% in this case)
of successful delivery. The Multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) can then use
these MCS values to choose the best bitrate or network configuration for users.
In the simulation testbed, these values are passed as an input to the network
configuration function, that computes the best solution and logs the output.
For video content, traces of multiple videos are generated based on H.264 encoder
at multiple bitrates, and a Forward Error Correction (FEC) of 10% is assumed.
The trace files consist of frame-level details with each entry representing the frame
number, timestamp, size in bytes and the frame type (e.g. I, P or B). Based on
the solution generated by the network configuration function, each user runs a
greedy algorithm as the video client, and determines the best bitrates that it can
receive at each instance of the streaming duration. It then creates a receiver-
specific video log file for post-processing. When switching between bitrates, to
ensure a smooth switching experience, the client waits until the end of a GOP
to subscribe to the new bitrate. Finally, the user logs are processed to calculate
and evaluate various performance metrics (Section 2.5).
3.4.3 Animation GUI
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the animator is built on Python’s Tkinter
library 5. The configurable settings provided in the GUI are: a play button to
pause or resume the animation: a time-slider that can be placed at any particular
time of the simulation and; a speed knob to adjust the playback speed of the
animation. In addition, information boxes are included to display various network
and user statistics. The inputs to the animator are the network configuration log
5https://docs.python.org/2/library/tkinter.html
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Figure 3.8: A snapshot of eMBMS animator GUI for shopping mall. 5 users are
displayed and eNBs are divided into two clusters.
files and user-specific video trace files.
Figure 3.8 shows a snapshot of the animator. The topology displayed in the figure
is of a shopping mall (Figure 3.7) with four eNBs. The GUI helps in visualizing
the network topology, user mobility pattern, SFN cluster configuration, bitrates
being transmitted, the MCS used to transmit each bitrate and number of Resource
Blocks (RB) allocated to each bitrate. In addition to network details, user-specific
information is also displayed, including, user ID, the current cluster and bitrate
of user, current channel condition (MCS), current streaming bitrate, total lost
frames and total switches experienced by the user so far.
Summary
This chapter explained various testbeds and tools that were developed for perfor-
mance evaluation of the proposed algorithms that are presented in the following
chapters. For evaluating eMBMS, a discrete event-based simulator was designed
with commonly used physical layer LTE parameters [100] and traces of real video
content. For evaluating SDN-based proposals, a modular and scalable emulator
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was built with all the essential components in both CDN and ISP domains. Mul-
tiple videos were encoded at multiple bitrates that can be streamed from content
servers located in a CDN domain to large number of users located in an ISP
network.
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Chapter 4
mCast: Enabling inter-domain
network-layer multicast for live
streaming services
4.1 Introduction
Content providers usually have limited resources and rely on Content Delivery
Networks (CDN), to distribute streams globally. More than 60% of video traffic
on the Internet passes through CDNs [9]. To save network and system resources,
instead of IP unicast, a CDN can use either IP multicast or Application-Layer
Multicast (ALM) to deliver streams to clients located in the networks of Internet
Service Providers (ISP). However, multicast is rarely used in the Internet due to
its rigid and static nature and other limitations specific to the aforementioned
multicast approaches [6, 40].
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) possesses features that are non-existent in a
traditional IP network and can be utilized to deploy multicast over the Internet.
In this chapter, a novel architecture, mCast, is proposed for live streaming, that
merges the flexibility and control of SDN with resource efficiency of multicast
to reduce inter-domain and intra-domain traffic for both ISPs and CDNs. The
modular architecture of mCast reduces the cost and complexity to implement
network-layer multicast for ISPs and provides a dynamic and scalable mechanism
for multicast tree construction in real-time. CDNs are given full control of their
clients and all the information necessary for management and billing.
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The clients do not need to be modified because mCast installs rules on the last
hop to convert the stream back to IP unicast, making the delivery transparent to
client devices. These rules also help measure the amount of traffic that goes to
each user. The ISP can use this information to charge users based on their data
plans. As such, mCast solves another main problem of IP multicast i.e. inability
to bill users in a multicast group based on their individual billing plans.
mCast employs agents in both the CDN and the ISP domain. These agents
are responsible for communication with each other as well as the control plane
of SDN in their respective domains. As ISPs are economically driven and will
charge CDNs for availing of the mCast service, it is important for a CDN to know
the exact cost to serve a certain video stream. A CDN can choose to switch from
IP unicast to mCast when doing so will reduce the overall cost. A decision model
is formulated to help CDNs in making the switching decision.
The decision model not only identifies various cost factors but also presents them
in quantifiable mathematical equations and if a CDN chooses to use mCast, this
model will help the CDN to decide when switching to mCast will reduce the
total cost of serving a stream to active clients. Once the decision to switch
the transmission mode has been made, the CDN mCast Agent provides the ISP
mCast Agent with a list of its active clients. An ISP uses this information to
construct a dynamic multicast tree using an extension of Dijkstra’s Algorithm
(Section 4.2.1.5) and installs forwarding rules in run-time.
For CDNs and ISPs, keeping their network infrastructure private may be of com-
mercial importance and they tend not to reveal information such as network
topology, available bandwidth, or routing paths. The communication framework
of mCast is designed in a way that no such information needs to be disclosed.
Both ISPs and CDNs can manage their clients and network in their own way
and just share the identity of clients to be served with mCast. This resolves any
concern that a CDN might have in terms of user or data privacy.
For evaluation, a prototype of mCast is implemented on a large scale testbed,
eSMAL (Section 3.3), with content servers streaming multiple HD videos. An
extensive evaluation was performed to show the feasibility, scalability, robustness
and gains of mCast. mCast is compared with standard IP unicast and results
showed that in similar network conditions, mCast not only can save significant
network and system resources for ISPs and CDNs, but also delivers a better
quality of video to clients, with lower start-up delays and no dropped packets.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture and components of mCast
4.2 Architecture and components
The proposed architecture for live streaming focuses on two main goals: reducing
the resource consumption in ISPs and CDNs, and providing CDNs with full
control over their clients even when using multicast. Both ISP and CDN domains
are assumed to be SDN-enabled. This assumption is justified as SDN is already
transporting 23% of traffic in data centers, growing to 44% by 2020 [9]. A 2016
survey [101] indicates that 75% of the respondents had either implemented SDN
in their network or were planning to do so in the near-future.
Generally, ISPs and CDNs implement SDN for various use cases such as efficient
resource utilization and ease of management. In mCast, SDN’s flexible data
forwarding and in-network editing features are exploited. This is essential for an
ISP to take advantage of the routing capabilities of SDN. For a CDN, the SDN
controller can be replaced by a server, capable of communicating with an ISP
and managing clients on its own. However, the use of SDN for the CDN domain
in mCast is to emphasize and show how two controllers can communicate and
manage their underlying networks more efficiently.
4.2.1 Architecture overview
Figure 4.1 illustrates the key mCast architectural elements in the application,
control, and data planes [8]. At the data plane, standard SDN switching nodes
are used to forward user data within ISP and CDN networks, according to mCast
control plane functions. mCast employs agents in both CDN and ISP domains
to carry out application plane functions. The role of these architectural elements
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is detailed below.
4.2.1.1 mCast CDN agent
This component has three main functions: monitor the client requests, classify
clients and trigger mCast. In a standard IP unicast streaming service, a request
handler receives channel requests, authenticates clients and responds with the
IP and port address of the streaming server. A client can then send a content
request to the streaming server.
The mCast CDN agent extends a standard request-handler in traditional CDN
systems to enable efficient content delivery using multicast. A standard request
handler authenticates content requests and forwards legitimate content requests
to their corresponding servers according to the CDN policy. mCast extensions
include request classifier and multicast management functions. The request clas-
sifier identifies users located in a single ISP and watching the same content. Such
classification can be performed using geo-location databases. Once a group of
clients satisfy a pre-specified criterion (discussed in Section 4.3), the request clas-
sifier triggers the mCast handler to start multicast operation.
The multicast management functions include interfacing with: the mCast ISP
agent to request mCast service and share client details; mCast CDN routing
module to install routing entries for multicast and; mCast streaming server to
improve the resource utilization, by aggregating a group of flows into a single
flow as detailed below.
4.2.1.2 mCast ISP agent
ISP plays a passive role in mCast, as in, it does not trigger the mCast request.
To be the trigger, an ISP would need to perform deep packet inspection and
decoding to identify what streams are watched by clients and whether they are
served from the same CDN. As CDNs are a better judge of their clients, it is
simpler, less resource consuming and less prone to privacy violation, if a CDN
triggers mCast request.
The mCast ISP agent represents the application plane module at the ISP and
holds key importance in the mCast architecture. It performs two main functions,
interfacing with the CDN and orchestrating multicast operations in the ISP. It
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receives session aggregation requests from the CDN including source and desti-
nation addresses and port numbers for every user session intended for multicast.
Note that such information is used to locate the target users in the ISP network
and ensure transparency for end clients.
Upon reception of such requests from the CDN, the mCast ISP agent first creates
an identifier for the mCast stream composed of an IP address and a port number,
denoted as V(IP, Port). Then, it instructs the mCast ISP routing module to create
a multicast tree for the intended users starting at the ISP gateway. Once a tree is
successfully constructed, ISP agent shares V(IP, Port) with CDN agent which uses
it to configure CDN network for mCast delivery.
As users join or leave the session, the mCast CDN agent informs the ISP agent to
dynamically update routing entries in the ISP forwarding nodes. Such interaction
is not possible in traditional network nodes due to the lack of SDN-like centralized
control.
4.2.1.3 mCast enabled streaming server
This server typically listens for content requests and streams the requested content
using RTP UDP/IP unicast sessions. To support mCast, the server implements
an API to communicate with the mCast CDN agent. Over such an interface, the
server would be instructed to pause transmission for a group of sessions and alter-
natively send the content to the provided destination address and port V(IP, Port).
To avoid packet losses, the new connection is activated before terminating the
old unicast sessions. While this sequence ensures no packet loss, it may lead to
duplicate packets at the client. However, these packets would be ignored by the
client after inspecting the RTP headers.
4.2.1.4 mCast CDN routing module
The routing module is programmed to forward content requests to the request
handler for authentication. Once authenticated, the routing module is provided
a target server to forward connection requests using its predefined routing policy
(e.g., shortest path or least loaded path). In the presence of an mCast agent, it
is consulted before proceeding with the default routing. If the multicast criteria
are satisfied, multicast routing is activated and the new content request is served
through the new multicast stream.
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4.2.1.5 mCast ISP routing module
This module identifies the routes of different flows from the ISP gateway to their
end points. Due to the global view of the SDN controller, a typical topology
manager in SDN is aware of all of its network nodes and clients. The mCast ISP
Routing module probes the topology manager to obtain a graph representation for
the ISP network. It also communicates the estimated routes to the flow manager
that interfaces with the switching nodes. The ISP routing module implements
the ISP routing policy and is extended by an additional function to support
multicast routing, which is triggered by the mCast ISP agent. The mCast ISP
agent also dynamically instructs the routing module to update video multicast
trees as clients leave and join.
The routing tree construction problem for mCast is a well-known Steiner tree
problem in graphs [102]. Although the main focus of the work is to present
the architecture and components essential for realizing a live streaming service
using inter-domain multicast, an extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm is developed
to implement the mCast ISP Routing Module. As the architecture of mCast is
modular, to implement any other tree construction algorithm [53, 54], the mCast
Routing Module can be replaced with that algorithm without modifying rest of
the modules in the architecture.
In the extended Dijkstra’s algorithm, when the mCast ISP Routing Module re-
ceives a request from an mCast ISP agent, it calculates the shortest path for the
first client. Then it sets the weight of all involved edges to zero before calculating
the shortest path for the next client. This prioritizes the used edges and paths
over others and reduces link stress in the network. The process is repeated until
a path is determined for all the clients. This information is then passed on to the
mCast Flow Manager.
4.2.1.6 mCast flow manager
A Flow Manager in an ISP installs rules on SDN-enabled switches based on the
information that it receives from the Routing Module. The mCast Flow Manager
installs multicast entries in network nodes with higher priority than IP unicast,
ensuring that clients are served with mCast whenever possible. In addition, the
mCast Flow Manager installs transparency rules on the egress switch. Before
forwarding a packet to the client, this rule modifies the V(IP, Port) to the IP and
port address of the video client, so the client receives the packet just as it would
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Figure 4.2: Important message exchanges to establish and serve mCast.
in IP unicast, hence the transparent delivery. These rules also help the ISP in
measuring the amount of traffic that goes to each user. An ISP can use this
information to charge users based on their individual billing plans.
4.2.2 Functional description
Figure 4.2 illustrates the exchanged message-sequence between different compo-
nents to setup mCast and deliver content through multicast. For simplicity of
illustration, the figure provides an overview of mCast operations for a single ISP
and a single CDN domain. The same operations would be applied to clients
belonging to different ISPs or multiple CDNs served by a single ISP.
4.2.2.1 Pre-setup
The decision model (Section 4.3) is used as the criteria to initiate mCast. CN
represents the client that satisfies the decision model criteria. Any client that
joins the stream before CN, is served with IP unicast. For these clients, the
mCast CDN routing module installs unicast rules for the client and forwards the
request to the streaming server which sends a unicast stream to the client.
When a content request is received from CN, along with sending a unicast stream
to CN, CDN requests mCast service from ISP and sends a list of clients to be
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served with mCast. The list includes full tuples i.e. server’s address S(IP, Port) and
the client’s address C(IP, Port). The mCast ISP agent receives this request and
assigns a virtual IP and port V(IP, Port) to the video stream. ISP can choose an
address from a pool of IPv4 addresses that it reserves for the mCast service. It
can then use port numbers to distinguish streams, allowing up to 65535 streams
per address.
4.2.2.2 Registration and delivery
The list of clients and V(IP, Port) are passed to the mCast ISP routing module. The
mCast Flow Manager then installs rules on the switches to: forward the traffic
coming for V(IP, Port) towards the switches in mCast tree and; on egress switch,
replace V(IP, Port) with C(IP, Port) and the source with S(IP, Port).
The SDN controller then informs the CDN mCast agent which sends a message
to the streaming server to terminate IP unicast streams of accepted clients and
replace them with a single stream destined for V(IP, Port). As the ISP network
is all set-up for mCast, when the single stream from the server enters the ISP
ingress switch, it is sent only once on every link on the tree until it reaches all
the clients.
4.2.2.3 Client join and leave requests
When the CDN receives a new content request from a client, instead of sending
that request to the server, it is first sent to the ISP. The port number S(IP, Port)
is set as the one at which the client made the request i.e. the listening port of
the server. The ISP adds this client to the mCast tree by installing or modi-
fying forwarding rules and the client starts receiving the stream instantly and
transparently.
When a client decides to switch channel or terminate the service, it sends a leave
request to the CDN. The CDN mCast agent receives this request, updates the
client state and also informs the ISP. The mCast Routing module in ISP updates
the mCast tree by traversing backwards from the egress switch and removing
mCast entries, until it reaches a node that serves more than one client. As clients
joining and leaving can result in un-optimized multicast paths, a global update of
mCast tree can be scheduled, to optimize the routing paths based on the currently
joined clients.
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4.2.3 Performance analysis
The performance of mCast is measured in terms of the consumed network and
system resources. For IP unicast, the bandwidth consumed in the network in-
creases linearly with every new client, regardless of the number of shared links in
the network. mCast uses network layer multicast and avoids duplication of traffic
over any link. As the number of clients increases in the network, the amount of
bandwidth consumed at a link stays constant. This reduces the amount of band-
width consumed when one or more shared links exist in the network. This also
avoids creating bottleneck links when a large number of clients share a link, as
the bandwidth consumption per link is independent of the number of clients in
mCast.
The system resources consumed in an SDN network include the flow entries or
rules installed at switches and, the messages shared between SDN controller and
the switches to install these flow entries. For a single live stream, mCast installs
only one entry per switch. When a new client joins mCast, the SDN controller
sends a message to the switches on the path to this client and further actions are
added to the flow entry. Depending on the approach used by an ISP, mCast offers
savings in system resource consumption, for example when an ISP implements
service differentiation [103]. Instead of having one rule at entry and exit point
of each tunnel for a live streaming service, mCast will install only one rule per
switch in the network, saving the system resources.
Other ISPs will save system resources by mCast, as the number of packets to be
processed and forwarded by a switch will be very low in comparison to IP unicast
and hence the processing cost and time will be reduced. This is reflected in the
evaluation results (Section 4.4), where it can be seen that for a large number
of clients, where IP unicast overloads a switch’s processing capability, mCast
maintains a very low CPU consumption.
4.3 Cost-based decision model
As ISPs are economically driven and will charge CDNs for availing of the mCast
service, it is important for a CDN to know the exact cost to serve a certain
video stream with unicast or mCast. In this section, various cost factors are
identified and an optimized mathematical cost model is presented for the decision
of switching from unicast to multicast for a specific stream. The model is a
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distinct complementary contribution: mCast does not rely on it however if a CDN
chooses to use mCast, this model will help the CDN to decide when switching
the transmission mode to mCast will reduce the total cost to serve that stream.
Two key factors that add up to the cost for a CDN serving a channel to N clients
are: the load on servers or power consumption P (N), and the outgoing traffic or
bandwidth consumption B(N). For P (N), a Power model from [104] is adapted,
which states a linear increase in power consumption with the increasing number
of clients. The maximum power consumed by a server when fully utilized is
represented byPmax. An idle server consumes approximately 70% of Pmax while
the remaining 30% increases linearly with the number of clients. From this model
an equation is derived for the total power consumed by all the servers to serve N
clients that are watching a particular channel. If one CDN server can support No
number of clients then to serve N number of clients with IP unicast P (N) will
be:











As an example, if there are 1200 clients (N) watching a channel and one server
can support 500 clients (No), then three servers are needed, where two servers
are fully utilized and the third one consumes 70% of Pmax for running idle and
an additional 12% to serve 200 clients. The total power consumed can be found
by substituting N and No in Equation 4.1, yielding P (N) = 2.82Pmax.
B(N) is the Internet transit cost that a CDN will have to pay to the Internet
Exchange Point (IXP) for serving a channel to N clients. Transit volume is the
amount of traffic that goes out of a network domain. Internet transit is typically
metered and priced in $/Mbps. The industry standard to measure transit cost is
the 95th Percentile method [105]. In this method, a network can avail of pricing
discounts by relying on commit volume. Commit volume is a certain volume of
traffic that network domains can agree in advance to pay for, regardless of the
actual volume that they consume. Let VT be the 95th percentile transit volume
and VC be the commit volume that the CDN committed to an IXP, Norton [106]
models the transit cost as:
Transit cost = max(VTST , VCSC), (4.2)
where SC , the single unit price for commit volume is lower than ST , the single
unit price for transit volume. The volume consumed by N clients is represented
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by V (N) and hence B(N) = max(V (N) · ST , V (N) · SC).
If a CDN chooses the first method, i.e. transit volume, then V (N) increases
linearly with the number of clients and can be calculated as V (N) = αNBi,
where Bi is the average bit-rate of channel i and α > 1 accommodates for the
variable video bit-rate and helps avoiding large queuing delays. With VC = 0,
B(N) = αNBiST .
If a CDN uses chooses the second method i.e. commit volume to an IXP, then the
cost for VC is a fixed value and does not vary with the number of active clients.
To get an estimate of the cost for N clients watching a single channel, the cost
is divided equally among all active clients. Let Xi be a client watching a channel
i at the average bit-rate Bi, then V (N) = NBi∑XiBi . This represents the portion
of the cost for N clients. With VT = 0, B(N) = VCSCNBi∑XiBi . Combining these two








In general, CDNs use the second method i.e. commit volume to an IXP as this
is more predictable. The total cost that a CDN will incur to stream a channel to
N clients using IP unicast is denoted by U(N) and equals to:
U(N) = P (N) +B(N).
Substituting Equations 4.1 and Equation 4.3 gives the total cost incurred by a














Now the cost to serve a single video to N clients using mCast is calculated. For
mCast, the outgoing traffic from a CDN server and the load on it is independent
of the number of clients and is equal to the cost of one client i.e. U(1). In
addition, a CDN will have to pay a certain charge to the ISP for availing of the
mCast service. An ISP can charge a CDN with either a variable-rate based on
the number of clients that joined a particular stream or a flat-rate based on an
estimated value. This charge provides an extra incentive for ISPs to use mCast
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because in addition to saving resources, an ISP can increase its revenue earned
through mCast. This charge should represent the cost that an ISP incurs to
provide mCast service and is mainly based on forwarding data to the clients that
are in the multicast tree.
Because mCast avoids packet duplication on any link in the ISP topology, once a
link is added to the tree to serve a client, the cost to serve any additional clients
over that link is essentially zero. This means that once all the links in the ISP
topology have been traversed and added to the multicast tree, an ISP will incur
no additional cost for the increasing number of clients. Probabilistically, such a
situation occurs with just a fraction of the total number of clients that an ISP
can serve. As mentioned in [107], an ISP that can serve 100,000 clients can have
all of its links, added in the multicast tree, with just 500 randomly distributed
clients. Hence, an ISP can charge CDN a geometrically decreasing cost for every
client that joins the stream. Therefore the total costM(N) that a CDN will have
to pay for N clients using mCast will be:
M(N) = U(1) + C 1− r
N
1− r , (4.5)
where C is an initial cost that an ISP charges CDN and r is the ratio for decreasing
cost of every new client. Note that the small increment for every new client,
regardless of no increase in the link cost, is justified by other minor costs that an
ISP incurs such as number of forwarding entries and actions taken at the network
nodes; managing clients and multicast trees and; interacting with the CDN.
A business model of a CDN for live streaming involves individual clients where
serving each client incurs some cost on the CDN as discussed above. To minimize
the total cost for the duration of the stream, a CDN should switch the transmis-
sion mode to mCast when the cost for mCast becomes lower than IP unicast. i.e.
M(N) < U(N). (4.6)
For stability, only those clients should be considered for initiating mCast that
have been watching a particular channel for a certain amount of time. The clients
with very dynamic behavior such as the ones which are switching channels should
be ignored. This will also keep the cost to minimum when an ISP is charging
CDN with variable-rate based on the number of clients that joined a particular
stream.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental testbed for evaluation of mCast
4.4 Performance evaluation and comparison
The performance evaluation is based on a prototype implementation of mCast on
top of the eSMAL testbed (Section 3.3). Figure 4.3 illustrates the experimental
setup. The two separate SDN-based domains of CDN and ISP are connected over
a high speed 1Gbps Internet link. For the CDN, a tree topology is used, with a
depth and fan-out equal to one. For the ISP domain, two different residential ISP
topologies from the Topology Zoo database [94] are used, including KREONET
(approximately a STAR topology) and AT&T network (a MESH topology), to
show that the potential of mCast is independent of the underlying network. Since
Topology Zoo information does not include link rate, the internal link bandwidth
is set to 200 Mbps.
Ryu, a Python-based SDN controller, is used to implement the mCast components
in the control and application plane. Two open source videos "Big Buck Bunny"
(bbb) and "Sita Sings the Blue" (sstb) are streamed from the CDN using the C++
based modified-SVEF live servers. Nine minutes of each raw video is encoded
using the JSVM framework [96] at 1920x1080 HD resolution with a GOP size of
eight at a frame rate of 25 fps, yielding an approximate bitrate of 2 Mbps. The
SVEF clients, postpone video decoding to a post processing phase, which helped
increase the number of clients to 1000. Each client was randomly attached to one
of the ISP switches and requested one of the two available streams at a random
time according to a uniform distribution.
mCast is compared with IP unicast to set a benchmark for various performance
metrics. The key performance metrics include link utilization and dropped net-
work packets. The percentage of decodable frames is also calculated along with
start-up delays as an application layer metric. The number of additional Open-
Flow rules and messages generated are captured, to analyze the cost of using
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Table 4.1: Results of mCast experiments for STAR topology
Metrics Clients 200 400 600 800 1000
Failed Client Unicast 0 0 56 470 844
Connections mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Network Packet Unicast 0.33 3.41 23.56 1.33 0.64
Losses (%) mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Video Frame Unicast 1.22 5.98 38.78 2.52 1.75
Losses (%) mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Open vSwitch Unicast 16.67 31.42 68.14 86.45 96.58
CPU Util. (%) mCast 4.92 6.68 10.15 11.88 14.72
mCast instead of IP unicast. The shown results represent the average of five runs
of experiments.
4.4.1 Dropped network packets and video frames
Table 4.1 presents results for STAR topology and Table 4.2 shows the results for
MESH topology. The results can be understood better by splitting them in two
parts: when the system is not overloaded i.e. less than 600 clients and when it
gets overloaded i.e. more than 600 clients. In the first case, IP unicast resulted
in congestion in the network due to high bandwidth consumption with increasing
number of clients. mCast reduced the consumed bandwidth by avoiding packet
duplication and hence avoided congestion. This can be seen with zero packet loss
when using mCast.
For more than 600 clients, the network nodes and streaming servers became
overloaded and many clients failed to connect to the server. These failures were
due to overloaded Mininet and Open vSwitch as shown by the CPU Utilization
in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Real network nodes may have far more capacity
than Mininet but the number of clients are also far higher. This testing scenario
is shown to represent situations where the number of clients is high enough to
surpass system resources.
In the case of mCast, the load on network nodes decreased significantly due
to no packet duplication. Similarly, the load on servers reduced, as only one
stream was transmitted for one video channel regardless of the number of clients.
Consequently, all the client-requests and traffic was handled perfectly with all the
clients connecting to the servers and no packet loss in the network. This shows
the robustness of mCast when the system resources are limited.
Similar trends can be seen with video packets at the application layer of the receiv-
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Table 4.2: Results of mCast experiments for MESH topology
Metrics Clients 200 400 600 800 1000
Failed Client Unicast 0 0 191 677 938
Connections mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Network Packet Unicast 0.37 5.62 13.02 5.61 1.15
Losses (%) mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Video Frame Unicast 1.38 9.108 22.91 9.01 3.88
Losses (%) mCast 0 0 0 0 0
Open vSwitch Unicast 15.93 31.51 72.91 94.11 99.63
CPU Util. (%) mCast 6.24 9.55 12.04 13.94 18.17
ing clients. The total number of video frames dropped by all the clients through-
out the streaming duration was calculated. The frames that were received by a
client but had errors or lost dependencies were also considered dropped. These
packets are actual representation of the number of frames that are not decod-
able and will result in a decreased quality for the end-user. As the results show,
mCast provides a better video to users by avoiding congestion in the network and
eliminating the dropped video packets and un-decodable frames.
4.4.2 Link utilization and bandwidth consumption
The link utilization is measured as the percentage of link capacity of all the links
in an ISP network, utilized over a given amount of time. The link utilization
was calculated against the number of clients that were actively receiving a video
stream (Figure 4.4a). As expected, in case of IP unicast the link utilization
increased linearly with the number of clients. Duplicate packets passed through
same link for each client, increasing the link utilization almost linearly, until
congestion occurs and the links were saturated.
As in MESH topology, a stream has to traverse more links to reach the client,
link utilization in MESH was higher than that of STAR topology. For mCast, the
amount of traffic generated in ISP over a certain link remained constant avoiding
any bottlenecks in the network. For a large number of clients, IP unicast over-
loaded network nodes and content servers, resulting in clients failing to connect
to the servers. This adds unreliability to both the network and the streaming
service. In mCast, such a situation did not occur as the content server was not
overloaded even when the number of clients was very large i.e. 1000 active clients.
In addition to the decrease in intra-domain bandwidth consumption and link
utilization, it is also important to notice that in mCast the stream enters the ISP
network only once. Inter-domain traffic is usually more expensive and valuable
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(a) Link Utilization (%) vs Number of clients (b) CDF of Start-up Delays
Figure 4.4: Comparison of link utilization and start-up delays.
for both ISPs and CDNs. Using mCast for a 1000 clients, this traffic got reduced
to just one stream in mCast from 1000 streams in IP unicast.
4.4.3 Start-up delays
Start-up delay is the time a client has to wait from sending a content request
until it starts receiving the stream. For fair comparison, the start-up delays
were measured for 600 clients in IP unicast and mCast, as for more than 600
clients, the system resources are insufficient for unicast to server without failures.
For unicast, the client request goes to the streaming server, which establishes a
connection and starts streaming. For mCast, this request is intercepted by the
mCast CDN agent which requests the ISP to deliver stream to the client and only
if ISP fails to do so, does the request goes to the streaming server.
The results of delays are plotted (Figure 4.4b) as Cumulative Distributive Func-
tion (CDF) with delays in milliseconds (ms). As results show, the delay for mCast
stayed below 200ms for all the users, while for unicast, it went up to 1140ms in
the STAR topology and around 1300ms in the MESH topology. This is due to
the extra load on servers and network nodes in the case of unicast. As mCast
reduces these loads, the requests get responded to very quickly as shown in the
results. The decreased start-up delays, along with no dropped packets, improves
the video quality significantly and enhances the overall user experience.
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Figure 4.5: Number of OpenFlow Rules vs number of clients
4.4.4 Overhead cost of mCast
Results show that mCast can drastically decrease the network resource consump-
tion for both ISPs and CDNs. However to setup mCast extra OpenFlow rules and
messages are needed in the network. The goal of mCast is to minimize all types
of resource consumption, therefore mCast is designed in a way that minimizes
the number of OpenFlow rules and messages needed. The number of OpenFlow
rules (Figure 4.5) depends on the number of switches involved in mCast. For
every switch, mCast needs only one extra rule per stream to match the incoming
packet’s destination IP and port with V(IP, Port) and forward it on the relevant
physical ports. The mCast rule at egress switch has additional actions to modify
the destination IP and port to the client’s address before forwarding. In Open-
Flow v1.3 [44] these actions can be merged in one OpenFlow rule.
To add every client, the SDN controller calculates the path for that client based on
the mCast tree and then sends an OpenFlow message to all the switches that need
to add or modify their rules. While these control messages cause an overhead for
the mCast service, these packets are usually very small and the overhead caused
is negligible in comparison to the amount of bandwidth saved due to the reduced
number of data packets Figure 4.4a.
Summary
In this chapter, mCast, a novel scalable architecture for live streaming was pro-
posed. With mCast, a CDN sends only one copy for all the clients of a video
stream located in an ISP, leading to a significant reduction in the CDN egress link.
Additionally, an ISP reduces the bandwidth utilization by eliminating redundant
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transmission in its network. mCast is transparent to the client and maintains the
CDN control on the content distribution. A decision model is presented that can
be used by CDNs to determine when switching to mCast can be profitable for
them. A large scale evaluation was performed with up to 1000 clients. Results
showed that mCast decreased link utilization by more than 50% in comparison
to IP unicast and reduced start-up delays to less than 200 ms for all users.






The latest social media trends have increased the amount of user-generated live
video content over the Internet through various streaming platforms such as
Periscope, YouTube Live and Twitch, giving rise to frequent flash crowd events [2].
Additionally, more traditional TV programs such as news, sports and political
events are now streamed online at High Definition (HD) qualities to large and
ephemeral audiences, making it challenging to provision streaming resources in
an efficient and flexible manner. The heterogeneous device capabilities of users,
ranging from smart-phones and tablets to ultra-HD 4K TVs, further elevate the
challenge to dynamically deliver the video streams at multiple bitrates that match
the specific needs and requirements of each user [4].
When delivering live video streams to clients located in Internet Service Providers
(ISP), the Content Delivery Networks (CDN) rely on either IP unicast as in
DASH-based systems, or overlay multicast as in P2P-based systems [5]. These
approaches enable good control and management of end-devices by establishing
end-to-end connections, but result in redundant transmissions in the network
layer and waste system resources for both ISPs and CDNs. On the other hand,
native IP multicast can help reduce resource consumption by eliminating packet
duplication over network links and at content servers, but its adoption is stymied
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by lack of desirable features such as management, authorization and account-
ing [6]. Today, IP multicast is limited to intra-domain pre-provisioned services
such as ISP-oriented IPTV [7].
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) significantly enhances the degree of control
in IP networks [8] and can enable dynamically manageable network-layer multi-
cast over the Internet. An increasing number of ISPs and CDNs are incorporating
SDN in their domains [9], which serves as a motivation to rethink the design of
live video streaming services. mCast (Section 4) has proposed services and archi-
tectures that enable efficient inter-domain content delivery using network-layer
multicast. However, it has salient limitations that would restrict a practical de-
ployment. Specifically, a practical solution must account for the heterogeneity
and capability of end-user devices, support multiple video qualities and not ig-
nore the adaptive bitrate aspect of live streaming. It must also handle network
congestion while offering CDNs the control and privacy essential for their busi-
nesses.
In this chapter, Danos, a Device-Aware Network-assisted Optimal Streaming ser-
vice, is proposed, that merges the flexibility and control of SDN with resource effi-
ciency of network-layer multicast to enable inter-domain adaptive bitrate stream-
ing. Danos involves minimal modification at the server and client side and sup-
ports transparent multicast for end-nodes. Similar to mCast, Danos is designed
to maintain user and CDN data privacy by avoiding any deep packet inspection
and provides CDNs with full control over their clients so they can perform au-
thentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) functions. Through Danos,
four contributions have been made:
• An SDN-based architecture that enables adaptive bitrate live streaming
service for network-layer multicast transmission. The essential components
and various architectural design choices that can be made by CDNs or ISPs
are addressed.
• The formulation of a novel multi-objective optimization problem to maxi-
mize the perceived video quality of all the users and minimize the utilization
of the ISP network. The formulation accommodates ISP or CDN operation
constraints and scales with the number of users. The performance analysis
of the model shows that it can be solved in the order of milliseconds for
millions of users in the network, and can improve video quality for users in
comparison to mCast.
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• Design features to address key challenges that arise by using optimized
multicast and considering device-specific requirements when serving bitrate
adaptive live video streams. Multicast sessions are UDP-based and, unlike
TCP, there is no feedback loop or constant interaction between streaming
servers and clients. An approach is proposed that presents how the bitrate
of users can still be switched smoothly without causing frame jitter. Fur-
thermore, a mechanism is devised to synchronize various components in the
parallelized architecture when optimizing the network and minimizing the
start-up delays for clients.
• A prototype of Danos is implemented for demonstration and evaluation, and
large-scale experiments with up to 500 clients streaming multiple videos at
multiple bitrates. Danos is tested for real-world scenarios including flash
crowd events and cross-traffic and the performance of Danos is evaluated
against mCast.
5.2 Architecture and components
Danos enables efficient delivery of bitrate-adaptive video streams in both CDN
and ISP networks by leveraging SDN capabilities. Specifically SDN facilitates
global network state, flexible data forwarding and standardized real-time route
modification and packet editing. Danos deploys agents in both CDN and ISP do-
mains to allow unicast delivery of different streams from a CDN to an ISP network
and network-layer multicast inside the ISP network. Such sessions are denoted
as Danos sessions. It is assumed that the ISP offers such sessions as a service
for interested CDNs. Based on their business requirements and decision models
(Section 4.3), CDNs may request such services, and ISPs would accordingly set
up and manage multicast trees for Danos video streams.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the architecture of the Danos system and its various essential
components. The remainder of this section, first describes the functionality of
each individual component. Then, it presents the overall workflow of Danos
(Section 5.2.9) using examples of important messages exchanged between the
different components to initiate and maintain a Danos session.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture and components of Danos
5.2.1 Request classifier
When a client wishes to watch a video stream served by a CDN it sends a ses-
sion join request, which is typically delivered to AAA modules that authenticate
requests and handle legitimate requests. In Danos, after handling the request,
AAA forwards it to a Request classifier module, which is located in the control
plane of the CDN. The classifier identifies the client’s ISP network and forwards
the request to the Danos CDN agent. Such classification can be performed using
IP address ISP mapping or geo-location databases.
5.2.2 Danos CDN agent
The Danos CDN agent is implemented at the application plane of the CDN’s
SDN-based architecture and decides how content is served. On reception of the
user request, the Danos CDN agent determines whether it would be served as a
unicast stream or would be part of a Danos session. Generally, the request would
be served as unicast if it is not from a Danos-based ISP or if the CDN policies to
initiate a Danos session have not yet been met.
Unicast-case: The Danos CDN agent prepares and sends a standard content
request message to the selected server and configures the CDN forwarding nodes
for the stream delivery. The configuration is done by sending messages from the
SDN controller to the forwarding nodes, e.g., flow_mod messages in OpenFlow.
The server starts streaming the content to the client device. The routing of this
flow is handled normally by the CDN routing module.
Multicast-case: If the requested stream is already served by a Danos session,
then the CDN agent will ask the ISP agent to add the new client to the multicast
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Figure 5.2: Message exchanges between a CDN and an ISP to initiate a Danos
session for a live video content
group of the stream. This request includes the client’s IP address, port number,
the content server’s IP address and a randomly generated source port number
which will be used for smooth switch-over if reverting back to a unicast stream
for that client. This add-client request also includes the device specification and
the user’s CDN subscription level details, such as the maximum allowed bitrate
or the minimum bitrate guarantees.
The Danos CDN agent implements multicast policies that determine when a
stream should be transmitted over multicast in an ISP. In this case, the Danos
CDN and ISP agents interact to initiate the transition process as presented below.
Typically, a multicast policy depends on the economics of bandwidth utilization
and the ISP charges for multicast delivery in the latter network.
5.2.3 Danos ISP agent
The Danos ISP agent is implemented at the application plane of the ISP network
and handles the requests coming from CDNs. It performs two main functions:
interfacing with the Danos CDN agent using an SDN east-westbound interface
and orchestrating multicast operations in the ISP network using the northbound
interface.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the message exchanges that take place between the Danos
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ISP and CDN agents. When a CDN wants to trigger multicast for a video stream,
it sends a session aggregation request to the ISP agent along with the details of the
transmission bitrates of the stream. After analyzing the request and performing
initial assessment, the ISP agent responds by creating an identifier for each bitrate
of the stream. The identifier is composed of an IP address and a port number,
denoted as V(IP, Port). An ISP can choose an address from a pool of IPv4 addresses
that it reserves for the Danos service. It can then use IP addresses and port
numbers to distinguish video streams or bitrates.
Upon reception of V(IP, Port), a CDN sends add-client requests with details of the
clients located in the ISP network and watching that video. These details include
the header fields, their current streaming bitrates, and maximum and minimum
allowed bitrates for each user. Such information is used to identify the target
users in the ISP network and ensure a good video quality for users.
The Danos ISP agent then instructs the modules, discussed in the following sec-
tions, to create multicast trees, configure the network, and ensure transparent
delivery to all the clients. To provide complete control of clients to a CDN, the
ISP does not intercept any session-join or session-leave requests from clients,
even after a multicast stream has been initiated using Danos. These requests are
instead delivered to the CDN to be handled as described above. The Danos CDN
agent may ask the Danos ISP agent to remove a user from a Danos session when
needed (e.g., on channel switching or application termination).
Note that the propagation delay for the control is comparable for unicast clients
and clients added to Danos sessions. Moreover for data delivery, Danos offers
lower start-up delays than a conventional streaming service, as the content is
already available near the client through Danos multicast streams. Such interac-
tion and dynamic updating of the multicast trees is facilitated by the centralized
control and global view of the SDN and is not achievable in a traditional non-
programmable Internet architecture.
5.2.4 Danos database and bitrate selector
Once a Danos session has been initiated for a video stream, the CDN agent sends
details of clients to the ISP agent to add to the stream. In a Danos session, the
best streaming bitrate for each client should be served. This rate depends on
different factors:
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• The receiving devices can have different specifications and capabilities re-
sulting in different bitrate limitations.
• CDNs may offer different subscription levels to users which may limit the
maximum bitrate that a user can be served with.
• ISPs may offer different packages to users with different bandwidth limita-
tions.
• Based on the current cross-traffic being generated or received by a user, the
bitrate that a user can be currently served may vary.
The proposed architecture gathers the information provided by the CDN and
collected by different SDN modules and stores it in a database. The database
saves the multicast trees for all the bitrates of each video stream in the form
of network graphs. When an add-client request is received by the Danos ISP
agent, it updates the database with any new received information, instructs the
bitrate selector to choose a bitrate for the user, and updates the graph of the
chosen bitrate accordingly. For clients switching from unicast to multicast, the
Danos CDN agent provides their current streaming bitrates to the ISP agent and
to enable smooth switch-over these clients are initially served with their current
bitrates and are optimized later as explained in Section 5.4.
For any new clients, the bitrate selector accesses the Danos database and uses
all the available information to find the highest bitrate that the user can support
and passes on that information to the Danos ISP routing module for further
processing.
5.2.5 Danos routing modules
In the CDN network, the CDN routing module implements the CDN routing
policies and installs relevant flow rules for both unicast and Danos streams. In
the ISP network, the ISP routing module receives a message from Bitrate Selector
that includes the highest bitrate for a client. The ISP routing module accesses
the information saved in the database by the Topology manager module and finds
a path from the ISP entry point to the end-user and assigns the highest bitrate
that is available on the path and can be assigned to the user. It then adds the
user to the multicast tree of that bitrate and passes on that information to the
Danos flow manager to configure network nodes and deliver the stream to the
client.
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5.2.6 Danos optimization engine
To minimize the start-up delays for users, the Danos ISP routing module finds
paths and configures the network for clients as soon as an add-client request is
received from the CDN agent. However, the bitrate chosen for a client might
not be feasible or optimal depending on the current network state. The Danos
Optimization framework runs as a network application on the application plane
of the ISP network and uses the global knowledge acquired by the Danos database
to find the optimal solution for all the videos and clients that are currently being
served in the network using Danos. This framework also considers any cross-
traffic on the links on paths used for multicast. Such information is stored in
the database by the Traffic Monitor module of the ISP. The Danos optimization
engine can function in two different modes:
Event-based: The network and client states can be monitored and the opti-
mization module initiated when certain events occur; e.g., a new Danos session
being added to the network, the amount of cross-traffic on the multicast paths
exceeds a certain threshold, and/or a certain number of clients have been added
to or removed from a video stream.
Periodic: The optimization framework can run at regular intervals, making
the optimal decisions and updating the network paths and user bitrates. Re-
configuring the network too often can result in excessive signaling overheads,
therefore when running the framework periodically, the network and user devices
may only be re-configured if the gains of doing so increase beyond a certain
threshold.
5.2.7 Danos flow manager
The ISP Routing Module and Optimization Engine choose bitrates for clients,
decide the paths to be used and instruct the Danos flow manager to configure
the forwarding nodes. The flow manager uses the south-bound interface to install
rules on SDN-enabled switches. The multicast entries in network nodes are in-
stalled with higher priority than IP unicast, ensuring that clients are served with
Danos streams whenever possible. In addition, the Danos flow manager installs
transparency rules on the egress switch. Before forwarding a packet to the client,
the transparency rule modifies the source and destination IP address and port
number to match the client-specific details, so the client receives the packet just
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as it would in IP unicast, hence the delivery is transparent. These rules ensure
that the clients do not need to be modified to support Danos streams. These
rules also help the ISP to identify the amount of traffic that goes to each user.
An ISP can use this information to charge or limit users based on their individual
billing plans.
5.2.8 Danos streaming server and client
A typical live streaming server streams the requested content via unicast-based
RTP/UDP sessions. To support Danos, an API is implemented in the server to
communicate with the Danos CDN agent. When the CDN agent wants to switch
the transmission mode between unicast and multicast, it uses this interface to
perform the following tasks:
Acquire the current state of the clients: This information is helpful for
a smooth transition from unicast to multicast and providing a seamless video
experience to active clients.
Terminate individual client transmissions and initiate a single trans-
mission instead: Along with this instruction, the CDN agent provides a destina-
tion IP and port, V(IP, Port) to the server for each bitrate and the server establishes
connections. To avoid any lost or skipped frames at the client device, the new
connection is activated before terminating the old unicast sessions. This sequence
avoids any skipped frames; however, it may lead to duplicate packets at the client,
which can be ignored by the client after inspecting the RTP headers.
Terminate single transmission per bitrate and initiate individual client
transmissions: When switching back from multicast to unicast, the CDN agent
will send a list of clients (IP,port) to the server with an instruction to terminate
the connection with V(IP, Port) and the server will act accordingly.
Due to the transparent delivery mechanism of Danos, any standard UDP-based
live video client can be used with a minor consideration at the application layer.
To enable smooth switch-over between different video bitrates, a design is pro-
posed in Section 5.3.1 and a Danos client should incorporate this design to cor-
rectly handle and decode video frames.
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Figure 5.3: An example workflow of adding clients to an established Danos ses-
sion.
5.2.9 Danos workflow
An example (Figure 5.3) is provided to explain how different components in the
ISP domain interact with each other.
The Danos CDN agent decides to deliver a video stream S, available at bitrates 1-
Mbps and 2-Mbps, through a Danos session. It initiates this session by following
the steps shown in Figure 5.2 and starts delivering both bitrates to the ISP using
single streams. Client C-1 sends a session-join request to the CDN and receives an
IP address of a content server after AAA functions have been performed. When C-
1 sends a content-request at the provided address, the Danos CDN agent receives
it and sends an add-client request to the Danos ISP agent 1 . Along with C-1’s IP
address and port number, this request includes information such as the maximum
bitrate that the client can support and any CDN user subscription details. The
ISP agent stores the newly learned information in the Danos database 2 to be
accessed by other modules and sends an instruction 3 to the Bitrate Selector to
find an appropriate bitrate for C-1.
The bitrate selector accesses the information stored in the database 4 by the
Traffic Monitor, Danos ISP agent and AAAmodules of ISP and chooses 2-Mbps as
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the best bitrate for C-1. It instructs the routing module 5 to find a suitable path
for C-1. To locate the client in the ISP network, the routing module retrieves the
information stored in the Danos database 6 by the Topology manager module.
It then analyzes the graph representation of the multicast tree for the chosen
bitrate, to find the least expensive path to add C-1 to the tree and decides to
deliver the stream to C-1 through Switch-1. The routing module updates the
graphs and saves them back to the database, to be used later by the optimization
framework and sends a request to the flow manager 7 to configure the forwarding
nodes and enable stream-delivery for the client.
The Danos flow manager installs or updates forwarding entries on the nodes
in the path to deliver the bitrate to Switch-1 and installs or updates transparency
rules on Switch-1 8 to modify the packet headers before forwarding them to C-1.
At this point, C-1 will start receiving the requested video quality at 2-Mbps. The
process is repeated when the Danos ISP agent receives a new add-client request
from the CDN agent for C-2 and C-2 starts receiving 2-Mbps bitrate through
Switch-2.
The optimization framework runs as a separate application than the bitrate
selector. It gains the global information of clients and network state from the
Danos database 9 and solves the optimization problem to maximize a system
utility while respecting network, user and device constraints. In this example,
the optimization framework detects congestion on the path to C-2 and realizes
that C-2 will experience frame losses if it kept on receiving 2-Mbps and decides
to stream 1-Mbps to C-2 instead. It instructs the flow manager 10 to reconfigure
the forwarding nodes and Switch-2 accordingly. The flow manager updates the
forwarding entries 11 , using the smooth switching technique discussed in the
next section, and switches the bitrate of C-2 to 1-Mbps which now receives a
better quality of video by eliminating frame drops.
5.3 System design
Three key design challenges are addressed that arise by using optimized multicast
and considering device-specific requirements when serving bitrate adaptive live
video streams.
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5.3.1 Smooth switching of client bitrates
Video streams are generally encoded in the form of a Group of Picture (GOP).
A GOP is a collection of successive inter-frames (I-frames), that are encoded
independently of all other frames, and intra-frames (P or B-frames), that are
dependent on other frames for successful decoding. Receiving an incomplete
GOP may cause the user to experience glitches or jitters in the video, based on
the type or number of lost frames. To avoid video glitches and jitters, the bitrate
of a client should only be changed after it has received a complete GOP i.e. at
the next I-frame.
In unicast transmissions detecting an end of a GOP is not a problem because each
client has its own separate connection with the streaming server and the server
would know when a GOP has ended. As existing multicast-based solutions only
consider single bitrate schemes and do not change the quality, thus they do not
face or address this issue either. In the proposed adaptive bitrate multicast-based
solution, when the ISP optimizer module decides to switch the bitrate of a client
based on the current network state, it must prevent the client from losing a GOP
and experiencing jitter.
The decisions made by the optimization framework translates into three types of
actions:
• Change the network path for one or more bitrates of a stream;
• Serve one or more clients with a new bitrate;
• Stop serving those clients their current bitrate.
These actions are then translated into flow-table entries and are installed on the
forwarding nodes by the Danos flow manager. To ensure a smooth bitrate switch
for clients, each action is handled in different ways. If a decision only involves
changing the path and re-routing the traffic, it is installed on the forwarding node
immediately. However, if a decision involves switching the bitrate for a client,
the action of delivering the new bitrate to the client is installed immediately but
the action to stop serving the current bitrate is taken with a delay of a duration
of one GOP.
Figure 5.4 shows an example to demonstrate a switching action. A GOP of 8
frames is considered with the video encoded at 24 frames per second (fps). This
implies a GOP duration of 333ms. For a client, the video is delivered at 1-Mbps
until time t0. At time t0, the optimizer decides to switch this rate to 2-Mbps and
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Figure 5.4: An example of bitrate switching process. A smooth switch is ensured
by delivering both rates for a duration of a GOP.
initiates the switching process. The action to deliver 2-Mbps is taken immediately
and the client starts receiving frames at both bitrates.
In this example, Danos waits for a duration of 375ms during which time the
client receives 9 frames at both bitrates. This will ensure that the previous GOP
has been completely received by the client and the user does not experience any
jitter or glitch in the video. The event where a client receives frames from two
distinct bitrates can serve as an indication that a bitrate switch is taking place
and the client can decode the correct frames by inspecting the RTP headers while
discarding the additional unnecessary frames from both bitrates.
This design choice avoids the need for deep-packet inspection to detect the start
and end of a GOP in the ISP domain and maintains content provider’s and user’s
data privacy. It also avoids the need of constant signaling between ISP and CDN
Agents to share the start and end of each GOP. The CDN Agent will instead
share the duration of a GOP when initiating a Danos session for a stream and the
Danos flow manager will use that information for a smooth transition of bitrates
for clients.
Multiple rates of an adaptive bitrate live video are always transmitted syn-
chronously. This prevents users from experiencing frame skipping or playout
delays when switching between bitrates. A minor time difference, due to the dy-
namic nature of network or different amount of data for different bitrates, can be
handled by the client’s playout buffer.
During the smooth switching process, the forwarding nodes will be transmitting
two distinct bitrates (R1 and R2) of the same video stream. If any of the links on
the path are congested, it might result in an input rate (Rin) higher than the out
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rate (Rout) of the network buffer in the respective forwarding node. An ISP must
plan ahead for such events to avoid buffer overflows and ensure reliable packet
delivery. A simplified example is provided here, on how to calculate the extra
amount of buffer length needed for a stream.
Assume that a video is being streamed at full-HD with a bitrate of R1 = 8Mbps
and 4K at R2 = 20Mbps, and on the path to a client, one of the network buffer
can support Rout up to 20Mbps. The optimization framework chooses to switch
the client to 4K and instructs the Danos flow manager to initiate smooth switch-
ing. The total Rin during the switching period will be R1 +R2 = 28Mbps which
is 8Mbps more than Rout of the bottleneck buffer and will result in packet drops.
Assuming that the video is encoded at 24fps and 8 frames per GOP, the addi-
tional bytes that will arrive in one GOP duration (8/24 ∗ 1000 = 333ms) will
be 8Mbps/8/334ms = 333KBytes. Considering a Maximum Transmission Unit
(MTU) of 1500 bytes, 333KBytes/1500 = 222 additional packets will arrive at
the network buffer during the switching period. A similar exercise can be con-
ducted for each video with its respective highest bitrates to get the total size of
extra queue length needed.
An additional advantage of an SDN-based architecture is the centralized control
provided by the SDN control plane, that can be used to perform these calculations
dynamically and reconfigure buffer lengths based on the policies and priorities of
the ISP network.
5.3.2 Synchronizing optimization and routing modules
The optimization framework is activated by the Danos ISP Agent to run period-
ically or based on some events. It runs as a separate application and optimizes a
system utility and the network link utilization by solving an optimization prob-
lem. One key challenge for running the framework as a separate application is
handling the clients that arrive during the computation span i.e. after the prob-
lem starts computing until the optimal solution is found and the framework is
ready to re-configure the network.
If any new clients arrive during the computation span, the solution found by
the optimization framework may not be optimal anymore, depending on where
the new clients are located in the network and their specifications. Although
this problem is natural for real-time systems and cannot be avoided, the decision
on paths or bitrates to choose for these clients impacts the system performance.
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Figure 5.5: Flow diagram of optimization framework: Clients that arrive during
computation will be switched to lower bitrates only if their current rates cannot
be served.
There are two ways to handle these clients:
• Add the new clients to the multicast paths as soon as the request arrives
• Delay serving new clients until the end of computation span of the opti-
mization framework
As mentioned in Section 5.2, to minimize start-up delays, the Danos ISP Routing
Module finds paths and requests network configuration as soon as an add-client
request is received. Delaying clients until the end of computation span would
imply pausing the routing module and increasing start-up delays which has a
negative impact on user experience. On the other hand, adding the clients as
soon as they arrive might lead to the routing module choosing paths with con-
gested links, which the optimization framework would have resolved by solving
the constrained-problem globally.
This issue is resolved by proposing a hybrid approach as illustrated in Figure 5.5.
At the start of the computation span, the optimization framework accesses net-
work paths and graphs from the Danos database and saves a copy of it. It then
proceeds with solving the problem and making decisions which translate to either
re-routing or switching bitrates for some clients. During the computation span,
the routing module keeps adding new clients to the session.
After solving the optimization problem, the framework accesses the database
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again and gets the current network paths and graphs to determine whether any
new clients have been added during the computation span and what paths and
bitrates have been assigned to them. If the new clients happen to be on the
optimal paths and receiving the optimal bitrate already, then no further action is
needed and the optimization framework can configure the network based on its
solution. Similarly, the optimization framework leaves the clients on un-congested
paths untouched and does not update its solution to alter their paths.
If a client is assigned a certain bitrate on a congested path and the paths decided
by optimization framework are able to deliver the same bitrate to the client
through another path, then the action to reroute that client is added to the
optimal solution. However, if no alternate paths are available then the optimal
solution is updated with actions to initiate smooth switching for the client.
This approach avoids additional start-up delays for clients and handles any net-
work congestion that might occur due to an un-optimized path. The final solution
is then sent to the Danos flow manager and the network is re-configured accord-
ingly.
5.3.3 ISP transrating services
Danos provides a resource efficient delivery mechanism for CDNs using multicast
and the CDNs can save their energy cost and Internet transit cost by serving all
the clients in an ISP with one stream per bitrate of a video. To further maximize
on the savings, a transrater module is proposed for the ISP network, that can
be rented by the CDNs. After establishing multicast for a live video session,
if a CDN opts for transrating services then it will deliver one stream per video
through the Internet Exchange Point (IXP) into the ISP network where it will
be received at the transrater module. This stream can then be requested by the
forwarding modules of the ISP as needed.
This design is beneficial for both ISPs and CDNs. For a CDN the costs for
serving a stream at multiple bitrates will be reduced. For an ISP, in addition to
the monetary gains, the ISP network will be capable of accessing the streams in a
more dynamic fashion by requesting the transrater to generate only the bitrates
that are currently being served to the active clients in the network.
If an ISP provides Transrating services, the Danos flow manager will interface
with the Transrater module to facilitate efficient resource utilization in the ISP
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network for the CDNs that are renting transrating services. When installing flow
entries on the switches, the flow manager will check if a new bitrate is to be served
to any clients in the network. For such cases, it will request the Transrater to
make that bitrate available in the network. Similarly, when removing entries from
switches, the flow manager will check if a certain bitrate is no longer served to
any client in the network. In this case, the transrater will be informed to stop
transrating the video on that bitrate.
5.4 Global and real-time optimization
For the Danos Optimization Framework, a novel multi-objective optimization
problem is formulated, with the primary goal to maximize the system utility of
all the Danos clients in the network. The model can solve the problem for any
system utility that is a function of user-bitrates or bitrate-switches or both. This
makes the model generic and independent of any particular Quality of Experience
(QoE) or fairness function. A secondary goal is defined to minimize the network
link utilization which will allow more resources for non-Danos users and hence
improve the overall resource utilization.
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, a longer computation time for the model can result
in a sub-optimally configured network. Therefore, a scalable guided-optimization
approach is also proposed for the Danos Optimization Engine that can solve the
problem in real-time regardless of the number of users in the network.
5.4.1 System model
An ISP network is considered, with a number of forwarding nodes used for Danos
to serve a set of videos V to multicast users in set M . Each video v is encoded
and streamed at a set of bitrates, denoted by Rv and a node i may receive one
or more bitrates of v from any of its previous hop node j ∈ Li. The capacity on
the link from node i to j is denoted by cij and for a user m this capacity will
be limited based on the user’s ISP subscription level. Each link may have some
cross-traffic and a constant αij represents the percentage of the capacity available
or allowed for multicast sessions. Note that, even for links with no cross-traffic
a small percentage of total link capacity can be made inaccessible to multicast
sessions, to avoid large network queuing delays.
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Table 5.1: Notation for the Danos optimization model
Symbol Description
INPUTS
V Set of active video sessions served by Danos
M , Mv Set of multicast users (M) subscribed to video v (Mv)
Rv Set of bitrates available for video v (in ascending order)
mvmax
Index of maximum bitrate allowed or possible for user m
watching video v
mvmin
Index of minimum bitrate guarantee for user m watching
video v (Set to lowest if not specified)
N Set of all the network and user nodes
Li Set of previous hop nodes to reach node i
cij Capacity on the link between node i and j
αij
Maximum fraction of link capacity allowed for Danos
between node i and j
βij Priority weight for the link between node i and j
f(m, r) A system utility function with user m and bitrate r as inputs
VARIABLES
Bijvr
Binary variable to determine if bitrate r of v has been
chosen to be transmitted from node j to node i
A video v enters the ISP domain at a forwarding node ev. A user m may request
one or more videos at the same time. For m watching a video v, a maximum
bitrate mvmax that can be assigned to the user is defined based on its device
specification and CDN user subscription level. The model also accepts a mini-
mum bitrate guarantee mvmin that might be offered to m for video v. Table 5.1
summarizes all the notation used for the model.
5.4.2 Problem formulation
The optimization problem is an Integer Linear Program (ILP) with the primary
objective of maximizing the cumulative system utility for all users. The problem
is agnostic to the utility function being used and accepts any metric as a utility
function that takes a bitrate as an input and returns the achievable utility value
for a user. The goal is to maximize the sum of the utility function for all users
of all videos.
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Bjkvr ≤ 0 ∀v∈V, i∈N − ev, j∈Li, (5.1e)
where Bijvr is a binary variable that determines if bitrate r of video v has been
chosen to be transmitted from node j to node i. The objective function 5.1a only
considers the links between users and their egress switches to check the bitrates
that will be delivered to the end-devices and ignores the links between forwarding
nodes as these do not add any value to the user experience.
Constraint 5.1b ensures that a user only receives one bitrate of a video stream
and Constraint 5.1c ensures that the assigned rate meets the minimum guarantee
criteria and does not exceed maximum allowed bitrate by CDN or the maximum
bitrate stream-able by the user device. Constraint 5.1d limits the total multicast
traffic flowing through a link to the maximum capacity allowed for the Danos
service. For bi-directional links, the traffic flowing in both directions i.e. i to j
and j to i is considered and the sum should not exceed the allowed capacity.
Finally, Constraint 5.1e establishes paths in the network by guaranteeing that
a node only transmits the traffic that it receives. This is achieved by ensuring
that if a bitrate of a video is transmitted on a link i.e. Bijvr = 1, then at least
one of the previous hop link of node i should be 1. This is checked for all the
forwarding nodes in the network except the entry point. The model assumes that
the entry point always has all the bitrates and videos available. If a CDN is using
the ISP transrating service then the entry point will be the node attached to the
Transrater module or else it will be the ingress node between ISP and CDN.
A secondary objective of the model is to minimize the resource utilization in
the network. If more than one solution exists to Problem 1, where users would
receive the same optimal bitrates, then this objective will find the solution with
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the least redundant transmissions on network links. Depending on the planned
infrastructure of the network and how an ISP wants to shape the traffic, the
ISP may have different priorities set for each network link, e.g. to implement
load balancing or fail-over mechanism. βij represents the priority weight for a
link between node i and node j. Note that if no such priorities exist then this
constant will be set to 1 for all links.
























Bjkvr ≤ 0 ∀v∈V, i∈N − ev, j∈Li (5.2d)
If solved without Problem 1, the objective function 5.2a would choose the min-
imum bitrate for each user. However, with 5.1a as primary objective, the link
utilization will only be minimized when it does not impact user video quality
defined by the system utility function. Constraints 5.2b, 5.2c and 5.2d are the
same as Constraints 5.1b, 5.1c and 5.1e.
5.4.3 Real-time guided optimization
The problem is an ILP with binary variables and belongs to Non-deterministic
Polynomial Time (NP)-complete [108] class. However, depending on the number
of video streams, the number of users and the size of the network, it might take
too long to solve the problem in real-time and fast enough to be implemented
in the dynamic optimization framework. The envisioned use cases of multicast
streaming involve large numbers of users and the time span of computation is a
crucial factor to the overall efficiency and performance of the system.
To make the model scalable, the dependence on the number of users is elimi-
nated, by relying on the fact that there are only a limited number of distinct user
classifications. The users are classified based on their ISP or CDN subscription
and device specification. Each of this classifications results in a minimum and
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a maximum bitrate that the user can be delivered. These classes are combined
together at each egress node, to form a group and identify users that belong to a
certain group.
For example, user devices attached to an egress node will form a group, if: they
are allowed full-HD quality by the CDN with a maximum bitrate of 8Mbps; have
an ISP bandwidth capacity between 8Mbps and the next higher bitrate served
by the CDN (say 20Mbps for 4K) and; are using a device that can seamlessly
support 8Mbps streaming. Similarly all the user devices at each egress switch
are grouped together based on the available bitrates for the video and their ISP,
CDN or device capabilities.
The optimization model is re-defined to take the groups as an input instead of
individual users. An additional weight factor wgj is introduced in the objective
function of Problem 1, which is equal to the number of users in a group g attached
to an egress switch j. The remaining constraints and Problem 2 are applied
in the same way but by replacing the set M of all the multicast users by set G










wgj · f(g, r) ·Bgjvr, (5.3)
where each g ∈ G is defined by the connecting egress switch, ISP and CDN user
subscription level, and device specification. As the number of elements in G are
limited and will not increase with the number of users, this modelling technique
makes the optimization model very scalable and helps solving the problem in
real-time.
5.4.4 Performance analysis
Scalability and computation time: There are three main factors that can
impact the scalability of the optimization model: number of users, number of
video streams and the size of the network. The model is implemented in the
Gurobi solver [109] and the mathematically optimal solution is computed for two
ISP topologies from the Topology Zoo database [94] including the AT&T network
(a MESH topology) with 25 forwarding nodes and KREONET (approximately a
STAR topology) with 13 nodes. The capacity of all the network links is set to
40Mbps.
The computation time of the model is determined by varying the number of users
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that have characteristics as described in Section 5.5, and changing the number of
video streams, each served at average bitrates of 400kbps, 1.5Mbps and 4Mbps.
For fair comparison among different number of users, this analysis ignores the
time spent to load the users and variables into the model and only focuses on the
time taken to solve the model and find the optimal solution. Figure 5.7 shows
the results averaged over 20 runs.
For the smaller STAR topology, the solution was computed within 100ms for all
cases. As the model implements a scalable pre-grouping approach, the number of
users did not increase the computation time significantly. Even for 1 million users
in the larger MESH topology, the optimal solution for a single video stream was
found within 2ms. The computation time increased with the number of video
streams and for a fairly congested network the solution could be found in less
than 1 second for up to 10 videos, which is a reasonable computation span for
real-time systems [84].
Increasing the number of streams further resulted in higher computation times,
that might not be suitable to efficiently implement the model in a dynamic net-
work. Based on the observed trends in the results, two solutions are proposed
for scenarios where an ISP intends to serve more than 10 video streams using
multicast.
For very large networks, a locally optimal solution can be found by consider-
ing smaller slices of the network and solving the problem for each slice separately,
which will result in lower computation times, as seen in Figure 5.7 for the STAR
topology. This is practical for large ISPs with national coverage where they man-
age local areas rather than finding a globally optimal solution for users located
all over the country.
A second approach is to find a near-optimal solution by solving batches of
videos in parallel, instead of all the videos simultaneously. The fraction of re-
sources for each batch of videos will have to be determined prior to solving the
parallelized problem and the nearness to the optimal solution will depend on the
efficacy of the heuristics used for resource sharing. Such a heuristic algorithm
can be designed in a similar way to approaches for other network architectures,
such as [12], where a multicast weighting function is proposed for multicast users
in LTE networks.
Handling network congestion: The performance of Danos optimization model
is analyzed by comparing it with mCast (Chapter 4), an approach that enables
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Figure 5.6: Time taken to compute optimal solution by Danos for different topolo-
gies, number of video streams and users.
inter-domain network-layer multicast but does not consider network or user de-
tails. mCast has a broadly similar architectural view to Danos, thus easing the
comparison. The metric for this analysis is the number of users that were as-
signed the best bitrate based on their specifications i.e. the highest rate which
would result in no frame losses due to network congestion or device capabilities.
Note that the metrics such as actual lost frames or average goodput cannot be
measured for analyzing the optimization model as the model solves the problem
at a particular network instance. Such metrics are instead studied in Section 5.5,
where an end-to-end streaming service is evaluated over a duration of time.
Even with no congestion in the network, users may experience frame losses if they
request a bitrate that exceeds the bandwidth allowed by their ISPs or is higher
than what their devices can support. While the Danos optimization model is
aware of such details and handles them to ensure no losses at the user-end, other
approaches do not. For a fair comparison of mCast with Danos, smart users are
considered for the mCast service i.e. users never request a bitrate higher than
their device capabilities and also consider any cross-traffic they are receiving to
ensure that they do not exceed their allowed ISP bandwidth. With no drops at
the user-end, network congestion in the ISP network remains a cause of frame
losses for users.
Figure 5.6 shows average results of 20 runs for 1 million users requesting one of
15 available video streams, each served at three different bitrates. To analyze
the behavior of Danos and mCast in network congestion, the available capacity
is decreased at all the links in the network from 40Mbps to 10Mbps and the per-
centage of users that were assigned a bitrate correctly is measured in both STAR
and MESH topology. At 40Mbps there was little congestion in the network and
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of correctly assigned users vs available link capacity for 1
million users and 15 video streams
mCast served most users correctly (95% for MESH and 90% for STAR topology).
As the link capacities started decreasing and congestion occurred, mCast failed to
respond properly and the percentage of correctly handled users kept on decreas-
ing. The users in the STAR topology, with no redundant paths, suffered more
than users in the MESH topology. Because of its awareness of device specifica-
tions, ISP bandwidth limitations and congestion in the network, Danos was able
to handle all such scenarios and avoided any frame losses for users, by assigning
the best bitrate that could be delivered to them. Hence, in both MESH and
STAR topologies, Danos assigned 100% users with their best bitrates.
In addition to showing the gains of Danos over mCast, these results present
another key message. An efficient and well-designed network-layer multicast ap-
proach can serve potentially unlimited numbers of users (1 million in this analysis)
with very low link capacities in the network. As Figure 5.6 shows, when network
links had only 10Mbps capacity available for Danos, it still managed to find a
solution where none of the million users suffered any frame losses.
5.5 Performance evaluation and comparison
A prototype of Danos was implemented on eSMAL (Section 3.3) for demonstra-
tion and evaluation. Danos was evaluated and compared with mCast in real-world
scenarios including flash crowds and cross-traffic.
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Figure 5.8: Prototype implementation of Danos over an emulated testbed.
5.5.1 Prototype implementation
Figure 5.8 shows the prototype implementation of Danos. An SDN-based domain
is assumed for both CDN and ISP networks. The Mininet Emulator v2.3.0 [92]
is used to emulate network topologies and client devices. For the CDN domain,
a simple tree-based topology is used, which is the most common approach for
data-centers [110]. For the ISP domain, two residential ISP topologies from the
Topology Zoo database [94] are considered, as mentioned in Section 5.4.4.
One ISP ingress switch provides a gateway to the CDN, creating one entry point
for all the video streams. The capacity of this link is set to 100Mbps, allowing
enough bandwidth for all the videos and bitrates to be delivered to the ISP
network with multicast. A scenario is considered where the CDN does not opt to
use ISP transrating services and hence the Transrater module is not implemented.
If used, it would reduce the traffic flow from the CDN to the ISP.
To implement all the remaining modules of Danos in the application and control
plane (Figure 5.1), the Ryu controller [49] is used and the OpenFlow v1.3 protocol
is used for the SDN southbound interface. The network forwarding nodes are
chosen to be instances of Open vSwitch v2.101 switches in both domains with
default queue sizes for each link, which was found to be sufficient with α = 0.8
(Equation 5.1a), for smooth switching as discussed in Section 5.3.1. The Danos
ISP Agent runs as a web server built over the Python Web Server Gateway
Interface (WSGI) and a RESTful API is defined for communication between the
Danos CDN Agent and the ISP Agent.
The optimization framework runs periodically every 5 seconds and solves the
guided optimization model (Section 5.4.3) using the Gurobi solver [109]. For
1https://www.openvswitch.org/
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fairness among users when allocating resources, the Proportional Fairness (PF)
metric is calculated as the system utility. PF is defined as the sum-log of bitrates
assigned to users i.e. f(m, r) = log(rm) in Equation 5.1a, where rm is the bitrate
assigned to user m.
Three raw open-source videos [21] are encoded, "Big Buck Bunny" (bbb), "Tears
of Steel" (tos) and "Sintel", using H.264 AVC at three resolutions each, 1920x1080,
1280x720 and 480x270 with a GOP size of eight and a frame rate of 25fps, yielding
approximate bitrates of 4Mbps, 1.5Mbps and 400kbps respectively. Three Danos
streaming servers are added to the CDN, each streaming one of the video at the
three mentioned bitrates.
The Danos servers and video clients are built on Python2.7. The clients send
requests to join a video stream at a specific bitrate and rather than live decoding,
save a log of the recieved content for post-processing. This allows scaling the
number of clients that can run simultaneously in the emulated testbed. One live
video client runs on each user created in the Mininet topology and up to 500
clients are tested for evaluation of Danos.
The Danos streaming servers run three threads: a listening thread to listen for
content requests and establish a connection with clients; a control thread that
uses an API to communicate with the Danos CDN Agent and takes instructions
or provides the requested client information and; a data thread that streams
a video at different bitrates and serves each client at their maximum allowed or
requested bitrate.
The performance of Danos is evaluated in two key scenarios: flash crowd and
cross traffic and the results are compared with mCast (Chapter 4) that has a
broadly similar architectural view to Danos. The performance metrics include:
• Lost frames defined as the number of video frames that were partially or
completely dropped in the network
• Average goodput which is the rate at which useful data arrived at client
devices. Useful data includes the number of bytes in GOPs received com-
pletely by a client.
• Probability Mass Function (PMF) of the bitrates assigned to users.
The PMF serves as an indicator of overall system performance by providing
an idea of how many users can receive a certain bitrate in given conditions.
• Regarding the overhead of Danos, the number of signaling messages are
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Figure 5.9: PMF of average user-bitrates for Danos and mCast in two topologies
measured that are shared between the SDN controller and the OpenFlow
switches in the ISP network.
5.5.2 Flash crowd scenario
The nature of live video streaming, and in particular, rising popularity of user-
generated live content has resulted in frequent occurrence of flash crowd events
with large numbers of user arrivals in a short period of time. To determine how
Danos would react to such events, an ISP setup is assumed that assigns a slice of
12Mbps capacity on network access links for Danos sessions. Videos sessions last
for 10 minutes during which three flash-crowd events occur by adding around 150
clients within a 30-second window at the beginning, middle and towards the end
of the stream. The experiment is repeated five times by uniformly varying user
locations and device specifications and the average results of the five trials are
shown in Figure 5.9a and Figure 5.10.
Users request the highest bitrate that they can support, depending on various
device, ISP or CDN constraints. As the number of users increase, with three
videos each at three bitrates, this can create up to nine concurrent streams in
the access network which would exceed the available link capacities (12Mbps).
mCast is unaware of the network state and resulted in congesting the network,
causing up to 37% video frames lost for users, and affecting the average goodput
of the system.
As Danos ran an optimization framework that considered network constraints, it
reacted to flash-crowd events efficiently by balancing the load across redundant
paths in the MESH topology and eliminating frame losses. This helped Danos to
also stream better video quality to its users, in comparison to mCast, as illustrated
in Figure 5.9a. In cases of no alternate paths, Danos reduced the bitrates of the
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Danos and mCast when handling flash-crowds.
affected clients to handle congestion. This is evident in the STAR topology where
no redundant paths are available and Danos reduced the bitrates (Figure 5.9a),
and hence the average goodput of the clients (Figure 5.10), to avoid frame losses.
The cost of active network agents comes in the form of signaling overhead mes-
sages. When Danos re-configures network nodes, OpenFlow messages are sent
and more messages can be seen than mCast, which only re-configures when a
client joins or leaves a stream. However, as shown in results (Figure 5.10), Danos
generated around 1000 messages over a 1-minute duration for flash crowd events.
This is considered low for SDN switches which can usually handle thousands of
flow modification messages per second [111].
5.5.3 Cross-traffic scenario
In this experiment, an ISP setup is considered with no link slicing and 30Mbps
access links are shared among 500 Danos users and up to 300 unicast users in the
ISP network. All the Danos users request one of the three videos mentioned above,
within the first minute of the streaming duration. The arrival of cross-clients is
based on a normal distribution. These clients connect randomly to forwarding
nodes of the ISP network, uniformly choose 1, 2 or 4Mbps as download rates and
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Danos and mCast when reacting to cross-traffic.
stay active for 1-minute each. The cross-traffic generated in the network is shown
in Figure 5.11 and follows a Gaussian distribution which is a commonly adopted
model for Internet traffic [112]. The results shown are averaged over 5 trials.
With no or low cross-traffic towards the beginning and end of the streaming
duration, both Danos and mCast assigned users with their highest supportable
bitrates and induced no frame losses in MESH or STAR topology. As the cross-
traffic started increasing and the network links got congested, mCast failed to
react and tried to serve multicast users with the same bitrates, resulting in up to
45% frame losses at the peak cross-traffic.
Danos, similar to flash crowd events, responded by rerouting traffic where possi-
ble, especially in MESH topology, and reducing user bitrates otherwise. This also
resulted in higher goodput rates for Danos where it was capable of serving 20%
users with highest and 17% users with medium bitrate for the MESH topology.
As the cross-traffic started decreasing, the percentage of lost frames decreased in
mCast and the goodput increased. Danos, being aware of the network state, also
reacted by further increasing bitrates for users while maintaining no frame losses.
Even with the dynamic configuration of the network, the signaling overhead was
reasonable for Danos as shown in the Figure 5.11. Furthermore, due to its stable
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response mechanism, Danos did not inflict excessive bitrate switching on clients
and the cumulative bitrate switches for all 500 Danos clients was at most 100
over the complete streaming duration of 10 minutes.
Summary
In this chapter, Danos was presented, an optimal live streaming service that is
aware of device and network state and uses the global knowledge of SDN to en-
able resource-efficient network-layer multicast over the Internet. An architecture
design was presented and various design issues and choices for ISPs and CDNs
were discussed. An optimization model was formulated that builds optimal paths
in real-time and ensures high video quality for users by minimizing frame losses
or bitrate switches and maximizing the assigned bitrates. Performance analysis
showed that the model is extremely scalable and can solve the problem in order
of milliseconds for potentially millions of users. A prototype of Danos was im-
plemented and comparison was conducted against mCast in real-world scenarios
such as flash crowds and cross-traffic. Danos handled both events efficiently and
improved average goodput by up to 70% while eliminating video frame losses for
clients by adapting bitrates according to network congestion.
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Chapter 6
RTOP: Optimizing SFN clusters
and user groups in eMBMS
6.1 Introduction
Mobile data traffic is increasing rapidly at a 47% annual growth rate and video ac-
counts for more than 60% of this traffic [1]. Live streaming services like Periscope,
Facebook Live and Twitch [2] are becoming more popular, which further elevates
the demand for High Definition (HD) video streaming over cellular networks. The
delivery of highly popular content using the traditional unicast method leads to
inefficient resource utilization and poor user experience.
While network layer multicast [113], such as mCast (Chapter 4) and Danos (Chap-
ter 5), can reduce resource consumption in the backbone, core and wired access
network, the wireless last hop, where the resources are scarce, still suffers from re-
dundant unicast transmissions. Recent experiments and trials [114] illustrate that
these drawbacks can be alleviated using Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service (eMBMS).
eMBMS [11] is a 3GPP standard that enables multicast over the wireless spec-
trum by grouping users watching the same content and transmitting the content
to a group just once. This results in an effective spectrum utilization, particularly
when the number of active users is high. Furthermore, to improve the channel
condition of User Equipment (UE) devices, eMBMS allows Evolved-Node Base
Stations (eNB) in a spatially local area to transmit the same content at a com-
mon frequency and time, hence creating a Single Frequency Networks (SFN).
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(a) Synchronize eNBs to form one cluster.
Partition users into groups based on their
channel condition.
(b) Create multiple SFN clusters (two in this
case) based on user distribution and available
network resources.
Figure 6.1: Various possible eMBMS configurations.
Interested UEs combine the signal received from each eNB in the SFN, improv-
ing their Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR). A Multicast Coordination
Entity (MCE) manages the eMBMS users and resource allocation for all eNBs in
an SFN (Figure 6.1a).
To ensure that all the UEs can decode the transmitted signal, the Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) of a group is restricted to the UE with the worst channel
condition. Similarly, synchronizing eNBs in an SFN brings forth two limitations:
the eNB with the least available resources limits the amount of Resource Blocks
(RB) available for an eMBMS session and users of one eNB with low MCS values
can adversely affect users of other eNBs when creating user groups. To over-
come these limitations, state-of-the-art solutions propose partitioning eNBs in
the eMBMS service area into multiple SFN clusters [115] depending on the user
distribution and available RBs at each eNB (Figure 6.1b). Alternatively, users are
split into groups based on their channel conditions [15] with each group receiving
an appropriate video bitrate (Figure 6.1a).
To maximize the benefits and potential of eMBMS, network operators need a
solution that can run in real-time and solve the user grouping and SFN clus-
tering problems. As shown in Section 2.4.3, jointly optimizing these problems
can provide higher system utility than separate solutions. The existing mod-
els [12, 13, 14] ignore the inter-dependence of these two problems hence yielding
sub-optimal results. Also most of these models are either too complex to solve in
real-time for a large number of users [15]; do not consider multiple videos served
by eMBMS at the same time [12, 13]; aim to maximize the network throughput
instead of the application-level video bitrates [12, 14] or; ignore the impact of
eMBMS resource allocation on unicast users [16].
In this chapter, a novel scalable resource management framework for eMBMS
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is proposed that jointly optimizes resource allocation, SFN clustering and user
grouping to maximize an operator-defined utility. The evaluation of the proposed
solution showed that the joint optimization achieved up to 14% improvement in
the system utility and 90% increase in the average bitrates received by users in
comparison to state-of-the-art techniques [12, 14]. Additionally, the proposed
framework guarantees a minimum video bitrate for all eMBMS users with most
users receiving higher bitrates. The contributions made in this chapter are multi-
fold:
• A joint optimization problem is formulated for SFN clustering and user
grouping for multiple eMBMS video sessions. The solution of this problem
determines the performance bound on a rate-based utility and presents a
practical mechanism to handle the impact of eMBMS decisions on unicast
users.
• A Real-Time Optimal Partitioning algorithm (RTOP) is proposed. RTOP is
a scalable heuristics-based algorithm that computes optimal or near-optimal
results for the resource management framework, in real-time, for typical
eMBMS settings, independent of the number of users.
• Extensive evaluation is performed with various network configurations, user
distributions and number of videos served by eMBMS with different bi-
trates. The results indicate the benefit of the joint optimization in compar-
ison to state-of-the-art techniques [12, 14]. It is also shown that the utility
achievable by RTOP is always within a 1% gap from the globally optimal
solution.
6.2 Joint optimization model
6.2.1 System model
A cellular system is considered, consisting of a set of eNBs B in the eMBMS
service area, serving some unicast users and a set of videos V to multicast users
in set M using eMBMS. For each video v, eNBs B can be grouped to form one
or more non-overlapping clusters of SFN. Each video v is encoded at a set of
bitrates Rv and the MCE may transmit v at one or more distinct bitrates in
each cluster at a chosen Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS). Note that the
minor real-time variations in bitrates are handled by network buffers and for the
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Table 6.1: Notations For RTOP optimization model
Symbol Description
INPUTS
B Set of one or more eNBs in the eMBMS service area
C Set of possible clusters of eNBs (non-empty subsets of B)
P
Set of all possible eNB configurations i.e. ways to configure
eNBs B into non-overlapping SFN clusters
bpc Binary variable to inform if b is in cluster c for p∈P
E Total number of available CQI levels (15 for LTE)
Se Achievable spectral efficiency from a CQI level e
T Total number of resource blocks available at any eNB
α Maximum fraction of resources allowed for eMBMS
f(r) Operator-defined utility function that takes rate r as input
Yb Number of RBs requested by eNB b for its unicast users
V Set of videos served by eMBMS in the service area
Rv Set of bitrates available for video v
M , Mv Set of multicast users (M) subscribed to video v (Mv)
Mvpce
Number of users of video v in cluster c with MCS e when
eNB configuration p is used
VARIABLES
Pvp
Binary variable to determine if eNB configuration p has been
chosen for video v
Xvpcr
Number of RBs allocated by eNBs in cluster c of eNB
configuration p to video v for bitrate r
Mvpcer
Binary variable to determine if users of video v with MCS e
in cluster c of eNB configuration p are assigned bitrate r
optimization, an average value is considered over time. Based on the Channel
Quality Indicator (CQI) level, a user may select a bitrate, and consequently an
MCS, that is best suited for its channel condition.
As each MCS produces a certain spectral efficiency, the MCS chosen by the MCE
for a bitrate of a video determines the number of frequency-time Resource Blocks
(RB) needed to achieve that bitrate. Each eNB has T RBs which are used to
serve both unicast and multicast users. The maximum fraction of RBs allowed
for eMBMS is α [116] and each eNB b, needs Yb RBs to serve its unicast users.
Hence, the available RBs for eMBMS users at any eNB b equals min (αT, T−Yb).
Table 6.1 summarizes the notations used in this chapter. In such a system,
different configurations of eMBMS are envisioned, leading to different achievable
bitrates for users.
Section 2.4.3 presents a detailed example of various possible configurations for
a given network scenario (Figure 2.2). These configurations include splitting
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eNBs to form one or more SFN clusters for each video and within each cluster
partitioning users based on their channel condition to form one or more user
groups. The example shows that the total utility of the system depends on
the eNB configuration, the number of user groups created, the number of users
placed in a group and the number of RBs and bitrates assigned to each user
group. To maximize an operator-defined utility, an optimization model is defined
that considers all of these factors.
6.2.2 Problem formulation
The typical use cases of eMBMS service, such as sporting events, involve a large
number of users. Hence, there is a need for scalable optimization framework to
identify the performance bounds of resource allocation schemes. Existing work in
the literature, e.g. [12, 16], employ optimization variables that increase with the
number of users. The solution times grow exponentially as the number of users
increases.
In the proposed optimization framework, the dependence on the number of users
is eliminated by relying on the fact that there are a limited number of distinct
CQI values, e.g., 15 CQI levels in LTE networks and regardless of UE’s SINR
value, one of the CQI level is assigned to it. This fact is leveraged for reducing
the output variables by defining CQI groups per video per cluster. Instead of
handling users individually, the optimization problem is formulated to find the
optimal bitrate for each CQI group. For each eNB configuration p and video v,
the number of users that belong to cluster c and report a CQI e, are denoted
as Mvpce, and form part of the input to the optimization model. This simple
modeling technique reduces the time-complexity and enables finding the optimal
solution of the problem in a reasonable time when evaluating the effectiveness of
the proposed heuristics.
In addition to eMBMS users, eNBs may also serve unicast users. In practice, an
MCE has no control over how many RBs are allocated to a unicast user which
is instead handled by the scheduler of the associated eNB. For each eNB b, Yb is
taken as an input from the operator. An operator can choose the mechanism to
calculate Yb based on the priority of eMBMS over unicast [14] or the number of
unicast and multicast users in a cell, e.g. with a multicast weight function [12].
The optimization problem is formulated with the objective (Equation 6.1a) to
maximize an operator-defined utility for all multicast users in all the CQI groups.
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This is illustrated in Problem 1. Pvp is a binary variable to determine whether
eNB configuration p has been chosen for video v, Mvpcer is a binary variable to
determine if users of CQI group Mvpce are assigned bitrate r and Xvpcr is the
number of RBs assigned to r for v in cluster c of eNB configuration p.




















Pvp = 1, ∀v∈V (6.1b)
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bpc·Xvpcr ≤ min (αT, T−Yb) ,∀b∈B (6.1f)
Constraint 6.1b ensures that each video chooses only one eNB configuration.
Constraint 6.1c and 6.1d guarantee that each CQI group (and hence user) is
assigned one and only one bitrate. Constraint 6.1e ensures that the number of
RBs used to transmit a video bitrate in a cluster are enough to decode it properly
for users of any CQI group assigned that bitrate. Constraint 6.1f limits the total
RBs used by eMBMS at any eNB to what’s left after satisfying unicast resource
requests by each eNB. It also limits the percentage of RBs allowed for eMBMS
to α, which is usually set to 60% [116] in LTE networks. This constraint can
be tuned or relaxed in extremely congested networks to adjust the amount of
resources that an operator wants to allow for unicast users and leave available for
eMBMS users.
6.2.3 Time scale of optimization
The proposed problem formulation is a Linearly-Constrained Quadratic Program
(LCQP) with all integer (mostly binary) variables and a global maximum bound
(at highest bitrate for all users), hence it is NP-complete [117]. However, even
with the notion of CQI groups, when practically computing the optimal solution,
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the numerous possible eNB configurations and the dependence of each video’s
choice on other videos makes the problem complicated and time consuming to
solve. Based on the experiments (Figure 6.5c), it can take up to 100s to compute
the global maximum, which is not sufficiently fast to operate in real-time. Hence,
an efficient heuristic-based algorithm is proposed that can find an optimal or
near-optimal solution in real-time.
6.3 Real-time heuristics-based algorithm
The joint optimization problem involves four inter-dependent decisions to make:
1. Identifying an eNB configuration for each video and assigning users to the
best cluster of that configuration
2. Creating user groups based on channel conditions
3. Assigning an appropriate video bitrate to each group
4. Allocating RBs to various videos and underlying groups
This section first presents how these decisions are taken when one video is served
by eMBMS and then explains the additional steps needed to handle multiple
video scenarios.
6.3.1 Handling a single video
In a single video scenario, all the eMBMS resources in the service area will be
accessible to the video. Hence, the total utility mainly depends on the eNB
configuration and underlying user grouping for that video.
6.3.1.1 eNB configurations
Each eNB configuration is completely defined by identifying groups of eNBs act-
ing as SFN clusters and assigning users to these clusters. The number of possible
eNB configurations is equal to the Bell number1 of the eNBs in the service area.
Figure 6.2 shows an example scenario for a video with four eNBs (1,2,3,4), where
eNB4 has higher unicast load (85%) than other eNBs (55%). A total of 100 users
are interested in the video and the eNBs produce different spectral efficiency
1http://mathworld.wolfram.com/BellNumber.html
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Figure 6.2: Heuristic example. A candidate eNB configuration is chosen in each
class. eNB4 is more congested than other eNBs, so configurations with 4 in a
separate cluster perform better.
values for the users when clustered differently. There are 15 possible eNB con-
figurations (fourth Bell number) ranging from one cluster (all eNBs synchronized
as a single SFN) to four clusters (each eNB in a separate cluster). The config-
urations are divided into |B| classes defined by the number of clusters in each
configuration. These classes are more relevant to the multiple video scenario and
will be discussed in Section 6.3.2.
In each configuration, to maximize the system utility, users are assigned to the
cluster that provides them with higher MCS values. In the single video case, the
user grouping is explored for all the possible eNB configurations. Note that in
general, eMBMS is used in a limited number of neighboring eNBs [116] serving a
highly populated area.
6.3.1.2 User grouping
For an eNB configuration, users in each SFN cluster can have disparate channel
conditions. User grouping would enable improving the total utility by splitting
users into groups based on their channel conditions and assigning an appropriate
video bitrate to each group. On doing so, the achievable utility depends on the
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Figure 6.3: Number of user-groups to achieve optimal utility from different system
configurations.
number of users in each group, the minimum user-MCS value per group, and the
RBs available to each group. Exhaustively searching through all possible groups
of Mv users takes O(|Rv| · |Mv||Mv |) to solve. Hence, there is a scalability issue,
especially for large number of users. This issue is resolved by creating CQI groups
as explained in Section 6.2.2 and deciding which CQI groups should aggregate to
form a user group.
Theoretically, the maximum number of user groups equals the number of distinct
video bitrates available. However splitting users in too many groups reduces the
share of RBs per group, and may reduce the achievable bitrate by a group, and
hence the total utility. To analyze this behavior, simulations were conducted by
distributing 10, 100 or 1000 users in the service area and varying the number of
available RBs. Each setup was repeated 1000 times. Results (Figure 6.3) show
that in 90% of the cases, the optimal utility was achieved by one or two user
groups. Therefore, a user grouping algorithm is designed that aggregates CQI
groups and either places all users in one group or creates two user groups.
Algorithm 1 presents the user grouping algorithm and involves three main steps.
First, it identifies the number of RBs needed to assign a bitrate to the first
(lowest) CQI group and calculates the utility achievable by placing all users in
one group (Line 1-7). Then it measures the throughput that can be achieved by
higher CQI groups with the remaining RBs (Line 8-9). If some CQI groups have
enough throughput to support the next bitrate then the algorithm calculates the
utility for splitting users in two groups and assigning the higher bitrate to those
CQI groups (Line 10-19). The process is repeated for all bitrates and the user
grouping option with the maximum utility is chosen as the optimal user grouping.
This approach takes only O(|Rv|2) to solve.
The utility of each eNB configuration is found by running Algorithm 1 on each of
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Algorithm 1 User grouping algorithm
Input: RBs, Rv, CQI Groups in cluster (in ascending order) with CQI values Q
and number of users N
Output: Best Utility Umax (initialized with 0), User Groups G with number of
users and RBs for each bitrate
1: for i← 0 to |Rv| do
2: r1← Rv[i]
3: r1RBs← r1 / Q[0] . Lowest CQI
4: if r1RBs > RBs then break . Can’t increase rate
5: U ← f(r1)× sum(N) . f * No. of users
6: if U > Umax then Umax ← U
7: G[r1, users]←sum(N); G[r1, rbs]←r1RBs
8: r2RBs← RBs− r1RBs . Remaining RBs
9: thr ← [r2RBs× cqi for cqi in Q[1 :]]
10: for j ← i + 1 to |Rv| do . for bitrates higher than r1
11: r2← Rv[j]
12: k ← index of first CQI group with thr ≥ r2
13: if no k then break . Can’t increase 2nd group’s rate
14: G1← sum(N [0 : k]); G2← sum(N [k + 1 :])
15: U ← f(r1)×G1 + f(r2)×G2
16: if U > Umax then Umax ← U
17: G[r1, users]←G1; G[r1, rbs]←r1RBs
18: G[r2, users]←G2; G[r2, rbs]←r2RBs
its clusters. The configuration with the highest utility is the optimal choice and
the eNBs can be configured to form clusters accordingly. Results obtained from
Algorithm 1 tell the number of groups to create in each cluster, number of users
to place in each group and also the bitrate and number of RBs to assign to each
group.
6.3.2 Handling multiple videos
In multiple video scenarios, the resources must be distributed optimally among
all videos and underlying groups. Such distribution has an impact on the choice
of eNB configuration and user grouping. Hence, the problem of choosing an eNB
configuration for each video is combinatorial in nature and can result in expo-
nentially increasing outcomes. To solve the problem in real-time, first the choices
of eNB configurations are narrowed down for each video to a subset of candidate
configurations. Then, the best combination of configurations is identified for the
videos. Finally, the optimal resource allocation and user grouping for each video
in their chosen eNB configurations is determined.
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Figure 6.4: A sample Utility vs RB graph with quadratic regression. For any
cluster, the lower bound of RBs is the minimum RBs needed to satisfy all users
of a video and the upper bound is the RBs available for eMBMS in that cluster.
6.3.2.1 Candidate eNB configurations
For each video, the process of Section 6.3.1 is used to obtain the maximum utility
of each eNB configuration based on the total available eMBMS resources. Ad-
ditionally, each configuration is classified based on the number of clusters in it
and the best configuration for each class is chosen as a candidate configuration.
Continuing with the example in Figure 6.2, the eNB configurations are divided
into four classes and the configuration with the highest utility in each class is
picked. This narrows down the possible candidate configurations to four (1a, 2c,
3e, 4a) for the considered video. This process is repeated for all the videos served
by eMBMS in the service area to obtain a set of candidate eNB configurations
for each video.
6.3.2.2 Combination of eNB configurations
In this step, one eNB configuration is selected for each video from the previously
identified candidates by maximizing an approximated utility function. First,
the user grouping algorithm (Algorithm 6.3) is run on each cluster of an eNB
configuration, to identify the achievable utility with up to two user groups per
video. This step is repeated for all possible values of RBs, which can vary from one
to the maximum RBs available for eMBMS in that cluster, i.e., min(αT, T −Yb).
Figure 6.4 shows the achievable utility as a function of available RBs for one eNB
configuration (3a from Figure 6.2), which consists of three clusters ({1}, {2} and
{3,4}). The utility for each cluster increases as a step function and is calculated
from a lower bound (minimum RBs needed to serve all users) to an upper bound
(maximum RBs available to the video in the cluster). The process is repeated for
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all candidate eNB configurations of each video in V .
RTOP then proceeds to find the best combination of eNB configurations for
different videos using the measured utility data. To speed this search, a simplified
optimization problem is defined with an approximated objective utility based on
quadratic regression of the utility values, as shown in Figure 6.4. Quadratic
regression is chosen as it provided a sufficiently accurate and fast solution in
comparison to the less accurate linear regression and the slower higher-degree
polynomials.











bpc ·Xvc ≤ min (αT, T − Yb) ,∀ b∈B (6.2b)
Xvc ≥ Lvc,∀ v∈V, c∈C, (6.2c)
where Xvc represents the RBs allocated to video v in cluster c, Lvc is the lower
bound for Xvc and ivc, jvc, kvc are the quadratic coefficients of the utility for video
v in cluster c.
Constraint 6.2b is similar to Constraint 6.1f and limits the available RBs in a clus-
ter for eMBMS users. Constraint 6.2c ensures that RBs allocated to a v in c are
enough to attain the lowest bitrate of v. Solving Problem 2 gives the maximum
achievable utility from a particular combination of eNB configurations of all the
videos. This problem is solved for all combinations of candidate configurations
and the combination with the highest utility is picked as the final combination
for eNB configurations.
6.3.2.3 Resource allocation and user grouping
With an eNB configuration chosen for each video, the optimal resource allocation
and the user grouping can be found by backtracking the solution. The resource
allocation problem is solved (Equation 6.2a) one more time for the chosen com-
bination of eNB configurations, but instead of using the quadratic regression, the
actual discrete utility values (e.g. Figure 6.4) are used. This gives the optimal
RB share for users in all clusters subscribed to each video. These values are then
sent as an input to user grouping algorithm (Algorithm 6.3) to define user groups,
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Algorithm 2 Complete RTOP algorithm
Input: Svpc: CQI Groups in cluster c of eNB configuration p for video v; See
Table 6.1 for all other inputs
Output: Groups with no. of users and RBs for each bitrate
1: for v ∈ V do
2: for p ∈ P do
3: U [v, n, p]← 0 . n is # of clusters in p (Figure 6.2)
4: for c ∈ p do . For each cluster in p
5: rb← min(αT, T-Yb for b ∈ c) . Available RBs
6: utility,_← Algorithm 1(rb, Rv, Svpc)
7: U [v, n, p] += utility
8: if |V | == 1 and U [v, n, p] > Umax then
9: Umax = U [v, n, p]; Optimal_Solution = (p)
10: else if U [v, n, p] > maxU [v, n] then
11: maxU [v, n]← U [v, n, p]
12: Candidates[v, n]← p . For class n
13: if |V | == 1 then go to Line 24 . Only one video
14: for p ∈ Candidates[v] do . eNB configurations for v
15: for c ∈ p do . Get Graphs for each cluster in p
16: rb← min(αT, T-Yb for b ∈ c) . Available RBs
17: Graph[v, p, c]← RBGRAPH(Rv, Svpc, rb)
18: Cartesian←(p1, .., pv) | pv∈Candidates[v] for v∈V
19: Umax ← 0
20: for solution ∈ Cartesian do . A combination of p’s
21: Get Utility U with regression from Equation 6.2a
22: if U > Umax then
23: Optimal_Solution← solution;Umax ← U
24: Get Optimal_RBs for each cluster in Optimal_Solution without regression
(Section 6.3.2)
25: for v ∈ V do . Backtrack to find the optimal user groups
26: for c, rb ∈ Optimal_RBs[v] do
27: _, Groups[v, c]← Algorithm 6.3(Rv, Svpc, rb)
RBGRAPH(Rv, S,maxRBs) . S → CQI groups
28: for rb← 1 to maxRBs do
29: Utilities[rbs],_← Algorithm 6.3(rbs, Rv, S)
30: return Utilities
allocated RBs per group and assigned bitrates. The MCE can now configure the
eNBs to create video-specific SFN clusters and transmit different bitrates with
the chosen MCS values on a certain set of RBs. The total complexity of RTOP
is O(|V |·|B|·|T ′|·|Rv|2 + |B||V |).
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6.3.2.4 Complete RTOP algorithm
The complete RTOP algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 and consists of three
main steps. First, an approximate achievable utility (Line 7) is calculated for
each video (Line 1) from all possible eNB configurations (Line 2), assuming that
the video has access to all the RBs in a cluster and solving Algorithm 1 for each
cluster (Line 4-6). Based on the highest approximate utility achievable from each
class of eNB configuration, a set of candidates is selected (Line 8-12). Then,
Utility vs RB graphs are calculated for each candidate configuration by running
Algorithm 1 for all possible RBs value in each cluster of an eNB configuration
(Line 14-17).
Then, the possible combinations of video-specific candidates are computed by
taking Cartesian product of the sets of each video’s candidate configurations
(Line 18). Note that this step is not needed if there is only one video served in
the eMBMS area (Line 13). The optimization model in Equation 6.2a is solved for
each possible combination of video configurations using regression-based Utility
vs RB graphs (Line 20-21). The combination with highest utility is chosen as
the optimal eNB configuration for each video (Line 22-23). Finally, the solution
is backtracked to find best user groups, RBs per group and MCS of each group
using Algorithm 1 (Line 24-27).
6.4 Performance evaluation and comparison
For evaluation, RTOP uses the testbed presented in Section 3.4. In this section,
first the simulation setup is presented, followed by the results of performance
evaluation and comparison.
6.4.1 Simulation setup
An eMBMS service area is considered, consisting of up to five eNBs arranged in
a hexagonal grid. Users are distributed normally or uniformly in the service area.
The commonly used LTE parameters [65, 116] are applied to the simulation setup
as listed in Table 6.2. A normal distribution represents cases such as sporting
events or concerts where most of the users are located in the center of the service
area. A uniform distribution represents cases such as shopping malls where users
are evenly located across the service area.
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Table 6.2: RTOP simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Cellular Layout Hexagonal grid with up to 5 eNBs
Cell radius 500 m
eNB Tx Power 20 Watts
Carrier Frequency 2.1 GHz
System Bandwidth 20 MHz
Number of RBs in 20MHz 100
Path Loss Model Log-Normal Shadowing n=4 (Urban)
White Noise Power Density -174 dBm/Hz
User UE Noise Figure 7 dB
Number of Users per Video 30 to 150
DASH Video bitrates [21] 375, 750, 1750, 3000 and 4300 kbps
Channel Model Multi-path Fading AWGN [99]
Spectral Efficiencies
(bits/RB) from CQIs 1 to 15
[20, 31, 50, 79, 116, 155, 195, 253, 318, 360,
439, 515, 597, 675, 733]
Simulation Laptop Specs. Dual Core Intel i7-5500U, 16GB RAM
UEs calculate Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP) from each eNB, measure
the achievable SINR from various possible clusters and report the best CQI for
each cluster based on AWGN BLER vs SINR curves [99] with 1% error margin.
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the target BLER is set to 1% in eMBMS [116],
contrary to 10% in unicast, as there are no physical layer re-transmissions.
For the system utility, Proportional Fairness (PF) metric is chosen. PF is a
widely-used utility [12, 14, 16] for measuring system fairness and efficacy. Based
on PF-utility, the performance of the following approaches is compared:
• Optimal: Optimal results of the optimization model (Section 6.2) that
considers both SFN clustering and user grouping. To solve the model, the
Gurobi Optimizer [109] is used.
• BoLTE [14]: As mentioned in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2), BoLTE creates
SFN clusters to maximize PF-utility but does not consider user grouping.
The proposed algorithm assumes single bitrate per video. For fair compar-
ison, the same heuristics is used to calculate the utility of an eNB config-
uration, but by assigning the best achievable bitrate in each video cluster
for all videos.
• Variable Groups (VG) [12]: As discussed in Section 2.4.2, VG creates user
groups to maximize the PF-utility but does not consider SFN clustering.
Also, the proposed algorithm solves the resource allocation problem for only
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a single video.
• One Large SFN (LSFN): A scheme that considers only user grouping (no
SFN clustering) based on the proposed optimization model and constraints.
VG is replaced with LSFN when simulating scenarios with multiple videos
to analyze the improvement of joint optimization in comparison to only
creating user groups.
• RTOP: The proposed heuristics (Section 6.3).
The performance of these strategies is evaluated in two key scenarios: A generic
scenario with multiple videos and a mega event scenario with one video. In both
cases, videos are encoded at five different bitrates, as shown in Table 6.2. For
mega event scenario, the impact of varying available resources for eMBMS is also
studied.
The key performance metrics include:
• PF-Utility of the system: PF is defined as the sum-log of bitrates assigned
to all the users.
• Probability Mass Function (PMF) of the bitrates assigned to users:
The PMF serves as an indicator of overall user experience by providing an
idea of how many users can receive a certain bitrate in given conditions.
• Degraded users: Users with throughput less than the lowest available
bitrate. Such users will not be able to receive video without losses or stalls
and hence are regarded as degraded users.
• Solution time: The time taken by an algorithm to converge and find a
solution to the resource allocation problem.
The impact of various network parameters and algorithms on these metrics is
analyzed. For each configuration, the experiment is repeated 25 times by varying
the user topology. The presented metrics are based on the average of these runs.
6.4.2 Generic scenario: Multiple videos
Three videos are streamed using eMBMS in a service area, where 1 eNB has
higher unicast load (75 RBs) than other eNBs (50 RBs). Networks with 2, 3
4 and 5 eNBs were tested, and the trends in the results are consistent among
the tested scenarios. This section presents results for 4 eNBs. Since VG cannot
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Figure 6.5: RTOP comparison for generic scenario with multiple videos.
handle multiple videos, LSFN is considered as a reference to analyze the benefits
of SFN clustering.
6.4.2.1 System utility
Figures 6.5a and 6.5b plot the system utility for normal and uniform user distri-
bution, respectively. The figures illustrate that the proposed heuristics achieved
optimal or near-optimal utility with a gap less than 1%. Additionally, the figures
show that in comparison to LSFN and BoLTE, RTOP improves the utility by up
to 8% which is achieved by an increase of average bitrate by up to 50%. Note that
as LSFN does not consider SFN clustering, the available RBs for eMBMS were
restricted by the eNB with least resources (i.e. 25 RBs) and all the users had to
be satisfied with these RBs. On the other hand, BoLTE lacks user grouping and
could not assign rates to users commensurate to their channel conditions.
For small number of users, a slight gap between RTOP and optimal results can be
noticed, especially for uniform user distribution (Figure 6.5b). This is because,
in such cases, the difference between the achievable utility from different eNB
configuration can be very low and might not be detected by RTOP, as it uses
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heuristics and quadratic regression for faster approximation. However, the differ-
ence in utility was marginal and solutions chosen by RTOP were always within
a 1% gap from the optimal solution.
6.4.2.2 PMF of assigned bitrates
Figure 6.5d shows the PMF for normal and uniform user distributions. RTOP
assigned bitrates in almost the same manner as optimal results, unlike BoLTE
or LSFN that allocated lower bitrates to users. The figure shows that RTOP
assigned bitrates to users proportionate to their channel conditions and hence
almost 75% of users received a bitrate of 1.75Mbps or higher. On the contrary,
this ratio dropped to around 50% for both BoLTE and LSFN.
6.4.2.3 Solution time
Figure 6.5c plots the time taken to compute the final solution for uniform user
distribution. Solving the problem optimally took around 100 seconds which is
practically infeasible to implement in a real-time network. RTOP was able to
consistently solve the same problem in 500ms, which is well within the limits of
expected time constraints [84]. BoLTE and LSFN solved the problem faster but
at a much lower utility as indicated above.
6.4.3 Mega event scenarios
A mega event refers to highly popular live events, such as world cup finals [118].
In this section,the performance of RTOP is analyzed for a mega event that is
transmitted to users distributed normally in a 5-eNB service area where 1 eNB
has a higher unicast load (90 RBs) than the other 4 eNBs (75 RBs).
6.4.3.1 System utility
Figure 6.6a shows the system utility of various algorithms. Similar to the generic
scenario (Section 6.4.2), RTOP outperformed VG and BoLTE by increasing the
utility up to 14% and average user bitrate up to 90%. Moreover, the solution of
RTOP was identical to the optimal case. This is because the video had access to
all the RBs available for eMBMS and RTOP did not need to perform regression
for faster approximation.
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Figure 6.6: RTOP comparison for mega-event scenario
6.4.3.2 Degraded users
While VG places each user in a group, it does not ensure that each group gets
enough RBs to achieve at least the minimum bitrate. Hence, the throughput
of a group may become very low. Users with very low throughput are likely
to experience frame skipping and video stalls. Figure 6.6c plots the number of
such degraded users. With VG, in some cases up to 4% users were degraded.
The optimization model and RTOP define a constraint on the minimum allo-
cated throughput to ensure a smooth streaming experience and eliminate drops
or losses. BoLTE does not explicitly define such a constraint, however the imple-
mentation of BoLTE for this comparison assigns the best possible bitrate based on
user-throughput in a cluster, and hence users can get lower bitrates if throughput
is low, therefore no users were degraded.
6.4.3.3 PMF of assigned bitrates
Figure 6.6b shows the PMF of user bitrates. As the users were distributed nor-
mally, most of the users were in the center of the service area where the channel
conditions were good. However, the number of users that received high bitrates
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of 3 or 4.3Mbps was only 6% with BoLTE and 0% with VG, which was unfair
to users with good channel conditions. With RTOP this ratio increased to 72%
leading to the highest utility.
6.4.3.4 Solution time
Figure 6.6d plots the time taken to compute the final solution. As the number
of users increased, the computation time for VG increased exponentially, which
makes it unsuitable for mega events with large number of users. The proposed
optimization model (Section 6.2) is independent of number of users and instead
depends on number of CQI groups, which is usually limited to 15 values in LTE.
However, solving the model optimally still took more than 10 seconds which is not
ideal for dynamic operating conditions. RTOP solved the same problem within
20ms for any number of users in the network. Hence, RTOP can be used in a
dynamic network to accommodate changes in the network and solve the resource
allocation problem in real-time.
6.4.4 Impact of available resources on various metrics
This section explores the impact of available resources at eNBs on the performance
of various algorithms, in case of a mega event. As the RBs available to eMBMS
decrease, subject to their channel conditions, the number of users receiving high
bitrates decreases. An eMBMS service area is considered, comprising of 5 eNBs
with 20 RBs for eMBMS. The impact of decreasing available RBs at one eNB
is analyzed, when there are 1000 users normally distributed in the service area.
Since RTOP always achieves the same result as the optimization model in a single
video scenario, for clarity, the optimization model results are not displayed in the
figures.
When there were 20 RBs available at each eNB, the best decision was to place
all eNBs in one cluster and split users in two groups. LSFN and RTOP achieved
maximum utility (Figure 6.7a) by making the right decisions. As VG is agnostic
to video bitrates, it maximizes the system utility without assigning enough RBs
to the user group with bad channel conditions. Hence, VG resulted in some
degraded users (Figure 6.7b). BoLTE also achieved lower utility than RTOP as
it is incapable of creating user groups and placed all users located in a cluster in
one group.
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Figure 6.7: Impact of RBs available for eMBMS.
As the available RBs on the highly congested eNB decreased, the utility started
dropping. Until this eNB had 10 RBs available for eMBMS, the best decision was
to keep all eNBs in one cluster and hence LSFN and RTOP achieved the same
utility by creating one cluster and grouping users based on their channel condi-
tions. Although VG can also create user groups, most of the times it achieved a
lower utility due to a lack of a constraint of serving all the users with a bitrate.
BoLTE being unable to create user groups achieved lower utility as well.
As the available RBs decreased further, separating the highly congested eNB in
a second SFN cluster was the better decision. RTOP made this decision and
achieved optimal utility but LSFN being unable to create SFN clusters, kept all
eNBs synchronized and achieved lower utility than RTOP. RTOP outperformed
VG and BoLTE in these cases as well. Figure 6.7d shows the PMF of user
bitrates at 5 RBs. While other algorithms served all the users with low bitrates,
RTOP managed to serve 40% of users with medium bitrates even with only 5
RBs available to eMBMS at the highly-congested eNB.
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Summary
In this chapter, the joint optimization of user grouping, SFN clustering and re-
source allocation was considered in an eMBMS network. An efficient and scal-
able heuristic-based algorithm, RTOP was developed, that finds optimal or near-
optimal results in real-time with no more than a 1% gap from the optimal so-
lution. Additionally, RTOP was compared with state-of-the art techniques by
conducting extensive simulations. In situations where other approaches could as-
sign high bitrates to less than 10% users, RTOP was able to assign high bitrates
to 75% of the users. Overall the proposed algorithm improved the system utility
by up to 14% and the average user bitrates by up to 90% while avoiding service
degradation for the users. The results also showed the advantage of multicast-
based transmission modes. A well-designed resource allocation framework, such
as RTOP, could serve hundreds of users with as low as 5 RBs.
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Chapter 7
NIMBLE: Network optimization
for eMBMS live video QoE
7.1 Introduction
Using unicast transmission mode for delivering live video streams in a dynamic
mobile environment [10] leads to wasteful resource utilization and poor user ex-
perience. Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) is a 3GPP
standard [11] that provides an alternative and more efficient method for delivering
live content to a large number of cellular network users. To improve the resource
utilization, eMBMS allows sharing resources among a group of users watching
the same content and transmitting the content to a group just once. Further-
more, to improve the channel condition of users, eMBMS allows Evolved-Node
Base Stations (eNB) in a spatially local area to transmit a video synchronously
at a common frequency and time (Figure 1.2), hence creating a Single Frequency
Networks (SFN) and improving the Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) for
users.
Cellular network providers continue to evolve their eMBMS deployment strate-
gies. The ultimate goal is to maximize the Quality of Experience (QoE) for users
while satisfying the resource constraints of the underlying network. To best uti-
lize the scarce wireless resources, operators have to make various decisions when
configuring the physical network for eMBMS. The key configuration decisions
are: which eNBs to synchronize and form SFNs; how to share resources among
users with disparate channel conditions and; how to handle the impact of eMBMS
decisions on eNB’s unicast-load, i.e. non-eMBMS users.
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To make the best use of eMBMS, various models and algorithms have been pro-
posed in literature to solve the network configuration problem [12, 14]. RTOP
(Chapter 6) formulates a joint optimization model that considers the combined
impact of various configuration parameters and improves the system utility, in
comparison to state-of-the-art schemes. However, similar to the existing algo-
rithms, RTOP is based on fairly-static network scenarios and does not consider
the time-variance of the network state or mobile users. With the standardization
of more attractive and dynamic services over eMBMS, such as MBMS Operation
On-Demand (MOOD) [119], and extension of eMBMS into 5G networks [120], a
solution is needed that is capable of reacting to network changes in real-time and
aims at improving the video QoE over the duration of the whole stream regardless
of user-mobility patterns.
This chapter proposes NIMBLE, a network optimization framework for eMBMS-
based live user experience. NIMBLE is a resource management and allocation
framework, that configures the physical network with the objective to maximize
the end-user experience. The proposed solution is extremely scalable and dynamic
making it feasible for deployment in real-world cellular networks. Specifically, the
following contributions are made through NIMBLE:
• A QoE optimization model is formulated that solves the network configura-
tion problem while considering both eMBMS as well as unicast users in the
eMBMS service area. The model considers the three fundamental factors
of QoE: video bitrates received by users, video frames dropped or skipped
by users and, the switches in video bitrates encountered by users.
• A heuristics-based algorithm is proposed, that can solve the optimization
model in real-time regardless of the number of users and their mobility
pattern. NIMBLE also introduces parameters to control and stabilize the
network-state. Frequent network reconfiguration can result in frequent bi-
trate switches for users and higher overhead cost of network management.
Delaying reconfiguration can reduce the responsiveness to user’s channel
condition and deteriorate user experience. NIMBLE is designed to consider
these trade-offs when re-configuring the network.
• Real-world scenarios are implemented with varying mobility patterns for
users, using the simulation-based testbed proposed in Section 3.4. Traces
of real videos are generated with different bitrates to analyze the behavior
of NIMBLE and compare it with RTOP and state-of-the art approaches.
Extensive evaluation is conducted to show that NIMBLE can improve the
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Table 7.1: Notations For NIMBLE optimization model
Symbol Description
INPUTS
B Set of one or more eNBs in the eMBMS service area
C Set of possible clusters of eNBs (non-empty subsets of B)
L
Set of all possible SFN layouts i.e. ways to configure eNBs B
into non-overlapping clusters
blc Binary variable to inform if b is in cluster c for SFN layout l
N Total number of resource blocks available at any eNB
α Maximum fraction of resources allowed for eMBMS
βu Priority weight for unicast user u
U , Ub Set of unicast users (M) associate to eNB b (Ub)
Yub Number of RBs assigned by eNB b to unicast user u
V Set of videos served by eMBMS in the service area
Rv Set of bitrates available for video v
M , Mv Set of multicast users (M) subscribed to video v (Mv)
Exy Spectral efficiency achievable by user x in cluster or eNB y
γv Weight of bitrate-switching penalty for video v
r′m Current streaming bitrate of user m
wm,Gm Switching count and magnitude experienced by user m so far
VARIABLES
Lvl
Binary variable to determine whether SFN layout l has been
chosen for video v
mvlcr
Binary variable to determine whether a user m watching
video v is placed in cluster c ∈ l and assigned bitrate r
Xvlcr
Number of RBs allocated by eNBs in cluster c ∈ l to video v
for bitrate r
end-user experience with 150% increase in bitrates and 75% reduction in
bitrate switches.
7.2 Optimal user experience model
The goal is to formulate an optimization model that can maximize user QoE
while fairly allocating resources to users of multiple videos in an eMBMS service
area.
7.2.1 System model
A cellular network is considered, with a set B of identically configured eNBs in
the eMBMS service area. A set of videos V encoded at bitrates Rv is served
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through eMBMS to users in set M . For each video v, eNBs can be synchronized
to form one or more non-overlapping clusters of SFN (denoted by set C). Each
eNB b has N number of RBs available that it distributes among its unicast users
(in set Ub) and eMBMS users in its SFN clusters.
The UEs are assumed to report their Reference Signals Received Power (RSRP)
based on cell-specific reference signals. eNBs calculate the achievable spectral ef-
ficiency for their associated unicast users i.e. Eub ∀u ∈ Ub. For eMBMS users, the
report is delivered to MCE that estimates user’s Signal to Interference Noise Ra-
tio (SINR) from each possible SFN cluster and calculates the achievable spectral
efficiencies Emc ∀c ∈ C.
Based on channel condition of users in an SFN cluster of a video, an MCE may
choose to transmit one or more distinct bitrates, each at a different MCS. A stan-
dard eMBMS client [119] is considered that may select a bitrate, and consequently
an MCS, which is best suitable for its channel condition. The spectral efficiency
of the chosen MCS determines the number of RBs needed to achieve that bitrate.
The maximum number of RBs an eNB can allocate to eMBMS however, is limited
by a fraction α of total RBs (αN) and is usually set to 60% [116].
In such a system, different video-specific SFN layouts (denoted by set L) are
possible, leading to different bitrates achievable for eMBMS users. A complete
network configuration is defined as an SFN layout l chosen for each video and
bitrates transmitted by SFN clusters in l. The goal is to choose a network con-
figuration that maximizes the QoE for all the users.
7.2.2 Problem formulation
When scheduling resources for users, cellular operators usually implement a fair-
ness utility, such as Proportional Fairness (PF) [61]. The proposed optimization
model is agnostic to the metric used and aims at maximizing any operator-defined
system utility. However, to simplify the formulation, without loss of generality,
PF is considered as the fairness metric, which is defined as sum-log of user bi-
trates. The optimization problem is a quadratic program with Integer constraints
and consists of multiple parts.
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7.2.2.1 Bitrate utility of eMBMS users
Being one of the key QoE factor, user bitrates are included in the objective
function. A binary variable mvlcr is defined to decide whether a user m interested
in video v should be placed in cluster c of an SFN layout l, and assigned a bitrate









7.2.2.2 Switching utility of eMBMS users
Switches in video bitrates is another factor that impacts the video-watching ex-
perience for users. For a video v, the total switching-penalty of all the users Mv






f(m, r) ·mvlcr, (7.2)
where f(m, r) is a function that measures the impact of switching a user m from
its current bitrate to bitrate r.
The impact of quality switching for a user can be captured using a log-based
utility as expressed below:
f(m, r) = log(r)− log(r′m), (7.3)
where r′m is the current streaming bitrate of user m. The logarithmic function
reflects the reduced impact of visual experience when switching between higher
bitrates.
Equation 7.3 considers switching to a higher bitrate (r > r′m) as a reward i.e.
improved QoE and switching to a lower bitrate (r < r′m) as a penalty. Some QoE
metrics penalize switching to a higher bitrate as well [68]. For such metrics, a
modulus can be applied in Equation 7.3.
The importance and weight of the switching factor varies across QoE metrics [80].
Furthermore, while some QoE metrics consider the total number of switches in
a session, others look at the switching magnitude [68] to capture abrupt quality
variations. An operator can choose a metric that best suits the demand of their
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users and f(m, r) can be defined accordingly.
7.2.2.3 Frames lost by eMBMS users
Generally, users in wireless networks experience losses if their SINR is not high
enough to properly decode the MCS assigned to them. Depending on how live
video is streamed, these losses can result in stalls, freezes or dropped and skipped
frames. Majority of the eNB metrics consider such an experience to be the most
annoying factor for users [121] and assign it the highest (negative) weight in
QoE. To eliminate frame losses, a constraint is added to the optimization model
which ensures that the bitrate assigned to a user is not transmitted at an MCS
higher than that of the user. Furthermore, the constraint ensures a stall-free
transmission, by allocating sufficient resources to each transmitted bitrate.
7.2.2.4 Experience of unicast users
In general, especially when cellular operators do not control or provide the con-
tent for unicast users, they cannot quantify actual user-experience and instead
maximize user-throughput. Unicast users are associated to the eNB which yields
the strongest SINR and the highest spectral efficiency. Each eNB schedules its
own unicast users and assigns them RBs. The throughput achieved by a user of
eNB b, is the product of the user’s spectral efficiency, Eub, and the number of
RBs assigned to it, Yub. Assuming PF-fairness and a service-differentiation or a
priority coefficient βu for user u, the total throughput factor for all the unicast






βu. log(Eub · Yub) (7.4)
7.2.2.5 Optimization model
The objective of the optimization model is to maximize the utility for the unicast
users and the eMBMS users of all the videos in each SFN cluster of the chosen
SFN layout. This is illustrated in Problem 1 where, Lvl is a binary variable to
determine whether SFN layout l has been chosen for video v; mvlcr is a binary
variable to determine whether user m will be associated to cluster c and receive
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bitrate r; Xvlcr is the number of RBs allocated to the bitrate r of video v in
cluster c ∈ l and; γv is the weight assigned to the switching penalty for video v.
Problem 1: Maximizing unicast and eMBMS utility

























mvlcr = Mv, ∀v∈V (7.5d)




















blc·Xvlcr ≤ αN, ∀b∈B (7.5g)
Constraint 7.5b ensures that one SFN layout is chosen for each video. Con-
straint 7.5c guarantees that a user is not assigned more than one bitrates or
placed in more than one clusters. Constraint 7.5d enforces that each user is as-
signed a bitrate and Constraint 7.5e ensures that the user can decode its assigned
bitrate by allocating enough RBs based on the user’s spectral efficiency. Con-
straint 7.5f says that the sum of RBs allocated to all the unicast and eMBMS
sessions at an eNB must be less than total RBs available and Constraint 7.5g
limits the percentage of RBs for eMBMS to α which is usually set to 60% [116].
7.2.3 Practical considerations
In addition to the aforementioned constraints, there are a few practical limitations
that may hinder the deployment of Problem 1 in real systems.
7.2.3.1 Unicast resource allocation
In practice, an Multicast Coordination Entity (MCE) does not control the num-
ber of RBs (Yub), that each eNB may allocate to its unicast users. Hence, the
term T (U) in Equation 7.5a and ∑u∈Ub Yub in Constraint 7.5f cannot be solved
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by any optimization algorithm running on an MCE. To still account for the im-
pact of MCE decisions on unicast users, RTOP (Chapter 6) defines a variable Yb
that represents the total RBs assigned to unicast users by eNB b. An operator
can calculate Yb based on the priority of eMBMS over unicast [14] or through a
multicast weight function that modulates the resource allocation between unicast
and eMBMS users [12] e.g. by considering the number of users of each type. By
taking Yb as an input for Constraint 7.5f and eliminating T (U) from the objective,
an optimization model is obtained that can theoretically be implemented on an
MCE.
7.2.3.2 Limited user feedback
The factor for bitrate-switching penalty, S(Mv), in the objective (Equation 7.5a)
assumes accurate knowledge of user’s current state e.g. bitrate (r′m in Equa-
tion 7.3). However, in practice, eMBMS does not have a feedback loop between
user’s video-client and MCE, limiting the MCE’s knowledge of current user-state.
Establishing such a loop will incur high overhead cost and is usually avoided for
broadcast/multicast based systems such as eMBMS. Therefore, a mechanism is
needed to calculate the switching penalty without user’s application-level feed-
back. Such an approach may not yield optimal results but is essential to enable
real-world deployment of the optimization model. The proposed algorithm in Sec-
tion 7.3.1.6, utilizes UE’s reported channel condition to estimate the user-state
and calculate the switching penalty.
7.2.3.3 Time scale of optimization
In a cellular network, the network or user-state may vary or users may join or
leave video streams, rendering a pre-computed network solution sub-optimal. To
ensure a granular responsiveness to the dynamics, an algorithm must be able to
solve the network reconfiguration problem in real-time, regardless of the number
of users or state variations. The optimization model in Problem 1 does not scale
well with the number of users and hence a lightweight scalable algorithm is needed
that can find optimal or near-optimal network configurations in real-time.
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Figure 7.1: A flow-chart of heuristics used by NIMBLE
7.3 Lightweight heuristics-based algorithm
A network configuration is defined as an SFN layout chosen for each video, the
bitrates served in each cluster of that layout and, the physical layer parameters,
i.e. the MCS and number of RBs each bitrate is transmitted on. An algorithm for
network optimization of eMBMS-based live video experience (NIMBLE) is devel-
oped. The approach used to build a dynamic network reconfiguration algorithm
is to consider multi-stage heuristic-based techniques, inspired by RTOP design
(Chapter 6), while introducing parameters to address different design challenges
that arise due to the variation in network or user state over time.
The problem of selecting an optimal SFN layout for each video depends on
the number of RBs allocated to each video and the consequent user grouping.
This makes the problem combinatorial in nature and can result in exponentially-
increasing outcomes. To reduce the computation time, the overall process is
divided into four stages (Figure 7.1). The first stage calculates an approximate
share of resources for each video 1a and narrows down the choices of SFN lay-
outs for videos to a set of candidate layouts 1b with high utilities. The sec-
ond stage: generates utility vs resource graphs for the candidate layouts 2a ;
uses these graphs to solve a simplified optimization problem for different possible
layout-combinations 2b and; picks the combination with the highest utility. The
output of this stage consists of an SFN layout chosen for each video.
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The third stage first calculates the optimal share of RBs for all the videos in each
SFN cluster of its chosen layout 3a by solving an optimization problem. Then,
for the given RBs, it calculates the optimal bitrates to transmit for each video
in each cluster and the MCS and RB share for the bitrates 3b . Finally, stage
4 reconfigures the network if the utility of the chosen configuration exceeds the
utility of the current configuration by a pre-defined factor 4a . NIMBLE then
waits until the next reconfiguration instance and repeats the process if there are
any active eMBMS sessions 4b . The rest of the section, describes these stages
in further details.
7.3.1 Candidate SFN layouts and their utility
This section presents the techniques introduced in NIMBLE to find a set of candi-
date SFN layouts for a video v and approximate the utility that can be achieved
by users of v, given a particular SFN layout. If a layout has more than one
cluster, a user is assumed to associate with the cluster that provides the highest
SINR value.
7.3.1.1 Approximate resource share
When estimating the utility of a video, due to no prior knowledge of the optimal
RB-allocation, a proportional resource distribution, denoted by Pvc, is considered
among videos in a cluster c, to get an approximate share of RBs for a video v, as
shown below (See Table 7.1 for notations):




For example, in a cluster where the eNB with the highest unicast-load (Yb) has 30
RBs available for eMBMS and has to serve three eMBMS videos with 50, 100 and
150 users respectively, it will assume 30∗ 5050+100+150 = 5 RBs allocated to the first
video. Note that, to improve the accuracy of utility estimation, the distribution
should be chosen according to the fairness-metric of the system (which in this
case is PF).
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Figure 7.2: Example of SFN layouts classified by number of clusters in them. In
each class the layout with the highest utility is chosen as a candidate.
7.3.1.2 Multiple candidates per video
Although the aforementioned resource distribution is fair, it may not be optimal
and hence the measured utility may also be sub-optimal. To increase the proba-
bility of retaining the best SFN layout for a video when applying this heuristic,
multiple layouts are chosen as candidates for each video. This is achieved by
classifying the layouts based on the number of clusters in them and, for each
class picking a candidate layout as the one with the highest utility in a class (Fig-
ure 7.2). The utility of a layout lv is calculated by finding the best user-groups
for each c ∈ lv, assuming Pvc as the available RBs, as explained below.
7.3.1.3 Number of bitrates in a cluster
Depending on Pvc, users associated with the SFN cluster c can be split into
groups with each group receiving a different bitrate of the video. Serving too
many bitrates reduces the share of RBs per user-group, and may reduce the
achievable utility. Figure 6.3 presents results of extensive experiments and shows
that 90% of the time, the optimal solution is to create no more than two groups.
So for the NIMBLE heuristics algorithm, the maximum number of bitrates per
video served in an SFN cluster are limited to two, with each group receiving the
video at a different bitrate.
7.3.1.4 Spectral efficiency of a user group
The MCS assigned to a group of users is restricted to the user with the worst
channel condition. This avoids decoding errors or frame losses for any user, but
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an inefficient user placement may unnecessarily limit the spectral efficiency of
a group and hence the achievable bitrates. Therefore, NIMBLE calculates the
utility that different user grouping combinations can achieve.
7.3.1.5 Choosing the best user-grouping
: Assigning a bitrate to a user-group and placing a user in that group determines
its two utility components, bitrate-factor and switching-penalty. For users Mv of
video v, served at Rv bitrates, exhaustively testing all possible combinations of
user-groups and bitrates takes O(|Rv| · |Mv||Mv |) to solve. This approach cannot
be solved in real-time, especially for large number of users.
Instead, to calculate the bitrate-factor of utility, the user-grouping algorithm
proposed in Section 6.3.1.2 is utilized, which pre-groups users based on their CQI
values and finds the highest bitrate that can be assigned to each CQI group with
the available RBs. Although this algorithm does not measure the switching-
penalty that each user may incur, it runs in O(|Rv|2) and finds the maximum
utility of a video in an SFN cluster for a given number of RBs. The user grouping
algorithm is executed for all c ∈ lv to find the bitrates (rm) that each m ∈ Mv
will receive.
7.3.1.6 Utility with switching penalties
With a bitrate chosen for each user, Equation 7.3 can be used to calculate the
switching penalty for each user. However, as explained in Section 7.2.3, due to
the lack of a feedback loop, the algorithm does not know the current streaming
bitrates (r′m) of users, which is an input to Equation 7.3. To estimate r′m for each
user, NIMBLE utilizes the physical-layer channel condition reported by users.
Since MCE is aware of how the network is currently configured and what bitrates
are being served, it can predict the highest user-bitrate based on user’s channel
condition and transmission MCS of each bitrate. NIMBLE assumes that each
user is streaming the highest bitrate that they can receive and uses it to calculate
the switching penalty.
The total penalty incurred on the utility of a layout is the sum of each user’s
penalty. Adding the switching penalty to the bitrate-factor gives an approximate
utility of an SFN layout l. This process is repeated for each video for all l ∈ L
to calculate the achievable utilities. The layouts with highest utility in each class
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Figure 7.3: A sample utility vs RB graph with quadratic regression. For any
cluster, the lower bound of RBs is the minimum RBs needed to satisfy all users
of a video and the upper bound is the RBs available for eMBMS in that cluster.
(Figure 7.2) are chosen to form a set of video-specific SFN layouts.
7.3.2 Optimal SFN layout for each video
When estimating utilities of candidate layouts in Section 7.3.1, an approximate
resource distribution (Pvc) was assumed among videos, which may yield sub-
optimal or infeasible results. Therefore when choosing optimal layouts for videos,
the candidate layouts are evaluated over a range of RB values. Furthermore,
choosing a particular layout for a video can vary its users’ cluster (and eNB)
associations and consequently vary the resource share for other videos. Hence,
different possible combinations of candidate layouts are explored, to pick a com-
bination that maximizes the overall system utility while respecting network and
user constraints (Section 7.2).
7.3.2.1 Utility vs RB graphs
For each candidate layout lv of a video v, the user grouping algorithm is executed
for all possible RB allocations and bitrate-based utility vs RB graphs are obtained.
Due to the piece-wise relationship between video bitrates and throughput, the
utility vs RB graphs are stair functions (as shown in Figure 7.3). If Xvc represents
the RBs allocated to v in each cluster c ∈ lv, then for a given Xvc, the utility of





As the function has to be evaluated for multiple possible RB values, SFN layouts
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and videos, a quadratic regression is applied to speed-up the evaluation and obtain




ivc·X2vc + jvc·Xvc + kvc, (7.8)
where ivc, jvc and kvc are the quadratic regression coefficients.
7.3.2.2 Combination of SFN layouts
In this step, the optimal SFN layout lv for each video is selected by maximizing
the sum of regression-based layout-utility function (Equation 7.8) for different
combinations of previously identified candidates while respecting the resource
and QoE constraints.









blc ·Xvc ≤ min (αN,N − Yb) ,∀ b∈B (7.9b)
Xvc ≥ Dvc,∀ v∈V, c∈lv, (7.9c)
where Dvc is the lower bound for Xvc.
Constraint 7.9b is similar to Constraint 7.5f and 7.5g and limits the RBs available
to eMBMS users in a cluster. Constraint 7.9c ensures that each video gets enough
RBs to at least attain the lowest bitrate for all users and avoid stalls.
7.3.3 Optimal network configuration
Solving Problem 2 for various possible combinations of candidate layouts, gives
the combination with the highest achievable utility and optimal lv ∀v∈V . To
acquire the complete network configuration, the optimal solution for bitrates to
transmit in each cluster and the physical layer parameters are required. With an
SFN layout chosen for each video (Section 7.3.2), the solution is backtracked to
find the optimal resource allocation and the user grouping. Problem 2 is solved
one more time for the chosen combination of SFN layouts, but instead of using
the quadratic regression, the actual step function (Equation 7.7) is used. This
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provides the optimal Xvc for each video and cluster. These details are passed as
an input to user grouping algorithm (Algorithm 1) to determine the bitrates to
transmit for each video and the associated MCS values and number of RBs.
7.3.4 Controlling network reconfiguration
Based on the results of experiments conducted in Section 7.4 over a dual-core
i7 processor laptop with 16GB RAM; regardless of the number of eMBMS users
per video, NIMBLE was able to solve the network configuration problem in less
than 500ms. This computation time is fast enough to implement NIMBLE in a
dynamic and mobile network. However, there are a few additional network-based
parameters to consider for a real-world deployment of NIMBLE.
NIMBLE runs on an MCE and if the solution involves changing the SFN layout or
bitrates to serve for any video, then MCE updates the Multicast Control Channel
(MCCH) and Multicast Transport Channel (MTCH). The information carried by
MCCH includes MCS and sub-frame allocation. Changes in scheduling informa-
tion are sent to all the involved eNBs and eNBs advertise MCCH to UEs [11].
Frequent reconfigurations increase the overhead cost associated with these actions
and message exchanges. Frequent reconfigurations may also increase the physical-
layer Transport Block (TB)-losses. When the current network configuration and
the configuration chosen by NIMBLE are different, two design parameters are
introduced by NIMBLE to make the network configuration more practical and
reliable.
7.3.4.1 Utility increment threshold
Based on the amount of variability in the cellular system, it is possible that
the new network configuration is only slightly better than the current one. In
other words, the improvement in the system-utility may not be significant. A
threshold ratio δ is defined and the network is only reconfigured when the increase
in utility exceeds the threshold. Note that, depending on user mobility patterns
or unicast-load on eNBs, the current network configuration may become infeasible
i.e. cannot deliver stall-free video to all the users anymore. In such cases, the
QoE objectives are not compromised and the network is configured, regardless of
the amount of gain in utility.
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7.3.4.2 Reconfiguration trigger
In fairly-static network scenarios, an event-based approach can be used to decide
when to re-run NIMBLE. The number of events can be counted, such as users
leaving or joining eMBMS session, beginning or end of an eMBMS session, users’
channel condition changed beyond certain limits etc. A NIMBLE re-run can be
triggered when an operator-defined threshold is met.
For more dynamic network scenarios, where the number of variations is high, a
better approach is to run NIMBLE periodically at regular intervals, denoted by
i. Setting i too low can result in frequent network reconfigurations and setting it
too high can reduce the responsiveness to the changes in network or user state.
An operator can set i to reflect the characteristics of their network.
7.3.5 Complete NIMBLE algorithm
Algorithm 3 presents the complete algorithm of NIMBLE based on the aforemen-
tioned techniques and involves four main steps. First the layout-utility function
is used (Lines 16-23) to find approximate utility achievable by different SFN lay-
outs for each video (Lines 2-4). The layouts are classified based on the number
of clusters in them i.e. size of the layout and from each class, the layout with
the highest utility is chosen as a candidate (Lines 5-6). Then all possible combi-
nations of layouts for different videos are explored (Line 7) and the combination
with the highest sum-utility is chosen (Lines 8-12) by solving Problem 2 with
regression (Equation 7.8).
Then, Problem 2 is solved (Line 14) without regression (Equation 7.7) to find
the optimal resource shares in each cluster of the chosen video layouts and user
grouping algorithm is executed to find the optimal user groups, bitrates and
physical-layer parameters in each cluster. Finally, if the utility of the best combi-
nation is higher than the current configuration’s utility by a factor of δ or if the
current configuration is not feasible anymore (Line 13), the combination is chosen
as the new solution and the network is reconfigured accordingly. NIMBLE then
waits for a duration i, until it is time to run the algorithm again (Line 15), and
repeats the process until there are any active eMBMS sessions (Line 1).
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Algorithm 3 Complete NIMBLE algorithm
Input: Mvlc: Users of v in cluster c ∈ l; CN : Current network config. and UN :
its utility. See Table 7.1 for other inputs.
Output: SFN cluster and user groups for each video
1: while Active_eMBMS_Sessions do
2: for v ∈ V do
3: for l ∈ L do
4: utility,Graph[v, l]← LAYOUT_U(v, l)
5: if utility > maxU [v, |l|] then
6: maxU [v, l]← utility;Candidates[v, |l|]← l
7: Cartesian←{(l1..lv) | lv∈Candidates[v] for v∈V }
8: Umax ← 0
9: for combo ∈ Cartesian do . Layout combinations
10: Get Utility U by solving Problem 2
11: if U > Umax then
12: Umax ← U ;Optimal_Combo← combo
13: if CN 6∈ Cartesian ∨ UN < δ·Umax then
14: Solve Prob. 2 for Optimal_Combo without regression to get optimal RB
shares and user groups for each video
15: sleep(i) . until next interval
LAYOUT_U(v, l) . Utility of an SFN layout
16: PF_utility ← 0;Graph← []
17: for c ∈ l do
18: maxRBs← min(αN, N-Yb for b ∈ c) . Available RBs
19: for RBs← 1 to maxRBs do
20: Graph[RBs]← User_Grouping(Mvlc, RBs)
21: PF_RBs← |Mv |
sum(Mw∀w∈V ) ∗maxRBs
22: PF_utility+ = Graph[PF_RBs]
23: return PF_utility,Graph
7.4 Performance evaluation and comparison
NIMBLE is implemented on the simulation-based testbed proposed in Section 3.4
with real-video traces for demonstration and evaluation. Commonly used network
parameters [116] are applied to the simulation setup as listed in Table 7.2. In
this section, first the details of the simulation setup are presented. Then the
performance of NIMBLE is evaluated in real-world scenarios and the impact of
control parameters is analyzed. Finally, NIMBLE is compared with state-of-the
art approaches and RTOP.
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Table 7.2: NIMBLE simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Cellular Layout Hexagonal grid with 4 eNBs
eMBMS Service Area 1250 m x 875 m
eNB Tx Power 10 Watts
Frequency, bandwidth, RBs 2.1 GHz, 20 MHz and 100
Path Loss Model Log-Normal Shadowing
Path Loss Exponent 4.5 (Indoor Obstructed)
Noise Density & UE Noise -174 dBm/Hz & 7 dB
Channel Model Multi-path Fading AWGN [99]
Handover Hysteresis Margin 1dB of average-SINR (over 250ms)
Spectral Efficiencies
(bits/RB) from CQIs 1 to 15
[20, 31, 50, 79, 116, 155, 195, 253, 318, 360,
439, 515, 597, 675, 733]
User Mobility Model Random-Way Point [97]
User Movement Speed Walking: 1∼1.5 m/s-Stationary:0m/s
Pause/Waiting Times Shopping: 0∼300s-Browsing: 0∼30s
7.4.1 Simulation setup
An eMBMS service area is considered covering a large shopping mall (Figure 3.7)
with four eNBs arranged in a hexagonal grid. Three live DASH-based [21] eMBMS
videos are served in the mall and five minutes of the transmission is analyzed. For
each video, H.264 encoding is used with 24 frames/sec (fps), 8 frames per Group
of Picture (GOP), to generate trace files at low (400kbps), medium (1.5Mbps)
and high (4Mbps) video quality. A 10% Forward Error Correction (FEC) is also
assumed to be encoded in each frame, and a frame is considered lost if more than
10% of its transmitted bytes are lost. A total of 1200 eMBMS users are generated
(400 per video) in the shopping mall.
The mall consists of an entertainment zone with restaurants, theater, resting area,
food court etc. Around 30% of the eMBMS users are located in the entertainment
zone and the closest eNB is considered to be congested. The rest of the eMBMS
users are distributed uniformly over the shopping mall. There are three types of
users in the mall:
• Resting: These are static users and during the duration of the simulation
are assumed to not change their location. Most of the resting users (around
80%) are located in the entertainment zone.
• Shopping: Random Way Point (RWP) model [97] is used to determine the
mobility pattern for users that are shopping. These users may spend a long
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time at a shop, so a high pause time (Table 7.2) is set for this user category.
• Browsing: These are the type of users that do not spend too much time at
one shop. RWP model is used to determine the mobility pattern and a low
range is set for pause time (Table 7.2) to mimic the behavior of browsing
users. These users exhibit the highest mobility pattern in the simulation
scenario.
A total of 900 mobility traces are generated, with equal probability of each user-
type, and are assigned to the 1200 eMBMS users. A mobility trace is defined
by the initial location of a user and the mobility pattern for the duration of
the simulation. Using 900 traces for 1200 users simulates users that may follow
exactly the same mobility pattern, e.g. two or more people visiting together.
Mobility and application management: On the physical layer, the UE aver-
ages its SINR over a duration of 250ms for each SFN cluster to choose the best
cluster and applies handover-hysteresis to avoid ping-pong effect. The UE also
reports its achievable MCS from each cluster based on AWGN BLER vs SINR
curves [99]. The target BLER is set to 1% which is the standard in eMBMS [11].
On the application layer, a greedy video client is assumed that subscribes to the
highest available bitrate decodable with the user SINR. When switching between
bitrates, the client waits until an end of a GOP to switch, hence providing a
smooth switching experience for the end-user.
The key performance evaluation metrics are
• Throughput: Average size of decodable frames received by users per second.
• Transport blocks (TB) and frames lost in the network.
• Total number of bitrate switches encountered by users over the duration of
the simulation.
• Stall Duration: A stall is defined as more than one consecutive frames not
played by a user, either due to network loss or a missing dependency.
• QoE: A regression-based QoE model [68] is used and is defined as: −56.6Pr+
0.007B+ 0.0007Bs + 54.0, where Pr is the re-buffering percentage, B̄ is the
average bitrate and B̄s is the average bitrate switch magnitude.
• Fairness:F-index [83] is used for measuring fairness and is defined as: 1 −
2σ
H−L , where σ is the standard deviation of user QoE scores, H is the upper
QoE bound (100) and L is the lower QoE bound (0).
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(a) Average Throughput Per User (b) Total TBs Lost in Network
(c) Total Bitrate Switches in Network (d) Reconfigurations per Minute
Figure 7.4: Analyzing recalculation interval i at δ = 2%: Delaying reconfiguration
may reduce switches but results in higher losses.
• Network Reconfiguration: Changes made to SFN layout or streaming bi-
trates of a video per minute.
7.4.2 Analysis of control parameters
The widely-used Proportional Fairness (PF) metric [61] is adapted as the system
utility for NIMBLE and the impact of the two control parameters (Section 7.3.4)
is analyzed. The parameter values are varied and the impact is examined on
average user throughput, total transport blocks lost in the network, total bitrate
switches experienced by all the users and the network reconfiguration frequency.
For each scenario, the experiment is repeated 5 times by varying user mobility
patterns and the average results are presented.
7.4.2.1 Tuning periodic reconfiguration interval (i)
For this set of experiments the increment threshold (δ) is fixed to 2% and the
solution recalculation interval is varied between 1s and 60s. Delaying network
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reconfiguration (e.g. i = 60s) resulted in lesser reconfiguration overhead (Fig-
ure 7.4d) but also reduced NIMBLE’s responsiveness to changes in network or
user condition and incurred high (≈ 4%) network losses (Figure 7.4b).
On the other hand, configuring network too often (every 1s) increased the switches
in bitrates (Figure 7.4c) and overhead costs but reduced losses by responding
quickly to the system dynamics. Due to user mobility and δ being same for these
experiments, the throughput trend was similar for different recalculation intervals.
However, due to lesser losses in network and quicker response to changes in user
channel condition, approaches that ran more often achieved higher throughput
(Figure 7.4a). In comparison to i = 60s, i = 5s increased the average system
throughput by 4%.
These experiments demonstrate the importance of selecting an appropriate re-
configuration interval and show that prolonging reconfiguration can reduce the
responsiveness to user’s channel condition and deteriorate user experience by
increasing the losses or reducing the throughput, whereas reconfiguring too of-
ten can negatively impact user experience by increasing the number of bitrate
switches. For the following experiments i = 5s is chosen as the reconfiguration
interval which, in the conducted simulation scenario, keeps bitrate switches and
reconfiguration overhead to a reasonable value while maintaining responsiveness
to network-state and user channel condition.
7.4.2.2 Tuning utility increment threshold (δ)
For this set of experiments the recalculation interval i for NIMBLE is fixed to
5 seconds and δ is varied between 0% and 10%. Higher δ values decrease the
probability of reconfiguring network based on bitrate gains in an effort to reduce
bitrate switches. This trend can be seen in Figure 7.5 where δ = 0% achieved
the highest throughput (Figure 7.5a) but also the highest number of switches
(Figure 7.5c).
Regardless of the value of δ, NIMBLE reconfigures the network if the current
configuration has become infeasible i.e. can cause losses for any user. Therefore,
even though higher δ values reconfigured network less often (Figure 7.5d), they
did not incur higher losses (Figure 7.5b) and the difference in percentage of lost
TBs was insignificant across different values of δ.
As NIMBLE ran every 5 seconds and found a solution with BLER≤ 1% for each
user, the total percentage of lost TBs was around 2%. The additional 1% is
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(a) Average Throughput Per User (b) Total TBs Lost in Network
(c) Total Bitrate Switches in Network (d) Reconfigurations per Minute
Figure 7.5: Analyzing increment threshold δ at i = 5s: Lower values can achieve
higher throughput but incurs higher switches and reconfiguration overhead.
accounted by the possible degradation in channel condition of some users during
the 5-second interval due to the path loss or mobility pattern. Based on these
experiments and analysis, δ = 2% is selected for NIMBLE in the following exper-
iments, which avoids network reconfiguration on slight utility-increments, while
maintaining responsiveness to user experience through a 3% switches-reduction in
comparison to δ = 0% and a 2.5% throughput-increase in comparison to δ = 5%
and δ = 10%.
7.4.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms
Based on PF-utility, the performance of following approaches is compared.
BoLTE [14]: Creates SFN clusters to maximize PF-utility but does not consider
grouping users based on their channel condition. The proposed algorithm assumes
single bitrate per video. For a fair comparison, the utility of an SFN layout is
calculated by assigning the best achievable bitrate for each video by the heuristics
proposed in BoLTE.
One Large SFN (LSFN): In [12], Chen et al. propose partitioning users into
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(a) Average Throughput Per User (b) CDF of Lost Frames
(c) CDF of Total Stall Duration (d) CDF of Switches to Lower Bitrates
Figure 7.6: Results of comparing algorithms: NIMBLE serves users with higher
throughput and lesser switches.
groups based on their channel condition, but assume that all eNBs in the ser-
vice area are always synchronized, hence creating one large SFN cluster. The
proposed scheme only solves the problem for one eMBMS video. For evaluation
with real-world scenarios, VG [12] is extended based on a subset of the proposed
optimization model to work with multiple videos and the approach is named
LSFN.
RTOP (Chapter 6): This algorithm solves a joint optimization problem for cre-
ating SFN clusters as well as user groups to maximize bitrate-based PF utility.
However, RTOP does not consider the variation in network or user state over
time and the impact of bitrate-switches on user QoE.
NIMBLE: The proposed algorithm.
For fair comparison, each algorithm is run every 5 seconds for PF-utility maxi-
mization over the same network and user-state. For each scenario, the experiment
is repeated 5 times by varying user mobility traces and the average results are
presented.
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7.4.3.1 System throughput
Figure 7.6a shows the average throughput of the system. As LSFN does not
consider SFN clustering, the RBs available to eMBMS were restricted by the
congested eNB and all the users had to be served with limited RBs. On the other
hand, BoLTE lacks user grouping and could not assign rates to users commen-
surate to their channel conditions. NIMBLE and RTOP considered both these
factors and hence increased average throughput by up to 150%.
NIMBLE achieved slightly higher throughput than RTOP. This is because RTOP
incurs slightly higher drops on the users (Figure 7.6b) due to frequent network
reconfigurations (Figure 7.7b). By using the control parameter δ, NIMBLE sta-
bilizes the network and user state, and increases the successfully received frames
and hence the average throughput.
7.4.3.2 Lost frames and stalls
The implementation of each algorithm in the testbed ran every 5 seconds and
had an explicit or implicit constraint to avoid frame losses or stalls. Hence all the
algorithms reacted well to the possible variation in user channel condition and
mobility. Almost all the users lost less than 30 frames (0.4%) and stalled for less
than 3 seconds (1%) during the five-minutes of simulation (Figure 7.6b and 7.6c).
7.4.3.3 Switches in bitrates
Based on subjective evaluation, less than one switch per minute is acceptable by
users and does not annoy them [70]. This implies 5 switches per the 5-minute
simulation duration which was achieved by only 40% users with BoLTE and
around 55% with LSFN or RTOP. However, with NIMBLE around 98% of users
encountered less than 5 switches (Figure 7.6d). NIMBLE achieved lower switch
count while still serving users with the highest throughput (Figure 7.6a). This
is because unlike other algorithms, NIMBLE takes into account the impact of
switching bitrates when reconfiguring the network and avoids too many switches
which can annoy users and have a negative effect on video QoE.
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(a) User QoE: Box And Scatter Plot (b) Reconfigurations per Minutes
Figure 7.7: Results of QoE and network reconfiguration: NIMBLE reduces net-
work reconfigurations and increases QoE for end-users.
7.4.3.4 QoE and fairness
With least number of switches and highest throughput, NIMBLE provided the
best QoE for users, followed by RTOP which achieved similar throughput but
switched bitrates more often than NIMBLE. BoLTE and LSFN ignored the im-
pact of switches and also failed to maximize the throughput as they do not con-
sider combined advantage of SFN clustering and user grouping, hence had lower
QoE values. In comparison to LSFN, NIMBLE increased the average user QoE
by 13% (Figure 7.7a).
In terms of f-index fairness (Table 7.3), LSFN and BoLTE performed slightly
better, but this is because most of the users had equally bad experience. This
makes the system seem fair but actually performs worse because of the inability
to react to the underlying network or user state. NIMBLE assigned bitrates to
users commensurate to their channel condition and available RBs across eNBs.
To further analyze this, the number of users that achieved a higher (or lower)
QoE with other algorithms in comparison to NIMBLE are measured. As shown
in Table 7.3 (Row 2), NIMBLE improved QoE for more than 1000 users at the
expense of only 54 users for LSFN, 30 users for BoLTE and 135 users for RTOP.
Also, as shown in Figure 7.7a, the decrease in QoE is marginal for most of the
users.
7.4.3.5 Network reconfigurations
NIMBLE incurred less overhead cost (Figure 7.7b) by reconfiguring the network
less often, especially in comparison to BoLTE and RTOP. While the actual ac-
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Table 7.3: Fairness analysis of NIMBLE
Algorithm LSFN BoLTE RTOP NIMBLE
f-index 0.96 0.97 0.86 0.83
vs NIMBLE 1116 ↓ 54 ↑ 1154 ↓ 30 ↑ 1064 ↓ 135 ↑ -
ceptable overhead cost depends on operators and their network preferences, these
results show that with efficient network management and configuration, NIMBLE
was able to achieve higher user QoE while keeping the reconfigurations to mini-
mum. This reduction is due to the control parameters (Section 7.3.4) considered
by NIMBLE when reconfiguring the network.
Summary
In this chapter, an optimization model was formulated and a heuristics-based
algorithm was proposed for eMBMS network reconfiguration that aims to max-
imize the end-user QoE rather than just the assigned bitrates or network-layer
throughput. Key design challenges were addressed that arise due to dynamic
nature of cellular networks and user mobility or varying channel condition over
time. Control parameters were propose and their impact on various performance
metrics was analyzed. It was shown how these parameters can be adjusted for a
better trade-off between network responsiveness, efficiency and stability. The pro-
posed algorithm, NIMBLE, was compared with state-of-the-art approaches and
results showed the achieved improvement in user QoE and various underlying
metrics. NIMBLE performed better because, in addition to control parameters,
it jointly optimized SFN clustering and user grouping problems when reconfig-
uring the network and allocating resources to different eMBMS video sessions.
Overall NIMBLE achieved a 150% increase in user throughput, 75% reduction in
user switches, 15% increase in average user QoE, all while reducing the network
reconfiguration count by 90%.
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Conclusion and future work
8.1 Summary
This thesis focused on improving the network resource utilization, system utiliza-
tion and end-user experience for live video streaming in core, wired access and
radio access networks. The traditional Internet architecture is best suited for end-
to-end unicast transmissions as they provide high control to content servers over
the users, and maintain user and data privacy. However, IP unicast fails to take
advantage of temporal commonality in live streaming user-sessions and results in
waste of resources due to redundant and duplicate re-transmissions. This may be
acceptable for low-volume traffic services but with the proliferation of demand for
high-definition live streaming, flash crowd events occur frequently and increase
the peak bandwidth requirements. From a functional point of view, multicast at
network or physical layer would be a desirable choice to avoid sending the same
video stream to potentially millions of concurrent users.
However, due to the rigid nature of traditional Internet and lack of key features
in existing multicast solutions, its use is currently restricted to intra-domain ser-
vices, while Over The Top (OTT) streaming services still suffer from inefficient
resource management. On the other hand, the 3GPP standard, Evolved Multi-
media Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS), enables multicast for physical-layer
transmission in cellular networks, but the state-of-the-art resource allocation al-
gorithms are either too complex to solve in real-time, yield sub-optimal results,
are based on fairly-static network scenarios, maximize network-level throughput
rather than overall user QoE or do not consider the time-variance of the network
state or mobile users. The work in thesis addressed the limitations of existing so-
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lutions and as such proposed various architectural designs, network components,
optimization models and algorithms. Performance evaluation showed significant
reduction in resource consumption and improvement in metrics associated with
user experience.
8.2 Key contributions and findings
The following contributions were made in the area of OTT live video streaming
and in particular for establishing realistic and practically deploy-able services:
1. The existing literature on live streaming was surveyed, especially the ap-
proaches that consider multicast-based transmission. Limitations and challenges
were identified that restrict the usage of multicast in different network domains.
User expectations and QoE requirements to measure the performance of a system
were established (Chapter 2).
2. A novel Internet architecture, mCast, was proposed that adapts SDN to enable
network-layer multicast for OTT streaming services. mCast merges the flexibility
and control of SDN with resource efficiency of multicast to reduce inter-domain
and intra-domain traffic for Internet Service Providers (ISP) and Content Delivery
Networks (CDN). mCast is transparent to the clients and provides CDNs with
the same level of control, over user sessions, as in IP unicast. A communication
framework between ISPs and CDNs was proposed to enable mCast while retaining
user and data privacy. A prototype of mCast was built over an emulated testbed
and experiments were conducted to show the feasibility, scalability and gains of
mCast. mCast was compared with IP unicast in different network topologies
with up to 1000 video clients located in an ISP and streaming real videos from
content servers in CDN. For the same network link capacities, where unicast users
suffered up to 40% frame losses, mCast was able to serve all the users effectively
with no network losses. mCast achieved this by serving through multicast and
reducing the ISP link utilization by more than 50%. mCast further improved
user experience by reducing video start-up delays by 80% (Chapter 4).
3. A device-aware network-assisted optimal streaming service, Danos, was pro-
posed for live video streaming. Danos is a novel service that uses multicast
at the network layer, similar to mCast, and provides dynamic bitrate adaptive
streaming at the application layer, similar to DASH. Danos introduces several
key components to the mCast architecture that are essential for building a cross-
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layer optimal service and handling users with heterogeneous device capabilities.
Danos gathers details of various ISP and CDN operation constraints as well as
user-device specification and uses this information to respond to any event that
can affect user experience or result in packet losses. A multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem was formulated to accommodate these constraints and maximize
the perceived video quality of all the users while minimizing the consumption of
the ISP network links. A scalable real-time guided model was proposed to solve
the problem optimally. The performance analysis of the model showed that it
can be solved in the order of milliseconds for millions of users (Chapter 5).
4. As there is no feedback loop between users and content servers in multicast, an
approach was proposed for Danos that presents how the bitrate of users can still be
switched smoothly without causing frame jitter. Furthermore, because start-up
delays have a high negative impact on user experience, a mechanism was devised
for Danos to synchronize various components in the parallelized architecture, that
minimizes the start-up delays for clients when optimizing and reconfiguring the
network. A prototype of Danos was implemented over an emulated testbed and
the performance was compared against mCast for real-world scenarios, including
flash crowd events and cross-traffic. Danos handled both events efficiently and
improved average goodput by up to 70%. As new users joined the video session,
Danos continued to react accordingly through periodic optimization. mCast is
unaware of the network link state and resulted in up to 45% losses in congested
network scenario, whereas Danos eliminated these losses by either re-routing users
or reducing bitrates in events of congestion (Chapter 5).
5. For eMBMS in cellular networks, a real-time optimization algorithm, RTOP,
was proposed that solves a joint optimization model at a particular network
instance. Unlike existing work in the literature, the proposed optimization model
considers the combined impact and inter-dependence of various network design
features such as: which eNBs to synchronize and form Single Frequency Networks
(SFN); how to share resources among users with disparate channel conditions and;
how to handle the impact of eMBMS decisions on each eNB’s non-eMBMS users.
The joint optimization allowed for better resource allocation of the scarce wireless
spectrum. A scalable heuristics-based algorithm was proposed that mostly yields
optimal results or else results with less than a 1% gap from optimal solution. The
algorithm is independent of the number of users and was able to solve the problem
in less than 500ms for typical eMBMS system configuration for thousands of users.
Simulation comparison of RTOP with state-of-the-art eMBMS approaches showed
an improvement of 14% in Proportional Fairness (PF), achieved by assigning high
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bitrates to 7 times more users. Average user bitrate was increased by 90% and
service degradation was eliminated (Chapter 6).
6. A network optimization framework for eMBMS-based live user QoE (NIM-
BLE) was proposed. Similar to approaches in the literature, RTOP assumes
a fairly-static network when solving the optimization problem and ignores the
impact of variability in network or user state over time. In NIMBLE, first a
QoE optimization model was formulated that solves the network configuration
problem while considering the three fundamental factors of QoE: video bitrates
assigned to users, video frames dropped or skipped by users and, switches in
video bitrates encountered by users. Then a scalable heuristics-based algorithm
was proposed, that can solve the optimization model in real-time regardless of
the number of users and their mobility pattern. Finally, stability parameters
were introduced to consider the trade-off between frequent network reconfigura-
tion and responsiveness to network state or user channel condition. NIMBLE
was compared against RTOP and other recent research in real-world scenarios
with varying user-mobility patterns. In comparison to RTOP, 88% users had a
better viewing experience with NIMBLE, mostly due to less switches in bitrates.
Furthermore, NIMBLE reduced the network reconfiguration rate by 90% which
made the network more stable and reduced the overhead cost (Chapter 7).
7. An emulator for evaluating SDN multicast architectures and algorithms for
live video streaming (eSMAL) was designed. eSMAL can emulate multi-domain
network topologies using Mininet and provides implementation of SDN controller,
live video servers and, lightweight live video clients. eSMAL provides a panoramic
GUI for modifying various evaluation parameters and monitoring the effect on
output in form of graphs and statistics. An additional, open-source network ani-
mator GUI MiniNAM, was also developed and integrated in eSMAL. MiniNAM
displays the network topology and real-time traffic flows with packet level in-
formation for the live traffic. eSMAL can also support large-scale experiments
by disabling the GUIs and decoding features of video clients with logs saved for
post-processing. Up to 1000 multicast video clients, running as separate user
instances, were successfully tested on a single virtual machine. A prototype of
mCast and Danos was implemented on eSMAL for evaluation, comparison and
demonstration purposes (Chapter 3).
8. For evaluating eMBMS based resource allocation algorithms, such as RTOP
and NIMBLE, a discrete-event based LTE physical layer simulator was built.
The simulator is capable of analyzing physical layer eMBMS features such as
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user grouping and SFN clustering which are not provided by the commonly avail-
able open-source network simulators. An animation tool was also developed for
viewing network configuration and user state over the simulation duration. The
animator takes the network configuration traces and user received-frame traces as
an input and displays various statistics such as the network topology, user mobil-
ity pattern, SFN cluster configuration, bitrates being transmitted, the RBs and
MCS used to transmit each bitrate, bitrates received by users, channel condition
(MCS) of users, lost frames and switches experienced by users (Chapter 3).
8.3 Future work
The contributions made in this thesis have introduced innovative ways to deliver
live video streams from content servers to end-users. Various directions and di-
mensions were covered for core network as well as wired and radio access network.
The proposed work can be extended in the following ways:
• When constructing multicast trees, mCast uses a simple extension of Di-
jkstra’s algorithm to find routes to users. As the architecture of mCast
is modular, this algorithm can be replaced without modifying the rest of
the modules in the architecture. A more dynamic algorithm can be imple-
mented on the routing module that further improves resource utilization e.g.
by balancing load across forwarding nodes. Furthermore, as users leave or
join the groups, the multicast tree becomes sub-optimal. Similar to Danos,
a periodic reconfiguration of the tree can update the network in a better
way. The dynamics of such an approach can be studied for mCast.
• Although the video clients and servers in mCast are designed to support
Scalable Video Coding (SVC), the impact of SVC on the network and possi-
ble resource management strategies have not been explored. Some research
in the literature has proposed using SVC or Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) for multicast in SDN. Such approaches can be incorporated in Danos
to avoid the need of multiple user groups per video and instead enable adap-
tive streaming by controlling the number of SVC layers to transmit to each
user. Elaborate optimization models for such an approach are not defined
in the literature and can be formulated and implemented in Danos.
• For congested networks, mCast and Danos rely on multicast at the network-
layer to reduce network load and provide sustainable streaming services. If
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the available resources are still insufficient, network coding may be used
to improve network’s throughput, efficiency and scalability. Network nodes
with insufficient capacity can encode packets or merge packets using an
algorithm and transmit the accumulated result. A destination network
node can be chosen which will receive and decode the accumulated result,
using the same algorithm, to recover the original packets. Such an approach
requires fewer transmissions and hence improves efficiency. Finding optimal
coding solutions for such scenarios remains an open problem.
• NIMBLE optimizes eMBMS network configuration by running an algorithm
periodically. Although, the algorithm runs in real-time regardless of the
number of users, this still requires active network agents. For some specific
use cases of eMBMS, especially where the network state and user behavior
is predictable, machine and deep learning approaches can be adapted for
network management with reinforcement techniques. The regression-based
supervised approach used by RTOP and NIMBLE to analyze resource and
utility relation, can serve as a useful pre-requisite for data acquisition and
training.
• With the increase in wireless home users, e.g. over Wi-Fi, it is important to
explore methods for efficient multicast delivery to wireless users, other than
in cellular networks. Generally, ISP control terminates at user premises and
streams are delivered over user-owned wireless access points to potentially
multiple devices. Enabling SDN over such access points can facilitate better
scheduling of wireless resources and smooth switching between unicast and
multicast. NIMBLE is designed for cellular networks, however it can be
adapted for other wireless standards as the nature of resource scheduling
and user experience is similar.
• The proposed testbed for Danos (and mCast) emulates network topologies
and virtual instances of users. The testbed provides insight into the working
mechanism and performance of the proposed system in a controlled envi-
ronment. Further work can integrate Danos in a real-world deployment of
globally distributed live streaming users across SDN-enabled ISPs. Testing
on such a setup can provide more accurate and concise results, due to more
realistic cross-traffic, network topologies and constraints. Similarly, feed-
back from real-world users can provide a better insight in to the end-user
experience, possibly with subjective QoE evaluation.
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